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SUMMARY
D uchenne m uscular dystrophy (D M D ) is the com m onest dystrophy with a birth incidence of 
one in 3 0 0 0-3500  males, and approxim ate ly  one third o f  all cases result from a new mutation. 
Affected  m ales present with progressive m uscle  w eakness  and die as a result o f  respiratory or 
cardiac involvement in their late teens or early twenties. Becker muscular dystrophy (BM D) is a 
mild variety o f  the disease, and the most useful criterion for differentiating the two types is the 
age when patients becom e wheelchair bound.
T h e  gene is located on X p 2 1 , and consists o f  m ore than 65 exons encoding a protein 3685 
am ino  acids long, nam ed dystrophin. A bout 65%  of affected boys have a small submicroscopic 
gene deletion, heterogeneous in both the specific region and num ber of exons missing, that can 
be detec ted  by Southern  blot analysis using cD N A  probes, and/or by sequence am plification 
with the polym erase chain reaction. Partial gene duplication accounts for the mutation in about 
6%  of the patients, while in the remainder point mutations are suspected
A n aim of this project was to screen D M D /B M D  patients for deletions in exons 30  to 47 of 
the dystrophin gene covered by cD N A  probe 5b-7, on Bglll digested DNA, arid at the 3 ’ end of 
the gene using the restriction enzym es Hind HI and Bgl II in combination with cDNA probes 9, 
10 and 11-14.
Seventeen D M D /B M D  patients were studied with cD NA 5b-7 and one deletion was detected 
having the distal end at exon 4 4  while the proximal end was in exon 20, in the region o f cDNA 
probe 4-5a. Five cD N A deletions were detected having both end-points in the distal part of the 
dystrophin  gene in a panel o f thirty-six D M D /B M D  affected m ales show ing no deletion or 
duplication with the rest o f  the cD NA  probes. Also, two cases of deletions which started in the 
region o f  cD N A  8 were identified  to ex tend  in the region o f cD N A  9, with one of the two 
having the 3 ’ end into the region o f  cD N A  10. No deletions were found with cD NA 11-14. 
Taking advan tage  o f the d ifferent size o f dele tions  detec ted , som e o f  the Bgl II genom ic 
fragm ents were related to Hind III genom ic fragm ents o f  known orientation, and the order of 
the Hind III fragments in the region o f cD NA 10 was rearranged. Also, the correlation between 
deletion and pheno type w as exam ined  and found to fit the reading-fram e model proposed to 
explain the clinical d iffe rence in severity between D M D  and B M D  patients. For diagnostic 
purposes the detection o f  the m olecular  pathology o f the disease can confirm the diagnosis of 
D M D /B M D  in sporadic cases and offer direct accurate prenatal diagnosis in the family without 
the necessity for linkage analysis that requires DNA samples from key relatives.
A s Southern analysis  takes five to ten days for results to be obtained assessm ent o f  the 
value and reliability of the polymerase chain reaction in performing deletion detection screening 
a" , 'e  sites simultaneously was the next aim o f  the present study.78
Sim ultaneous  am plif ica tion  by PCR  of exons 4, 8, 12, 17, 19, 44, 45, 4 8  and 51 o f the 
dystrophin gene in 118 D M D /B M D  DNA samples identified a mutation in 48.3% of the patients 
and detec ted  86%  o f  the dele tions  previously revealed  by Southern analysis. D iscrepancies 
were not found between the results obtained by the two m ethods o f  analysis. On the contrary, 
the p rob lem  o f  w eak  hybrid isa tion  was c ircu m v en ted  in two cases  allow ing  the accurate  
m apping  o f the deletion end-points. Postnatal-detection screening was also perform ed in two 
patients and both results were confirm ed by Southern analysis. T he ability o f  PCR to amplify 
D N A  fragm ents from small starting am ounts o f  not necessarily  good quality DNA permitted 
the amplification of DNA extracted from haematoxylin and eosin stained tissue sections, as well 
as the detection o f a deletion in an individual whose DNA failed to produce detectable signal by 
Southern  ana lys is  b ecause  o f  deg radation .  S peed , sensit iv ity ,  spec if ic ity  and effic iency  
characterise the method o f multiplex amplification with the polymerase chain reaction, and make 
it ideal in the analysis o f m utations in routine clinical practice as an initial screen to detect the 
m olecular pathology of the disease.
T h e  final aim of this project was to scan regions o f the D M D /B M D  gene in affected males 
w hose  m olecu la r  pathology  was still unknow n, for  new  polym orphic  sites o r  m utations that 
m ay accoun t  fo r  the d ev e lo p m en t o f  the d isease  and to com pare  and assess the different 
methodologies for mutational screening.
T he  techniques o f  single-strand conform ation polym orphism  (SSCP), denaturing gradient 
gel e lectrophoresis  (D G G E), and chemical c leavage o f the mismatch (A M D ) were applied on 
m aterial generated  by the polym erase  chain reaction. PC R -SSC P analysis and PCR -D G G E  
analysis  were applied  on sequences f lanking exons 4, 8, 12, 17, 19, 44, 45, 48  and 51 of the 
dys troph in  gene in th ir ty -n in e  D M D /B M D  patien ts .  P C R -S S C P  ana lys is  identif ied  a 
po lym orph ism  at the distal part o f  intron 44, a know n hot spot for recom bination  in (he 
D M D /B M D  locus. A sy m m etr ic  PC R  and  d irec t  seq u en c in g  reveal a s ingle nucleo tide  
substitution (G to A), which was also present in nine o f  thirty-seven unrelated male controls 
screened by the same method. This sequence variation was identifiable by the D GG E approach, 
and it was also  co n f irm ed  by the techn ique  o f  chem ica l c leavage  o f the m ism atch  after 
hydroxylam ine modification o f the DNA. No other sequence alteration was detected by either 
PC R -SSC P analysis or DGGE. This was not an unexpected result considering the limited size 
o f  the region exam ined (approxim ately  3 .5  kb o f genom ic sequence, 1500 base pairs of exonic 
sequence), com pared to the genomic size of the locus (2 Mb).
P C R -SSC P analysis proved to be a rather s im ple and fast though isotopic method, with no 
spec if ic  requ irem en t fo r  special equ ipm ent.  No fa lse -positives  were observed , but false 
negatives were not excluded. For the sam e length o f  fragm ents the non-isotopic P C R -D G G E  
approach for mutation detection can be used which how ever requires special equipment for the
generation of a temperature gradient in the gel. Also the identification of single-base mutations 
by m eans o f  D G G E  is restricted to detection o f  mutations in low melting dom ains o f  the DNA 
fragm ents, unless a “G C -c lam p” o f up to 40  bp is incorporated in at least one direction during 
the am plification step. However, both methods have the disadvantage of failing to localise the 
variable  site. T he  only inform ation gained is w he ther  there is at least one site o f  sequence 
variation in the region examined. This  information can be obtained by the method of chemical 
c leavage  o f  the m ism atch . T he  main d raw back  o f  this method is the use o f highly toxic, 
dan g ero u s  to hand le  and d ifficult  to d ispose  o f  chem ica ls ,  but it does  provide positional 
inform ation on the mutation. W hatever the screening approach is, final confirmation requires 
sequencing o f the corresponding area.
These screening strategies together with direct sequencing could be applied to detect the 
molecular pathology in DMD/BMD cases where multiplex PCR gave a normal result. An 
approach which uses transcribed cDNA from abnormal transcript of dystrophin in lymphocytes 
to reduce the DNA screening target from 2 MB to 14 kb allowing analysis without muscle 
biopsy has recently been described. In turn these results will provide further information for the 
molecular pathology of the disease and they will be of direct benefit for the improvement of 
genetic counselling within affected families.
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1.1 Frequency of Duchenne M uscular Dystrophy.
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (D M D ) is an X-linked recessive trait with a birth incidence of 
one in 3000-3500  m ales (Em ery , 1988). D espite  increasing aw areness o f  the disease in recent 
years there has been no apparent increase in the num ber o f  reported cases. Som e reduction in 
the incidence o f D uchenne  m uscular  dystrophy though, can be expected due to the increasing 
application o f  prenatal diagnosis, carrier detection and genetic counselling. A ssum ing that the 
m ale and fem ale  m utation  rate for  recessive X -linked  lethal d isorders is equal, and that the
reproductive viability o f  the patients is virtually zero, the mutation rate is estimated to be 10 4 
per generation and one third o f all patients should result from a new mutation (Haldane, 1935).
1.2 Clinical Features o f  D uchenne and B ecker M uscu lar Dystrophies. C onfirm ation o f  the 
Diagnosis.
D u ch en n e  M u scu la r  D ys trophy  (D M D ) is nam ed  af te r  G u i l lau m e  B en jam in  A m an d  
D uchenne  or D u ch en n e  o f  B oulogne  as he signed him self. He was the first to study the 
histology of affected m uscles from the sam e patient at different stages o f  the disease using his 
need le -harpoon  to obtain biopsy spec im ens  in life, and the first to talk about an X-linked 
inheritance pattern (D uchenne ,  1868). T h e  clinical features o f  the disease were presented in 
detail later by W illiam  R. Gowers( 1879), w ho described what is now adays usually referred as
G o w ers ’ m anoeuvre.
W alking is delayed until at least 18 m onths in 56%  o f  D M D  and roughly a quarter do not 
walk until they are at least 2 years old, whereas o f  normal children the average age in learning to 
walk is about 13 months, and 97% are walking by 18 months (Emery, 1988).
T h e  most obv ious  feature  in the early stages o f  the d isease  is en largem en t o f  the ca lf  
m uscles which at least in part is due to an excess o f  adipose and connective tissue. However, 
such enlargem ent may also involve the masseters, deltoids, serrati anterior and quadriceps, and 
occasionally  o ther muscles. M acroglossia  is not uncom m on. M uscle involvem ent is always 
bilateral and sym m etrical.  In general, in the early stages o f  the disease, the low er limbs are 
affected m ore than the upper limbs, and the proximal m uscles more than the distal muscles. 
This  pattern becom es less c lear as the disease progresses. Later slight facial w eakness  often 
develops and the intercostal muscles also becom e affected, but sphincter control, chewing, and 
sw allow ing  are never affected. T h is  pattern o f  involvem ent results in several well defined
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physical features associa ted  with the d isease such as the waddling gait which is due to pelvic 
girdle w eakness and shortening o f  the Achilles  tendons, and the classical G ow ers ’ manoeuvre. 
Severe  k y p h o sco lio s is  and ca rd iac  in v o lv em en t are com m on . A p roportion  have  som e 
impairment o f  intellect. T he reduction of IQ is not due to any lack o f educational opportunity as 
a result  o f  physical d isab il ity  b ecause  it is not found in o ther  d iseases  with  com parab le  
disability. A probable explanation is that the reduction in IQ is a direct effect o f  the mutant gene
(Emery, 1988).
T h e  age o f onset is before school age in 90%  o f  D M D  cases, whilst the age when patients 
becom e w heelchair  bound is before 12 years o f  age in 95%. Age at becom ing  confined to a 
w heelchair  is s ignificantly  corre la ted  with age at death. It seem s that age o f  death after 15 
increases roughly by one year for each year that a boy remains ambulant after the age of 7  up to 
the age of 10 or more (Emery, 1988)
B ecker M uscu la r  Dystrophy (B M D ) w as first clearly delineated  by Becker in 1955. The 
distribution o f  m uscle  wasting and w eakness  is very s im ilar to Duchenne m uscular dystrophy. 
T h e  serum  crea t ine  k inase  (SC K ) level is ra ised to levels found in boys with D uchenne  
muscular dystrophy even in the preclinical stage o f the disease which may last 10 years or more, 
when there is no apparent m uscle weakness. T he  age o f onset is after the age o f 5.3 years for 
88 .1%  and 93.7%  die after (he age o f 21.1 years (Em ery, 1988). T he most useful criterion for 
differentiating D uchenne m uscular dystrophy from the milder form, Becker muscular dystrophy 
is the age when patients becom e w heelchair bound which is after the age o f 12.4 years for 96% 
o f  m ales  w ith  B M D  (E m ery ,  1988). D iag n o s is  o f  D M D /B M D  based on the clinical 
characteristics can be further supported by m easuring the serum level o f creatine kinase, and by 
muscle biopsy.
T h e  serum creatine kinase (SCK ) activity is raised considerably, up to a hundred times, in 
patients  with D M D /B M D  even at birth and before  the d isease  becom es  c lin ically  evident 
(Dreyfus et al., 1960). T he most likely explanation for the very high SCK levels in D M D  is that 
the enzym e orig inates  in m uscle and escapes into the serum. T h e  decrease in function ing  
muscle tissue and reduction in physical activity when patients becom e confined to a wheelchair 
are probably  responsib le  for the m uch low er SCK  levels  in the later stages o f the disease 
(Emery, 1988).
M uscle pathology is altered before there arc any obvious clinical m anifesta tions o f  the 
disease. W hile in no rm al m uscle the eosinophilic fibres are absent or very infrequent, they are 
increased  in n u m b er  in the affected  tissue and they contain  h igher am ount of in tracellu lar 
calcium (Em ery and Burt, 1980). At later stages and as the muscle fibres undergo necrosis and 
are phagocytosed, they are replaced by fat and connective tissue so that eventually  only small
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proportion of muscle tissue remains (Cullen and M astaglia, 1980).
1.3 Presence o f the D M D /B M D  gene in Females.
O v e r  tw en ty  fem a les  have been d esc r ib ed  with D M D /B M D  w ho  have X -au to so m e 
translocations that break the X chrom osom e within band Xp21 (Boyd et al., 1986). T here  is a 
considerable variation in clinical severity in girls and it seems possible that the phenotype may 
well depend  on the proportion  o f cells in w hich  the derived X is active. Several o f  these 
translocations have been m apped with genom ic probes throughout the D M D  gene. Bodrug et 
al. (1989) localised four translocations: t(X;5), t(X ;l  1), t (X ; l )  and t(X;21) to specific introns 
using a cD N A  clone from the 5 ’end o f the D M D /B M D  gene. Several m echanism s have been 
proposed by which these translocations might arise. It is possible that a specific DNA sequence 
such as an Alu repeat, which is involved in a hom ologous exchange between elem ents on non- 
hom ologous  ch rom osom es  is required for translocation (Bodrug et al., 1989). Alternatively, 
the mechanism could involve a less defined factor such as a variation in chromatic configuration 
leading to an increased probability  o f rearrangem ent. This  possibility is supported by the fact 
that som e of the D M D  translocation breakpoin ts  involve autosom al regions coincident with
known fragile sites (Boyd et al., 1986).
Females w ho carry the gene in heterozygous state (carriers) are essentially healthy. Only in 
about 2.5% of carriers is som e degree o f  muscle w eakness present as the result o f  inactivation 
o f  a h igher proportion o f those X -chrom osom es bearing the normal gene (Norman et al., 1989). 
T h e  detection o f  healthy fem ale  carriers  is therefore a m ajor problem. A wom an with two 
affected sons or with one affected son and another affected close male relative is considered to 
be an obligate carrier, having a one in four chance o f having a child with Duchenne m uscular 
dystrophy. In cases  o f  possib le  o r  p robable  carriers  this genetic  risk can be reduced by 
estimating the level of serum creatine kinase, which is known to be elevated in some mothers of 
sons with D uchenne m uscular dystrophy (Em ery, 1965). There are a few precautions in using 
the SCK levels such as: a) the effect o f  exercise (Hudgson et al., 1967). High SCK levels can 
occur in normal female subjects after prolonged exercise, b) the effect of pregnancy (Emery and 
King, 1971). T he  SCK levels are lowered by pregnancy making carrier detection unreliable, c) 
the effect o f  age (Lane and Roses, 1981). In normal premenarchal girls the SCK levels are also 
higher. W hen the SCK  values for both controls  and carriers  are logged they have a normal 
distribution. Because the two curves overlap a proportion o f  carriers cannot be detected as the 
values fall both into the tail o f  the carrier curve as well as into the normal control curve. This 
could be explained by the occasional non-random  inactivation o f  the X -chrom osom c carrying 
the norm al allele, instead o f  the expected  random  inactivation  o f  e ither X -ch rom osom e as 
predicted by the Lyon hypothesis (Lyon, 1961). C arr ie r detection based only on elevated SCK 
levels gives a false negative result in about 40%  o f  cases (B ullock et al., 1979). It is very
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important therefore to assess the probability o f  a wom an being a carrier using Bayesian statistics 
where a combination o f  pedigree information, SCK levels and when available DNA data, which 
are not affected by X-inactivation are taken into account. This is particularly difficult when only 
one affected m ale occurs in the family. It is believed  that about one third o f  sporadic D M D  
patients arise as a result o f  new mutations and are sons of non-carriers (Davie and Emery, 1978)
1.4 Prenatal Diagnosis.
In the past a w om an at risk o f having an affected  son with D uchenne or Becker m uscular 
dystrophy could  choose fetal sexing with selective abortion of any m ale fetus, and in this way 
w as guaranteed a daugh ter  w ho  w ould  not be affected. H ow ever that w as unsatisfactory as at 
least half o f  the aborted fetuses would in fact be normal. T he  development of recombinant DNA 
techno logy  has opened  up an entirely d iffe ren t approach  to prenatal diagnosis. Fetal DNA 
extracted  from either fetal tissue obtained by chorionic  villus sam pling (C V S) at around ten 
weeks gestation, or from amniotic fluid cells obtained by transabdominal amniocentesis at about 
16 to 18 w eeks of gestation could be analysed using a closely linked DNA marker, or after the 
gene was isolated a gene specific probe to determine the probability o f  the fetus being affected.
L in k ag e  an a ly s is  uses  g en e tic  m ark e rs  in the form  of res tr ic tion  f rag m en t length 
polym orphism s (R FLPs) detected by DNA probes with restriction endonuclease analysis. The 
RFLPs are naturally occurring genetic polym orphisms at the level o f  DNA sequence that can be 
used as genetic markers throughout the genome. This type o f analysis tests the segregation, in a 
particular fam ily , o f  D N A  m arkers physically located near (flanking) or within (he dystrophin 
gene ( in tragenic) and less for the gene m utation  itself. Thus, the use o f  several m arkers in 
developing the haplotypes o f many family m em bers is necessary to increase the likelihood of a 
family being informative and reduce the probability o f  error due to crossing over. Xp21 probes 
have an estimated recombination rate of 5% (Davies, 1986; Old and Davies, 1986).
Several disorders such as various congenital m yopathies and spinal m uscular atrophy, with 
a different pattern o f inheritance (mostly autosomal), together with the autosomal recessive limb 
girdle m uscular dystrophy o f  childhood can mimic Duchenne m uscular dystrophy introducing a 
potential pitfall in the prenatal diagnosis o f  the disease. It is obvious that counselling results can 
be erroneous in those fam ilies  without an obvious X-linked fam ily  history or without a firm 
clinical diagnosis o f D M D  or BMD, based solely on linkage analysis.
N on-paternity  is another potential pitfall when R FL P  analysis is used for carrier detection. 
In forty-seven families studied by Bakker et al. (1988) non-paternity was encountered in about 
5%  of the cases. T he  use o f a large num ber o f  RFLP probes can detect R FLP alleles that do not 
fit in the expected mendeiian inheritance pattern.
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Therefore  fo r  d iagnostic  purposes the de tec tion  of the m o lecu la r  pa tho logy  of the  disease 
has g reat advan tages  co m p ared  to  R F L P  ana lysis  as: a) the diagnosis o f  DM D  o r  BMD in  
sporadic cases can be  confirmed, b) k e y  relatives essential for linkage analysis do not have to  be 
invo lved  in  the  investigation , and c) a  reliable  p renata l  diagnosis can  be perform ed w itou t the 
added com plication  of genetic  recom bination, always present w hen  RFLPs are used.
1.5 M apping and Isolation o f the Duchenne and Becker M uscular Dystrophy Gene.
Three  separate lines o f  evidence conclusively m apped the D M D /B M D  gene to band p21 of 
the short arm o f  the X chrom osom e (Xp21).
An early clue as to the specific location o f  the gene, cam e from the study o f rare cases of 
girls with elevated SCK levels and muscle pathology consistent with the diagnosis o f  Duchenne 
m uscu lar dystrophy, w ho had a reciprocal t rans loca tion  betw een  an au tosom e and the X- 
chromosome. Different autosom es were involved in the translocations but the breakpoint on the 
X -chrom osom e was alw ays in the reg ion  o f  Xp21. T he  most likely explanation was that the 
translocation in som e way disrupted the normal gene at Xp21 giving a D M D /B M D  phenotype 
(B oyd, 1986).
Second, two DN A  sequences (D X S7 and D XS9) from cloned fragments derived from an X 
genom ic library, w ere isolated by Dr. K. D av ie s ’ group and found to be genetically linked to 
D M D  (D avies  et al., 1981 and 1983). Subsequen tly  it was show n that B ecker M uscu lar  
D ystrophy w as linked at roughly s im ilar  genetic  d is tances  to D M D  indicating that the two 
diseases could e ither be allelic or the two loci very close together in the sam e region o f  the X- 
chrom osom e (Kingston et al., 1983 and 1984, W ilcox et al., 1985).
T he third piece o f  evidence cam e from a boy with DM D, but w ho also exhibited chronic 
g ran u lo m a to u s  d isease , M cL eod  sy n d ro m e  and re tin it is  p igm en tosa ,  w hose Xp21 band 
appeared  to be sm alle r  in size by high resolution ch rom osom e banding. M olecu la r studies 
confirmed a small interstitial deletion in this region (Francke et al., 1985).
T h e  DNA represented in the sub-bands Xp21 1, X p212  and Xp213 is around 50 0 0  kb, 
2000 kb and 4000  kb respectively (Em ery, 1988). T h e  chrom osom al region involved in some 
way with D M D /B M D  m uscular dystrophy would therefore appear to span more than a thousand 
kilobases o f  DNA.
Since the b iochem ica l basis for D M D /B M D  was totally unknow n a positional c loning
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approach based on its chrom osom al position, was em ployed  to isolate the gene. Dr. K unke l’s
group in Boston (1985) approached the problem by extracting DNA from the patient described 
by Franckc el al.( 1985). T h e  DNA was then sheared by sonication for the production o f  DNA 
fragm ents with irregular ends. DNA from a 4 9 ,X X X X Y  lymphoblastoid cell line was cleaved 
with the restriction enzym e M bol. T he  two sets o f  fragm ents were then mixed and heated in 
order to d isassociate the DNA strands. T hese were then allowed to reassociate in the presence 
o f  phenol (phenol enhanced  reassociation technique-PERT). Under these conditions and with 
patient’s DNA in excess, most o f the reassociated m olecules would have sheared ends and a few 
w ould  be hybrid m olecules  with one sheared end and one Mbol sticky end. H ow ever those 
sequences in the control deleted from p a t ien t’s DNA w ould  not hybridise with the pa tien t 's  
D N A . T h ey  w ould  h y b r id ise  b e tw een  th em se lv e s  and there fo re ,  consis t  o f  perfec tly  
reassociated m olecules with  two Mbol ends. Only these could be ligated into an appropriately 
c leaved  plasm id and be cloned. In this way a library o f  cloned sequences (referred as P E R I’ 
probes), corresponding to the portion of DNA deleted in the affected boy, was produced. These 
detected several RFLPs closely linked to the D M D  locus and also small deletions in a proportion 
o f affected boys. p E R T 8 7  w as shown to be deleted  in 7%  of affected m ales (Kunkel et al., 
1986).
Another approach involved isolation o f a translocation junction fragment from the DNA of a 
female with an X;21 translocation. In this translocation the autosomal breakpoint had occurred 
in a b lock  o f  tan d em ly  repea ted  r ibosom al genes on the short arm o f  ch ro m o so m e  21. 
Segm ents  o f  the already  c loned  ribosom al RN A  gene were used as probes to isolate the X 
chrom osom e junction  fragm ent (XJ) at the translocation breakpoint and therefore, sequences 
re la ted  to the D M D /B M D  gene. T h e  X ch rom osom al part o f  the c lone (XJ 1.1) detected 
deletions in som e m ale D M D  patients and defined an R FL P  closely linked to the D M D  gene 
(Ray et al., 1985).
T he localisation  of the D M D /B M D  gene on the short arm o f  the X -chrom osom e and the 
relative positions o f  some genomic probes are shown in figure 1.1.
T h e  identification o f  m R N A  transcribed from coding  D N A  segm ents  o f  the gene in the 
m uscle tissue, where this gene is predominantly expressed, proved difficult. The relatively low 
abundance o f  the protein in muscle and the small size o f  the exons necessitated the approach o f 
cross-species conservation to be applied. T he  entire cD N A  for the D uchenne gene was isolated 
by K oenig et al (1987), and shown to contain m ore than 65  exons. T he  protein product o f  the 
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F IG U R E  1.1: Schem atic  representation o f  the D M D /B M D  gene, a) Ideogram  o f  G bands on 
the short arm o f  the X chrom osom e. Localisation o f  the D M D /B M D  locus on Xp21. b) The 
order o f  several genom ic probes within and around the D M D /B M D  gene (Davies et al., 1983); 
Kunkel et al., 1986; Chen et al., 1989; den D unnen et al., 1989).
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1.6 Dystrophin - T he  Protein Product o f  the Duchenne M uscular Dystrophy Gene.
T h e  com ple te  sequence  o f  the hum an D M D  cD N A  has been determ ined  and shown to 
consist o f  more than 65 exons with a m ean size o f  200 bp and a mean size for introns o f  35  kb. 
T h e  open reading  fram e w hich  is fo llow ed  by a 2 .7 kb segm ent with no apparent coding  
potential, encodes a protein 3685 aa long, with a predicted molecular weight o f 427  kd that has 
been identified and nam ed dystrophin (Hoffm an et al.,1987).
Dystrophin appears to be formed by four different domains: an N-terniinal “actin-binding" 
dom ain , a m iddle dom ain  formed by 26  repeats in tandem , a cysteine-rich dom ain , and a less 
characterised  C O O H  dom ain. T he  240 aa N -term inal dom ain has been shown to be conserved 
with the actin binding dom ain  of a-actinin (H am m onds,  1987). T h e  entire dystrophin coding 
sequence contains 26  repeat dom ains  organised  in tandem . T hey  extend from the end o f the 
N H 2  “ ac tin-b inding” dom ain to the beginning o f the cysteine-rich domain. T he  length o f the 
repeats ranges between 88  and 126 aa with ra ther loose hom ology between them. T h e  middle 
dom ain  o f  dystrophin probably adopts a rod shape about 150 nm in length. T he  cysteine-rich 
segment is s imilar in part to the entire C O O H  dom ain o f  the Dictyostelium a-actinin, while the 
4 2 0  aa C-term inal dom ain  o f dystrophin does not show any similarity to previously reported
proteins (Koenig  et al.,1988).
Dystrophin is predom inate ly  hydrophilic  throughout the entire m olecule as no substantial 
hydrophob ic  s tretch  o f  aa was found  that cou ld  accoun t for  a signal peptide segm ent or a 
m em b ran e  spann ing  segm ent.  In 1989, C am pbell  and Kahl suggest a linkage betw een  
dystroph in  and  an integral m em b ra n e  g lycopro te in  in the sa rco lem m a  w hich  ac ts  as a 
“dystrophin receptor” . Recent results dem onstra te  that dystrophin is associated with a 156 kd 
d y s tro p h in -asso c ia ted  g lycopro te in  by w ay a 5 0  kd, 43 kd, and  3 5  kd tran sm em b ran e  
glycoprotein complex, and suggest that dystrophin serves as a specialised link between the actin 
cytoskeleton and com ponen ts  external to the sarcolem m al m em brane ( Ervasti and Cam pbell,  
1991).
In the hum an em bryo, dystrophin appears from eight weeks o f  developm ent onwards, first 
in the sarcoplasm  o f  the ex trem ities  o f  the m yofibres  between the most distal nuclei and the 
m y o ten d in o u s  ju n c t io n .  At 17 w eek s  it has a c cu m u la ted  th ro u g h o u t  the m y o tu b u la r  
sarcoplasm , with sarcolem m al staining appearing first in slow sw itch type  I fibres (G in jaa r et
al., 1989). T h e  am ount o f  dystrophin transcript appears  to vary in different tissues. If the
am oun t present in skeletal m uscle  and  heart is defined as 100% then to 5 -10%  is present in 
sm ooth m uscle, 1-2% in brain cortex, kidney, lung and less than 1% in liver placenta, spleen, 
fibroblasts and hepatom a cells (Chelly et al., 1988).
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T h e  hum an dystrophin  transcript has different first exons in brain and muscle, indicating 
that dystrophin expression can be differentially  regulated in these tissues by usage o f  distinct 
prom oters  (Nudel et al., 1989). T h e  5 ’-untransla ted  region o f  brain m R N A  appears  highly 
conserved in evolution which is not the case for the muscle 5 ’-unlranslaled region. At the other 
hand the 3 ’ end o f the dystrophin  transcript can be alternatively  spliced to create num erous 
isoform s d iffering  at their  carboxyl dom ains  allow ing  dystrophin  to interact with different 
proteins in brain than it does in muscle (Feener et al., 1989).
T h e  b iochem ica l  defec ts  responsib le  for D M D /B M D  are abnorm a lit ie s  o f  dystrophin . 
Dystrophin com prises  2%  of sarco lem m al proteins and 5% o f  the sarcolem m al cytoskeleton 
which supports the role o f  the dyslrophin-glycoprolein  com plex in maintaining skeletal muscle 
architecture. A bsence o f  dystrophin thus m ay com prom ise  the integrity and flexibility o f  the 
sarco lem m a, leading to either m echanical dam age or alteration in specific calcium regulatory 
m echanisms of the sarcolemmal m embrane (Ervasti and Campbell.,  1991).
Im m unoblo t characterisation and im m unofluorescence localisation of dystrophin can offer 
accura te  in form ation  regard ing  the m olecu la r  weight and relative abundance  o f the protein 
contained in a patient’s skeletal muscle by using a small amount of tissue derived from a muscle 
biopsy spec im en . In norm al m uscle  dystrophin  is v isualised by im m unofluorescence  as a 
continuous thin ring o f staining at the periphery o f every muscle fibre and by immunoblotting is 
detec ted  as a 4 0 0  kd, low abundance  protein. S tudies where DM D, B M D  and patients with 
unrelated disorders were tested for the presence o f dystrophin revealed a very strong correlation 
o f  clinical d iagnoses with the type o f  dystrophin abnormality. D uchenne m uscular  dystrophy 
patients showed com plete  or almost com plete  absence o f  dystrophin, while B M D  patients had 
c learly  abnorm al dystrophin and patients with unrelated diseases show ed normal dystrophin 
pattern (H offm an et al., 1988; A rahala  et al., 1989). Im m unoblo t analysis o f  dystrophin in 
B M D  patients could be useful in (he prediction o f their genetic defect as lower molecular weight 
dystrophin implies an in-frame deletion, while h igher m olecular weight dystrophin implies an 
in-frame duplication.
T h e  abnorm al size an d /o r  reduced  quan tity  o f  dystrophin  in B M D  patien ts  could  be 
interprctated as partial integration and protection o f  mildly abnormal dystrophins and this may 
explain the clinical differences between these two disorders. Also quantitative abnormalities of 
dystrophin result in a more severe clinical phenotype than do qualitative abnormalities (Hoffman 
et al., 1988).
1.7 Investigation o f  the M olecular Pathology o f  Duchenne and Becker Muscular Dystrophy.
T h e  availability o f  both probes flanking the D uchenne gene and intragenic genom ic DNA
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probes, fo llow ed by dystrophin cD N A probes has enhanced  the ability to detect the m olecular 
pathology o f the disease in many cases using Southern blot analysis.
Intragenic deletions appear to be the m ost com m on gene defect leading to D M D /B M D . 
B artle tt  et al. (1988), reports a 23%  dele tion  detection  rate using probes XJ-1.1, JB ir  and 
cloned sequences o f  the DXS 164 locus (PERT probes), which increases to 39%  when the p20 
probe was also applied. T he  recombination rate between the disease locus and these probes was 
calculated to be 5  to 6%. Application o f  the XJ2.3, pERT87-15, pERT87-30, JBir, p20 and J66 
intronic probes in a deletion screening o f 223 unrelated D M D /B M D  patients revealed a deletion 
in about 25%  o f  the cases (G ilkenkrantz  et al., 1989). 43%  of the deletion detected in D M D  
patients and 78%  of these detected in BM D patients involved the p20 sequence.
R egions of the D M D  locus were cloned and used as cD N A  probes (Koenig  et al., 1987). 
T h e  cD NA  probes 1-3, 4-5a, 5b-7, 8  and 9 - 1 4  cover the entire cD N A  with the exception o f 50 
bp at the 5 ’ end, figure 1.2. T h e  last one can generate  probes 9-10, 11, 12a and 12 b - 14 after 
cutting with Mine II (Liechti-Gallati et al., 1989). T he  subprobe 12b-14 corresponds to the 3 ’
untranslated sequences o f the transcript of the last exon.
The percentage of deletions in both D M D  and B M D  patients increased after the application 
of cD NA  probes for screening. D a n as  et al., (1988a) reported an overall deletion detection rate 
of  66%  with cD N A probes. cD NA  probe 1-3 detected 29%  of the deletions found, while probe 
cD N A  8 alone detected  57% . No deletions were confined to the segm ent covered by probe 
cD N A  9. Five o f the six de le tions  in the 1-3 region had a breakpoin t within the intron 
separating  exons 7  and 8, and seven o f  fifteen deletions in the central part o f  the gene had a 
break between two specific Hind III fragm ents (4.1 kb and 0 .5  kb) which suggests a deletion 
breakpoint cluster within a confined region, the p20-conta ining large intron. No duplications 
were identified. A similar result (65% ) was reported by den D unnen et al., (1989). 53%  was 
the deletion frequency resulted from a screening study o f  thirty French patients using the cDNA 
probes (L uco tte  et al., 1989). T h is  percen tage  w as slightly sm alle r  (42 .8% ) in Japanese  
fam ilies  (Sug ino  et al., 1989). No de tec tab le  de le tions  or dup lica tions  w ere found at the 
intragenic sequence betw een D M D  9 and the 3 ’ end o f  the gene. The frequency o f cDNA 
probe deletions observed in the Scottish D M D  patients (110 pedigrees) was 65%  (Cooke et al., 
1990). One duplication was detected too. In addition, 10 deletions and one duplication were 
recognised  out o f  13 ped ig rees  with defin ite  X -linked  BM D. M ost o f  the de le tions  were 
concen tra ted  in the area o f  cD N A  probes 7 and  8  o r with  the genom ic  probes p20  and 
G M G X 1 1, and a large num ber o f  patients had their deletion endpoints in the intron containing
p20.
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F IG U R E  1.2: Schem atic  draw ing  o f  the dystrophin  cD N A  probes. T h e  relative position o f 
several genom ic probes and the distribution o f  the repeat units relative to the cD N A  subclones 
(K oenig  et al., 1988) are shown.
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specific region deleted in patients with D M D is observed. Individually deletions vary greatly in 
length and they clearly have a non-random distribution. Intragenically, the deletions seem to be 
localised preferentially  to two regions: one conta in ing  exons o f the first two kilobases o f  the 
cD N A  (detected by cD N A  probe l -2a  ), and the second, larger one, associa ted  with exons 
around the m iddle part o f  the cD N A , detected by cD NA  probes 7  and 8. W ithin the latter, so- 
called  hot spot region, there arc three main locations for deletion breakpoints  originating in 
introns: i) between the exons correspond to the genom ic Hind III fragm ents 4.1 kb and 0.5 kb 
(cDN A  5b-7), ii) between the 0.5  kb and 1.5 kb (cD N A  5b-7), and iii) between lOkb and 1.25 
kb (cD N A  8). T h e  probe p20 has also been localised close to the 0 .5  kb Hind III fragment. 
(cD N A 5b-7), (Liechti-Gallati et al., 1989). Deletions are rare in the area between p87 and Jbir 
D NA  probes (3 .0-5 .8  kb) and at the 3 ’ end o f  the cD N A  distal to the J66  (D X S268) region 
beyond 9 .5  kb (den D unnen et al., 1989). Dele tions at the 3 ’ end o f  the gene may exist but if 
they cause  a m ilder,  no n -p ro g ress iv e  m y o p a th y  the d iagnosis  o f  D M D /B M D  w ould  be
unsuspected.
In 1988 Cham berla in  and his co-workers exploited  these observations to develop a simple 
p lus/m inus deletion detection assay for the D M D /B M D  gene based on the recently developed 
m ethod  o f  po lym erase  chain  reaction (Saiki et a l.1988). In this m ethod sequences flanking 
deletion prone exons o f  the gene were simultaneously amplified via PCR. Any of these regions 
absent from patient DNA  failed to am plify  and w ere im m edia tely  identified via agarose gel 
e lectrophoresis o f the reaction products. In 37%  of the cases a deletion was detectable via this 
approach elim inating the necessity for Southern analysis for the identification o f the m olecular 
pathology o f  the disease.
The extent o f  deletions found in patients is not related in a simple m anner to the severity o f  
the phenotype. Small deletions can lead to both severe D M D  and mild BM D . Also different 
pedigrees  with the sam e apparent deletion show widely  d iffe ring  phenotypes. In addition 
substantial variations in clinical severity exist within individual pedigrees where each affected 
subject will p re sum ab ly  have the sam e deletion  at this point o f  resolution . A m olecu lar  
m echanism  to explain the clinical difference in severity between D M D  and B M D  patients who 
bear partial deletions of the same gene locus was proposed by M onaco et al. (1988). T he model 
is based on the breakpoints o f  intragenic deletions and their affect on the translation o f  triplet 
codons into am ino acids o f  the protein product.
Eukaryotic genes are organised in genomic DNA with exons encoding open reading frames 
(ORF) o f nucleotide triplet codons for aa. Exons are separated by non-coding sequences called 
introns that contain translational stop codons, and exoir.intron borders can begin and end in any 
o f  the three positions o f  the triplet code for aa. For normal gene function tw o exons in series 
along the chrom osom al DNA must have triplet codon breakpoints  that m aintain  the correct
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translational O R F  during  the sp licing o f  intron sequences  to form the m ature  m R N A . An 
intragenic deletion that connects  genom ic exons that maintain an O R F  of triplet codons in the 
m R N A  af te r  sp lic ing , w ould  trans la te  into a protein  with an interstitia l dele tion  o f  aa 
corresponding to the deleted exons. By contrast,  intragenic deletions that frameshift the O RF 
afte r  intron splic ing  w ould truncate  the protein  during  translation o f the m R N A  due to an 
eventual stop codon. Therefore adjacent exons that can maintain an O R F  in the spliced mRNA 
despite a deletion would give rise to the less severe BM D phenotype, and predict the production 
o f a low er m olecu lar  weight, sem ifunctional dystrophin  protein. A djacent exons that cannot 
m ain ta in  an O R F  because  o f  fram eshifted  triplet codons  would give rise to the m ore severe 
D M D  phenotype due to the production o f a truncated, nonfunctional dystrophin protein. This 
hypothesis  has been supported  by a num ber of studies (K oenig  et al, 1989, Speer et al., 1990, 
T h ibodeau  et al., 1989). Nevertheless, there are cases of nonconform ity  to the model. Cases 
o f  B M D  patients  have been reported  w here  the read ing  fram e was found to be disrupted 
(M alhotra  et al., 1988; G ilkenkrantz  et al., 1989; Speer et al., 1990), or deletions o f exons 3 to 
7  resulting in m ild  phenotype . (M alhotra et al., 1988), whereas large in-frame
deletions o f m ore than 30  exons and deletions o f  the first exon result in DMD. For these cases 
an alternative  m echan ism  m ight exist to generate  a protein with partial function. Further 
analysis o f  cases where the phenotype is in agreem ent with the reading fram e hypothesis for the 
corre la tion  o f  d iffe ren t dystroph in  do m ain s  to the p a thophys io logy  o f  D M D  and BM D , 
assum ing  that the dystrophin  protein is syn thesised  as pred ic ted  by the deletion analysis, 
showed that insertial deletions in the N-tcrminal dom ain  and in both the first 13 and the last 8 
repeats result in B M D  while terminal deletions o f  both cysteine rich and C-terminal dom ains
result in D M D  (Koenig et al.. 1989),
Partial gene duplication  accounts  for the m utation in about 6%  of patients with D M D  or 
B M D  (Hu et al., 1990). Evidence o f  gene duplication in the D M D  locus was first provided by 
Bertelson et al. in 1986, who reported a D M D  patient with a double intensity hybridisation band 
detected with the in tragenic  genom ic  probe pE R T 87-15. A lthough  that the great excess of 
deletions over  dup lica tions m ay be due to m echan ism s that generate  deletions w ithout the 
generation o f a concomitant duplication, the difficulty o f  detecting a doubling o f  a hybridisation 
intensity on Southern  blot ana lysis  com pared  to the absence o f  a hybridisation  signal, can 
contribute to the ascertainment bias.
In the rest o f  the D M D /B M D  cases point mutations can account for the development o f  the 
disease. Point m utations can either e lim inate splicing sites, generate novel splicing sites, or 
activate cryptic ones. T hey  can also cause a frame shift in the ORF, o r introduce an A m ber stop 
codon. So far, the m ajority  o f  base changes have been identified by the restriction fragm ent 
length polym orph ism  (R FL P) approach , w hich  m easures  DNA sequence alterations due  to a 
loss or gain o f  a restriction enzym e cleavage site, or to variation in length caused by deletion or
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insertion. However, many single base changes do not alter a restriction enzym e cleavage site 
and therefore cannot be detected by the R FL P  approach. Since detection and localisation of 
single base substitutions within long DNA sequences, such as the D M D gene, are impractical by 
complete sequence determination, other m ethods have been developed. Denaturing gradient gel 
e lectrophoresis  (M yers et al., 1985), chem ical c leavage o f the mismatch (Cotton et al., 1988), 
and  s ing le -s trand  co n fo rm at io n  p o ly m o rp h ism  (O r i ta  et al., 1989a), are som e o f  those 
developed for an initial detection screening of unknown mutations in a gene. T he  em ploym ent 
o f  the po lym erase chain reaction (PCR) has facilitated their application a lot and therefore this
technique will be discussed first.
1.8 Basic M ethodology o f  the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR).
T he  polym erase chain reaction (PCR) is an in vitro m ethod for amplifying a specific DNA 
fragm en t of def ined  length and sequence from  small am ounts  o f  a com plex  tem plate , by as
m uch as 10s - fold, in a m atter o f  hours. T he  m ethod  was first described by Saiki et al.in _1985
PCR amplification involves: a) two oligonucleotide primers that flank the DNA segment 
to be am plified , and b) repeated  cycles o f  heat denaturalion  o f DNA to obtain single stranded 
templates, followed, first by annealing of the primers to their com plem entation sequences, and 
then by a pulse o f  DN A  synthesis  with DN A  po lym erase .  T he  prim ers  are designed  to 
hybridise to opposite  strands o f the target sequence and are oriented with their 3 ’ends facing 
each other, so that DNA synthesis by the polym erase proceeds across the region between them, 
effectively doubling the am ount o f  that DN A segm ent. Since the extension products are also 
co m p lem en ta ry  to and capab le  o f  b ind ing  the prim ers ,  successive  cycles o f  am plification  
continue to double theoretically  the am ount o f  DNA synthesised in the previous cycle. Thus, 
the overall increase in this num ber is exponential. A schematic diagram o f  PCR is presented in
figure 1.3.
1.8.1 Reaction C om ponents .
A PCR mix includes the DNA to be used as a tem plate , a pair o f  prim ers specific for the 
target sequence, the DNA polymerase, buffer and deoxyribonucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs).
T he DNA to be used as a tem plate  can be isolated from  any biological source. It can be 
obtained from cells  (K aw asak i,  1990a), sperm  (G yllensten , 1990) o r  surgical biopsy tissue 









F IG U R E  1.3: S chem e sum m arising  the procedure o f  polym erase  chain reaction (PCR). The 
products at the end o f  the three initial PCR  cycles are shown. T h e  two anti-parallel strands of 
chrom osom al DN A are indicated. T h e  direction o f  the transcription is 5' to 3'. T he  prim ers 
are indicated by arrows. PCR  products are represented by dashed lines.
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from specim ens o f extinct animal species is suitable for amplification (Paabo, 1990). RNA can 
also  be am p lif ied  using the po ly m erase  cha in  reaction  m ethod(K aw asak i,  1990b). T he  
am plification  o f RNA sequences is preceded by a reverse transcription step, resulting in the 
generation  o f  s ing le -s tranded  D N A , w hich  is then converted  into doub le-s tranded  DNA.o  cp
Occasionally, the template sequences them selves prevent their successful amplification because 
o f  a stable in tram olecular secondary structure, as in the case o f  high G +C  content in the target 
reg ion . T h is  can be o v e rco m e  by using the n u c leo t id e  ana logue  7 -d e a z a -d G T P  or in 
com bination with dG TP, which destabilises intrastrand folding without im pairing the W atson- 
Crick base pairing between strands (Innis. 1990).
The primers are added at the beginning o f  the reaction in 10^-fold to 107-fold stoichiometric 
excess depending  on the original concentration  o f  target sequences. Increase o f this ratio can 
cause the appearance o f  4 6 -50  bp products called p rim er dimer. A prim er d im er can appear in 
the case o f  the two prim ers overlapping  at their 3 ’end. T h e  length o f  the primers is usually 
about 20  to 30 bases. T h e  design o f successful PCR prim ers tends to be empirical, but some 
general rules can be followed such as: a) selecting  prim ers with an average G C  content, and a 
random  base d is tribution. P rim ers  with stre tches  o f  po lypurine, polypyrimidines, or o ther 
unusual sequences are usually best avoided, b) avoiding primers with A T  and GC rich regions, 
c) the substan tia l  secondary  s truc tu re  shou ld  be ch eck ed  using the av a ilab le  co m p u te r  
p rogram m es, d) checking  the prim ers against each other for com plem entar ity  (Saiki, 1989). 
Sequences not complementary to the template can be added at the 5 ’end of primers since they do 
not s ign if ican tly  a f fec t  the e f f ic ien cy  o f  the am p lif ica t io n .  T h ese  sequences  becom e 
incorporated in the double-stranded PCR product and provide a means of introducing restriction 
sites, specific mutations at specific positions in the DNA, or regulatory elem ents at the ends of 
the amplified target sequence (Scharf et al., 1986).
A num ber o f different DN A  polym erases  can be used for the am plification  o f the target 
sequence in the third step o f the cycle. Originally the Klenow fragment o f  Escherichia coli (E. 
coli) DNA po lym erase  I w as used (M ullis  and Faloona, 1987), but the unm odified  DNA 
polym erase I, the DNA polym erase o f  the phage T4, or the m odified T 7  DNA polym erase can 
also be applied (Teinor-MacLachlan, 1988 cited in Vosberg, 1989). T he  disadvantages o f these 
enzym es is their heat liability, therefore fresh enzym e has to be added in each cycle after the 
DNA denaturation step.
Currently  the most frequently  used enzym e is a heat-stable polym erase isolated from the 
arch iobacte rium  T herm  us aquaticus  (Taq), w hich  has the advan tage  o f  surviving ex tended
incubation at 9 5 ° C ,  and therefo re  it does  not need to be rep laced  in each cycle . Besides
sim plify ing the reaction, this has also allow ed the deve lopm ent o f  au tom atic  equ ipm ent for 
PCR. In addition the h igher op tim um  tem perature o f  this enzym e significantly  increases the
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specificity, yield and length o f targets that can be am plified , by m inim ising any non-specific 
hybridisation of the primers to the target due to partial homology with random or related, but not 
identical sequences  (Saik i,  1988). T h e  ac tiv ity  o f  the enzym e can be affec ted  by o ther 
com pounds that might be included in the reaction depending on the source o f template, such as 
heparin and iron that has been found to inhibit the enzym e, ethanol which has no effect up to 
10%, and v S D S , 10% inhibition at 0 .01%  (Saiki, 1989).
T h e  buffer provided by the m anufactu rer  for the specific T aq  polym erase is adequate for 
most applications. It usually contains: a) 50 m M  KCI, as h igher concentra tions  inhibit the 
reaction, b) 10 m M  T ris-H Cl, HCl-neutra lised  T ris  (hydroxym ethy l)am inom elhane pH=8.3 at
2 5 ()C, so that the pH will be 7 .4  to 7 .5  at 72°C  extension tem perature , the op tim um  for Taq 
po lym erase ,  c) M g C U  as the en z y m e  is m ag n es iu m  d ep enden t .  U sually  the M g C L  
concentration is 1.5 m M , but it seems that different primers display different Mg~+ optima, with 
ranges varing between 1.2 and 2.5 m M . d) 0 .1%  (v/w) gelatin. Gelatin  is recom m ended over 
bovine serum album in because it is less likely to coagula te  during the denaturation step, and is 
readily  sterilised in an autoclave. S om etim es  dim ethyl sulfoxide (D M S O ) is included in the 
reaction as it reduces the secondary structure o f  the DNA. How ever, many investigators have 
noticed that D M S O  can be slightly inhibitory to the polym erase  and decrease the yield o f the 
amplification product (Gelfand, 1989).
1.8.2 Therm al Cycling Parameters.
PCR is perform ed by incubating the sam ples at three different temperatures corresponding 
to the th ree d iffe ren t s teps in the am plif ica t ion  cycle .  D uring  the denatu ration  step  the
temperature of the reaction should reach at least 90°C for strand separation to occur.
T he  temperature applied for primer annealing depends a lot on the length and G C  content of 
the prim ers - the low er the G C  content, the low er the optimal tem peratu re  o f  the reaction. 
Raising o f the annealing temperature usually helps in cases where a non-specific amplification is 
observed. Long  incubation at the annealing  tem pera tu re  is not necessary, as hybridisation 
occurs almost instantaneously because o f the very large m olar excess o f  primers present in the 
reaction mix.
T h e  o p tim u m  tem p era tu re  fo r  p r im er ex tens ion  varies w ith  the en zy m es  used. T h e  
incubation time for this step depends on the length o f  the DNA segm ent being amplified. The 
e x t e n s io n  r a le  fo r  th e  T a q  p o l y m e r a s e  at t e m p e r a t u r e s  b e tw e e n  7 5  and
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80°C  has been found to approach  150 nucleo tides/second/enzym e m olecule (Gelfand, 1989). 
Prolonged extension time increases the am ount o f  non-specific amplification products.
1.8.3 T he Fidelity o f DNA Polymerase.
T h e  final PCR product cannot be considered a unique entity, as even a discrete DNA band 
on an agarose gel m ay contain a variety o f  D N A  m olecules  differing from the original genetic 
inform ation by one or m ore  nucleotides. In cases o f  direct characterisation  o f the amplified 
population by DNA sequence analysis or nucleic acid hybridisation, random errors in nucleotide 
sequence that m ay be produced  during PCR  are o f  little concern. H ow ever, in som e PCR 
app lica tions involv ing  the charac terisa tion  o f individual DNA m olecules or rare m olecules 
present in a heterogeneous population , or for any PCR application that begins with a small 
am oun t o f  starting m ateria l,  the fidelity (error rate per nucleo tide) o f  PCR is an important
consideration. O bserved error frequencies during PCR vary m ore than 10-fold, from -2 x 10 4 
to <1 x 10"5 (a ssum ing  a constan t e ffic iency  per  cycle), depend ing  on the precise DNA 
sequence and the in vitro conditions o f DNA synthesis (Eckert and Kunkel, 1991).
A variety o f  changes in DNA sequence can occur during enzym atic  am plification such as 
single base-substitu tions, resulting  from the m isincorpora tion  (insertions o r deletions) of an 
incorrect d N T P  during  D N A  synthesis . T h e  f requency  o f deletion m uta tions is sequence 
dependent and is increased in repetitive DNA sequences (Kunkel, 1990).
H igh-f ide li ty  D N A  synthesis  cond it ions  are those that explo it the inheren t ability  of 
po ly m erases  to d isc r im in a te  aga ins t  errors.  T h e  e f f ic iency  o f  p roo fread ing  ( 3 ’ to 5 ' 
exonucleolytic  removal o f  3 ’ terminal mispairs to regenerate the starting DNA configuration), 
w hich is an im portant error d iscrim ination m echan ism , is not present in most com m ercially  
available therm ostable DNA polym erases. For those enzym es that are proofreading deficient, 
the in vitro reaction cond itions  can significan tly  in fluence the po lym erase  error rates. To  
maximise fidelity any type of deoxynucleotidcs triphosphate pool im balance should be avoided, 
reac tions  should  contain  a low M gC G  co n cen tra t ion ,  not in large excess  over the total 
concentration  o f  d N T P  substrates, and reactions should use short synthesis times, low dN T P 
and enzym e concentration. Also, prolong incubation o f DNA at high temperatures during PCR 
should be avoided as it p roduces DN A  dam age, such as deam ination  o f cytosine to produce 
uracil,  and spon taneous  base release resu lting  from hydrolysis  o f  the N -glycosylic  bond. 
Finally, the total nu m b er  o f  cyc les  should  be kept to the m in im um  necessary  to p roduce a 
feasible am ount o f  product DNA for the desired use. It should be kept in mind that reactions that 
op tim ise fidelity m ay be relatively inefficient for am plification  and therefore, the conditions
generating more DNA product are not necessarily the best (Eckert and Kunkel, 1991).
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1.9 A dvantages o f  the Polymerase Chain Reaction.
T he  extent to which genetic properties or gene activities can be studied in m olecular terms 
depends very much on the num ber o f copies o f  DN A  or RNA m olecules available to warranty
analysis  by current m ethods; usually betw een  105 and 106 DNA or RNA m olecules m ust be 
available  for a single analytical test (Vosberg, 1989). A PCR reaction, due to its efficiency, 
specificity, and sensitivity facilitates the handling o f  nucleic acids by expanding the num ber of 
target sequences  w hile  at the sam e tim e reducing  the background o f sequences that are not 
wanted.
Although the theoretical upper limit of the num ber of product molecules is 2n, where n is the
nu m b er  o f  cycles, under norm al experim ental  cond itions  this value is not obtainable. T he 
exponential accum ulation  o f  PCR am plification products  is not an unlimited process. Firstly, 
the actual p roduct does  not ap p ear  till the end  o f  the third  cycle. S econd ly ,  a level of 
amplification is reached where the am ount o f  template molecules is higher than can be accepted 
by the enzym e, w hich  at the sam e time is loosing som e o f  its activity  because o f repeated 
hea ting ; and  th ird ly  the am o u n ts  o f p r im ers  and  produc t are the sam e and therefore  the 
probability o f  annealing either the two strands o f  the template, or the template with the primer is 
the same. W hen this occurs (plateau effect), the efficiency of the reaction starts to decline, and 
the am ount o f PCR product accum ulates  in a linear ra ther than an exponential manner. T he 
effic iency  o f the reaction  d ec lines  also  in these  cases  w here  because  a hea t- lab ile  DNA 
polym erase is used, and there is a need for adding new enzym e in each cycle, a gradual change 
in the assay com posit ion  takes  p lace, w hich  affec ts  the cata ly tic  ac tiv ity  o f  the enzym e. 
Therefore a more realistic efficiency is 85%  per cycle (Saiki et al., 1985).
T h e  specific ity  o f  a PCR reaction can be affected by factors such as: a) the com ponen t 
concen tra t ion ,  b) the tim e o f dena tu ra t ion ,  rena tu ra tion  and ex tens ion ,  c) the annealing  
temperature, and d) the primers. T he ratio o f  dNTPs, primers, metal cation and enzym e is very 
im portan t and if the concentra tion  o f  one is changed , the others need to be adjusted. T he  
specific ity  o f  the Taq DNA po lym erase  can be affected  by the time allow ed for the prim er 
extension step and by the quantity o f  enzym e used in the reaction. For amplification reactions 
involv ing  DNA sam ples with high sequence com plexity , such as genom ic DNA, there is an 
op tim um  concen tra tion  o f  T aq  DNA po lym erase ,  usually  1-4 units/ 100 pi reaction. Any 
increase in the amount o f enzyme beyond this level can result in great production of non-specific 
PCR products, and reduced yield o f the desired target fragment. O ther approaches to enhance 
specificity are a partial fractionation o f  crude preparations, or the use o f  nested sets o f  primers. 
N ested  sets o f  prim ers involve one round o f repeated synthesis with one set o f  primers, and a 
second round with prim er sequences located between the primers used in the previous round. 
A lthough the m ethod works on genom ic DNA as a whole, or on crude mixtures o f  total cellular
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R N A , a high deg ree  o f  D N A  or RNA co m plex ity  has the d isadvan tage  o f  reducing  the 
specificity and also the efficiency o f the reaction
It is still undeterm ined what the length-lim its  are in the amplification o f target sequences. 
T h e  T aq  DNA po lym erase  can am plify  gen o m ic  target sequences o f  up to 2 .0 kb; longer 
fragm ents  can also be synthesised, but the efficiency and the yield o f the amplified  product is 
reduced (Saiki, 1988).
T h e  po lym erase  chain reaction is a m ethod  o f  very high sensitivity. A target sequence, 
which is present only once in 105 to 10^ cells can be detected by amplification. At the cellular 
level, it has been shown that the RNA content o f  a single cell is sufficient for sequence specific 
amplification (Saiki et al., 1988).
The sensitivity o f  the method necessitates great care to avoid amplifying D N A  contaminants. 
M inu te  con tam ina tion  o f  benches, o r  frequen tly  used labora tory  equ ipm en t with tem plate  
m olecules from various sources, including previous amplifications, can lead to a false positive 
signal, s ince the product o f  the am plification  serves as a substrate for the generation o f  more 
product. T herefore , several precautions such as, physical separation o f  PCR preparations and 
products ,  use o f  g loves and  posit ive  d isp lacem en t p ipettes ,  and sterilisation o f  all plastic 
consum ables  and solutions, should be taken in advance, in order to reduce the num ber o f  false
positives.
1.10 Single - Strand C onform ation Polym orphism  (SSCP). Principle and Practice.
T he method o f single-strand conformational polymorphism developed by Orita (1989a). can 
be described as a mobility shift analysis o f  s ingle-stranded DN A  on neutral polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis.
T he  m echanism  by which dissociated DN A  strands separate in gel e lectrophoresis is not 
known. A d ifference in the m olecu lar  w eight is apparently  not a reason since the purine L- 
strand of a DNA moves faster than the pyrimidine-rich H strand. A hypothesis is, that when the 
two com plem en tary  strands separate, each strand folds on itself into one predom inant sem i­
stable conform er prescribed by its primary structure. T h is  interaction need not be comprised 
entirely o f W atson-Crick base pair. T hus, co m plem en ta ry  strands o f  the sam e size but of 
different nucleotide sequence acquire different conformation and be differentially retarded by the 
gel m atrix  during  electrophoresis. (M axam  and Gilbert,  1980). Because o f  its high resolving 
power, po lyacry lam ide gel electrophoresis  can distinguish conform ational changes caused by 
subtle  sequence  d iffe rences  such as a single base substitu tion in a seve ra l-hundred -base
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fragm ent.  T h e  steps in the S S C P  process are indicated  in figure 1.4. A t present, it is not 
possible to predict the shift o f  e lectrophoretic  m obility  induced by the mutation. Conversely, 
measurement of the mobility o f already known mutated sequences can be an empirical approach 
to the prediction o f higher-order structure of single-stranded nucleic acids.
Initially the m ethod  was app lied  on D N A  restr ic tion fragm ents ,  dena tu red  in a lkaline 
solution , run on a neutral po lyacry lam ide  gel, and transferred to a nylon m em brane. The 
mobility  shift due to a nucleo tide  substitution was detected by e ither hybridisation o f a nick- 
translated DNA fragment, or with RNA copies synthesised on each strand o f the DNA fragment 
and used as probes (Orita, 1989a). T he  restriction enzym e digest and the hybridisation step 
w ere  om itted  in a la ter m odif ica t ion  o f the techn ique  w here  specific  regions o f genom ic 
sequences  w ere labelled , and am plif ied  s im ultaneously  by using labelled substrates in the 
po lym erase  chain reaction with a high effic iency (Orita., 1989b). This  im provem ent proved 
particularly im portant as it permits the use o f a thin polyacrylam ide gel which provides higher 
resolution and also a llow s the application o f  a s teep voltage gradient w ithout serious O hm ic 
heating, so that the time required for electrophoresis is shortened.
T he  detection o f  m utations depends on the conform ational changes o f the single-stranded 
m olecule induced by the m utation , and therefore, sensitive to physical environm ent in the gel. 
T he  tem perature during the electrophoresis is shown to affect the mobilities o f  separate strands 
as expected since their conform ation is determ ined by the balance between thermal fluctuation 
and weak local stabilising forces derived from short intrastrand base pairing and base stackings. 
For this reason little Ohmic heating and efficient cooling are important (Orita, 1989b).
It has been found em pirica lly  that the presence o f  glycerol in low concentrations in a gel 
usually im proves the separation o f mutated sequences (Orita, 1989b). Although the reason for 
this is unknown, a hypothesis is that glycerol because o f  its w eak denaturing action on nucleic 
acids, partially opens the folded structure o f  single-stranded nucleic acids so that more surface 
area o f  the m olecu le  is exposed, and thus there is m ore chance for the acry lam ide matrix to 
distinguish the structural differences caused by the mutation (Hayashi, 1991).
It has also been known that com plem entary  single strands are better separated in gels with 
low cross-link ing . T he  ex ten t o f  cross- link ing  is expressed  by % C, a ratio o f  the percent 
concen tra t ion  o f  N ,N ’-m e th y len e b isa c ry lam id e  to the concen tra t ion  o f  total ac ry lam ide  
monomer. At 5% C , the gel is the most rigid and has m inim al pore size at any given total 
acrylam ide concentration. A gel with a lower % C is m ore soft, has remarkably increased pore 
size, and seems to be more sensitive to conformation (Hayashi, 1991).
Short fragm ents,  less than 40 0  bp are better suited for detection o f  m utations in the SSC P  


















F IG U R E  1.4: I llus tra tion  o f  s ing le-s trand  confo rm ation  p o lym orph ism  (SSC P) protocol 
strategy.
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deoxynucleo tides , and the uniform ly labelled  PCR products  are then digested by restriction 
enzymes. Samples are then denatured and applied to non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel.
1.11 A dvantages  o f  P C R -S S C P  A nalys is . .
S im plicity  is the m ajor advantage o f PC R -SSC P analysis, as mutations are detected by the 
presence o f  shifted bands ra ther than by the absence o f  signal. Therefore , fa ilure in the PCR 
does not lead to false-positive results.
A nother advantage is that it can detect DNA polymorphisms and point mutations at a variety 
o f  positions in D N A  fragm ents  w ithout the necessity  o f  them being present in the recognition 
site o f  a restriction endonuclease, or in a region detec ted  by a particular probe. As nucleotide 
substitutions have been estim ated to occur every  few hundred base pairs in the human genome 
(C o o p er  et al., 1985), S S C P  could provide m any genetic  m arkers. It m ay seem, that PCR- 
S SC P  analysis  is m uch  m ore sensitive to the replication  errors that occur during the PCR. 
H owever, since the errors are assum ed to occur randomly, and as not a single DNA molecule is 
used, this should not interfere with the results.
T h e  am o u n t  o f  p roduc t  requ ired  in P C R -S S C P  ana lysis  is m uch  less than in o ther 
techniques in w hich products  are detected  by staining. Therefore, reactions can be optimised 
fo r  h igh-fide li ty  D N A  syn thesis  and  no t fo r  the p roduction  o f an im pressive  am oun t o f 
amplification product. This m eans that volumes of the reaction and concentrations o f  substrates 
can be reduced for lower running cost and less radioactive hazard.
Most mutations in various sequence contexts seem to be detected. It has been estimated that 
the sensitivity o f  P C R -S S C P  analysis  (probability  o f  detecting  at least one strand shifted) is 
more than 99%  in 100- to 300-base-long  strands, and 89%  in 300- to 450-base pair fragm ents 
using gels with 5 -10%  glycerol (Hayashi, 1991). Further accum ulation o f  data are necessary
though to estimate accurately the rate of detection of this technique.
1.12 Amplification and Mismatch Detection Analysis (A M D ).
Am plification and m ism atch detection analysis is a com bination o f  PCR and the chemical 
m ism atch  m ethod  (Cotton et al., 1988) for the detec tion  o f  sequence varia tion  in a DNA 
fragm ent. T h e  region o f  interest from  the genom ic D N A  o f the individual to be exam ined  and 
from a reference sample are amplified with one o f the two radioactively labelled. A mixture of 
the PCR products  is denatured  and  then a llow ed to renature to form  hybrid duplexes. A ny 
variation between the “ probe” sequence and the o ther strand in the duplex will disrupt base-
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pairing; this site is sensitive to specific chem ical m odification  by e ither hydroxy lam ine or 
osm ium  tetroxide. Hydroxylam ine hydrochloride and osm ium  tetroxide react specifically with 
py rim id ine  bases in DN A . H y d ro x y lam in e  at pH 6  m odifies  the C 5 = C 6  double  bond in 
cy tos ine  w hich  then labilises the ring to internal rearrangem en t and c leavage  (Rubin  and 
Schm id , 1980). O sm ium  tetroxide m odification  is a thym ine-spec if ic  reaction in which the 
C 5 = C 6  double  bond is ox id ised  (F riedm ann  and Brow n, 1978). D ouble-s tranded  DNA is 
attacked very slowly, while single-stranded regions are readily modified. At the mismatch site, 
the secondary  structure o f  the DNA  is d isrupted and it appears s ingle-stranded and therefore, 
su scep tib le  to rap id  m od if ica t ion .  T h e  D N A  strand can then be c leaved  at the site of 
modification with piperidine and analysed by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. A 
schematic diagram o f  A M D  is presented in figure 1.5.
For the detection of m ism atched base pairs by chemical cleavage both end-labelled probes, 
gen e ra ted  d u r in g  the p o ly m era se  cha in  reac t ion ,  o r  labe lled  p robes  resu lted  from  the 
incorporation o f  a radioactive substrate in the final PCR product, can be used. T he utilisation
o f  both 32P and labelled probes has been reported (M ontandon et al., 1989; Saleeba and 
Cotton, 1991). T h e  length  o f  the D N A  frag m en t screened  can be up to 2 kb (Cotton and 
M alcolm, 1991)-
T he  ability to position one or more mutations in a particular region of the fragment examined 
and to provide information about the type o f m ismatch are particular advantages of the method. 
T he  most unpleasant disadvantage of the method is the use of highly toxic chemicals that require 
special handling and disposal.
F13 Denaturing Gradient Gel Electrophoresis (DGGE). Principle and Practice.
Natural D N A  can be considered  as a com posite  copo lym er com pris ing  o f four kinds of 
nucleotides: adenine , guanine, thym ine  and cytosine. U nder ord inary  conditions and in an 
aqueous solution, it adopts a double-stranded structure known as B-form, which is m aintained 
partly by hydrogen bonds between com plem entary  pairs on opposite strands but m ainly (3-10 
times larger contribution than the previous) by stacking interactions between neighbouring base 
pairs. T he  double helical structure o f DNA can be disrupted into single stranded random coils 
by heat, alkali and other denaturing agents. The helix to coil transition of DNA is called thermal 
denaturation or melting.
T he  electrophoretic  m obility  o f  DNA in a polyacrylam ide gel is sensitive to the secondary 
structure o f the m olecule  with respect to its helicity, partial melting, or com plete  m elting  and 
disassociation o f  the strands (Lerman et al., 1984). As temperature rises DNA melting proceeds 
under equilibrium conditions as a series o f  relatively abrupt transitions o f portions o f the
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FIGURE 1.5: Schematic diagram showing steps used for the detection of point mutations by 
means of AMD analysis.
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m olecule (m elting  dom ain) from helix to random  chain. T he progression from negligible to 
essentially complete melting o f a domain takes place over a narrow temperature interval and the 
intermediate does not contribute a lot to the result.
If the double helix is regarded as a tw o-ended polym er, then partial m elting changes the 
molecule into a star polym er with three arms if the melting has proceeded from one end, or into 
a four armed star in which two pairs o f  arms are connected by the remaining double helix. The 
diffusion o f branched polym ers in a dense relatively im mobile  matrix is much slower than that 
o f  a linear po lym er twice as long as any arm since a coincidence in random disposition o f the 
prev iously  paired arm s is required. T h e  rate o f d iffusion declines rapidly as the length of 
b ranched po lym er increases. DNA m olecules d iffering by a single base will therefore have 
slightly different m elting properties, and they will m igrate  differently in a polyacrylam ide gel 
conta in ing  a linear gradient o f  D N A denaturan ts  such as urea and form am ide. T he  solvent 
gradient is equivalen t to a shallow, linear tem perature  ram p . Thus, the physical separations 
ach ieved  in denaturing  gradient gel e lec trophoresis  are determ ined  by the sequence o f  the 
molecule rather, than by its length (Lcrman et al., 1984).
Denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis, can be applied in two configurations, both parallel 
and perpend icu lar .  Both require  gels o f  un iform  po lyacry lam ide  density  m ain ta ined  at a 
constant temperature by immersion in a bath near the melting temperature of DNA
Because o f the sensitivity o f  the system, precise tem perature control is important. Ohm ic 
heating raises the average tem pera tu re  o f  the gel about 1.4°C above the bath under typical 
conditions (150  V applied, 00 4 4  M total cation, 1.5 m m  gel). T h e  environm ental variables 
prom oting  m elting  are incoqw ra ted  in an equivalent tem perature T ’ such that T ’ = T () + gC. 
where T () is the tem perature  o f  the gel determ ined  by the bath and internal heating, C is the 
concentration o f  the denaturing solvent, and g is the linear coefficient for the first derivative of 
melting tem perature with respect to solvent concentration  (Lerm an, 1984). T he  slope d T m/dC 
urea = 2.5°C (K lunip  and Burkart, 1977).
1.13.1 Perpendicular Gradients.
In one configuration, which is termed a perpendicular gradient, a uniform electrical field is 
applied perpendicular to the direction of the gradient, and each molecule moves along a straight 
contour o f  uniform denaturant concentration. T he  sam ple  is then applied as a continuous line 
along the cathode edge o f  the gel either from solution or as a long band cut from a preliminary 
gel. From  the sam ple , som e m olecu les  m ove through the gel at each level o f  dena tu ran t 
concentra tion . T h e ir  m igration  velocity  is determ ined  by the equilibrium  structure at that 
concentration and temperature. The electric field is applied until the fastest - moving molecules
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approach the anode edge o f the gel. At the edge where the denaturant concentration is very low 
the fragm ents  are separated accord ing  to their  length as in conventional gel e lectrophoresis 
w hereas at the high denaturan t edge the apparen t m obility  is very much smaller. T h u s  each 
fragm ent generates an S-shaped curve with a steep inflection al a characteristic  position along 
the gradient.
T h e  details o f  the s igm oid  curves differ reproducib ly  from  fragm ent to fragm ent. Some 
have a flat baseline before undergoing the sharp change while in others the change is much less 
sharp, and in others  the transition is m ultiphasic . T h e  changes in m obility  across the gradient 
c losely  correspond  to the ex ten t o f  loss o f  helical s tructure  a ttr ibu tab le  to the denaturing  
equilibrium.
1.13.2 Parallel Gradients.
In a parallel gradient the m igration  is in the sam e direction as the gradient, so that the 
m olecule  m oves continually  into a h igher concentration o f  denaturing solvent. In this system 
the initial velocity is determined by the length o f the molecule as in conventional electrophoresis, 
but when the m olecule  reaches a depth  in the gradient corresponding  to the abrupt decline in 
mobility seen in perpendicular gradients there is little further travel. In general, further advance 
effects fur ther reduction in mobility. T he  gradient patterns becom e alm ost t im e-independent 
after the m olecu les  that are re tarded deepest  in the gradient have reached that level, and the 
focusing provides high resolution.
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1.14 Ai ms o f Present Study.
T h e  present study w as focused  on the m olecu lar  pathology o f D uchenne  and B ecker 
m uscu lar  dystrophy. T h e  overall  a im  o f  the pro jec t  w as to develop  m utational screening  
strategies for the disease. T he  specific targets can be summarised as follows:
i) to com ple te  the deletion analysis  o f  all Scottish D M D /B M D  cases with the cD N A  
probe 5b-7; and to screen using cD N A  subclones 9, 10 and 11-14, D M D /B M D  patients w ho 
showed no deletion or duplication after D N A  analysis with the cD N A  probes l-2a, 2b-3, 4-5a. 
5b-7 and 8.
ii) to develop, perform and evaluate a deletion screening in the D M D /B M D  patients by 
m eans o f the polym erase chain reaction (PCR).
iii) to com pare  the findings obtained from the m ultip lex  PCR deletion screening with 
those already available from the deletion screening using the cDNA probes
iv) to develop and apply the techniques of Single-Strand Conformational Polymorphism 
(SSC P),  D ena tu ring  G rad ien t  Gel E lec trophores is  (D G G E ) and A m plif ica t ion  M ism atch  
Detection (A M D ) analysis for mutational screening on PCR amplified samples o f  boys affected 
with D u ch en n e /B eck er  m uscu la r  dystrophy w hose m o lecu la r  pathology rem ained unknown 
despite the application o f  both Southern analysis and PCR amplification assay.
v) to confirm  any m utations detected  using the techniques m entioned above, by direct 
genomic sequence, and






T h e  patients (110  characterised as D M D  and 22 as BM D) in this study were referred to the 
D uncan  G u thrie  Institu te  o f  M edical G enetics  - G lasgow , w hich  is responsib le  fo r  carrier 
detec tion  and prenatal d iagnosis  o f  X -linked  m u scu la r  dystroph ies  as part o f  the Scottish 
M o lecu la r  G en e t ic s  C o n so r t iu m . C u rren tly  in S co tland  o ver  250  ped ig rees  have been 
ascerained with at least one m em ber affected by X linked m uscular dystrophy. Each case was 
clinically assessed and investigated  in one o f the genetic clinics associated with the Scottish 
consortium . M uscle  histology was undertaken in each o f  the index cases included, and DM D 
was d iffe ren tia ted  from  B M D  using the age at w hich  the patients  becam e chairbound, as 
described by Em ery  (1988). All index cases had ca lf  hypertrophy and m arkedly raised serum 
creatine kinase levels. Care was taken to exc lude possible cases o f  autosomal recessive limb- 
girdle dystrophy. In three cases (G M G  7327, G M G  7484, and G M G  8337), having a BM D 
pheno type ,  no p ed ig ree  in fo rm ation  w as  ab le  to p rov ide  defin ite  ev idence  o f  X -linked  
inheritance.
2.2 Features o f  cD N A  Probes.
Both cD NA probes 5b-7 and 9-14, used in this study are available from the American Type 
Culture Collection (12301 Parklawn Drive, Rockvill, M aryland 20852, USA) where they were 
deposited by Dr. Luis Kunkel. T he  vector used is Bluescribe and the size of the inserts are 2.5 
kb and 6.1 kb respectively. They  contain no repetitive sequences and they can be released by 
an EcoR I digest. S im ultaneous digestion o f  the cD N A  9-14  with the restriction endonuclease 
B am H  I gives cD N A  probes 9  (1.2 kb), 1 0 (0 .8  kb) and 11-14(4.1 kb).
Probe 5b-7 detec ts  genom ic  Hind III fragm ents :  0 .45, 0.5, 1.3, 1.5, 1.8, 4.1, 4 .2 ,  6.0,
6.2, 10.0, 11.0 and 18.0 kb. W hen Bgl II d igested  D NA  is hybridised  with this p robe the 
fo llow ing  fragm ents  are detected: 2.8, 3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 6.1, 10.8, 13.2 and 21.0 kb. cDNA 
probes 9, 10 and 11-14 hybrid ise  to the Hind III and Bgl II f ragm ents  as follows. cD N A  
9 /H ind  III: 1.0, 2.3 , 6.0, 7.8 , 8.3, 8 .8  kb; cD N A  91 Bgl II: 4 .1 , 6.1, 8.0, 9.5, 16.0 kb; 
cD N A  10/ Hind III: 2.4, 2.55, 2.8, 3.5, 6.0, 6.6, 12.0 kb; cD N A  10/ Bgl II: 1.2, 1.4, 2.6.
3.3, 4 .6 , 6.5, 11.0 kb; cD N A  11-14/Hind III: 1.45, 1.5, 1.8, 1.9, 2.1, 5.9, 6.0, 6 .8 , 7.8,
10.0 kb; cD N A  11-14/Bgl II: 1.4, 4.0, 5.0, 10.0, 18.5 kb (Darras et al., 1988).
A Bgl II R FL P  detected by cD N A  5b-7  consists o f  a 2.3-kb allele and a second allele of
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7.0  kb. An additional two a lle le  Bgl II RFLP, 28  and 24  kb, is detec ted  by cD N A  11-14 
(Darras et a!., 1988).
2.3 Plasmid Preparation.
All the solutions m entioned in the present section as well as in the rest o f  this chapter  are 
listed in an alphabetical order in Appendix I.
A culture contain ing  50  pi o f  glycerol stock from the plasmid o f interest in 100 ml o f L- 
broth (100 ng/ml ampicillin) was incubated overnight with shaking at 37()C. T he  culture was
left to stand on ice for 3 0  m inutes before being spun at 5  K for 10 minutes at 4°C  (Sorval RC-
5B). T he  bacterial pellet was resuspended in 4  ml o f  Solution I, containing 5 mg/ml lysoz.yme 
(S igm a) freshly prepared, and kept on ice for 3 0  minutes. Then 8  ml o f freshly made Solution 
II were added and the suspension was further m ixed until it becam e clear. A fter another 5 
m inutes on ice 6  ml o f  Solution III were added, the suspension was mixed and kept on ice for
30  m inutes, fo llow ed by a cen trifugation at 7  k for 5 m inutes at 4 °C .  T he  supernatant was 
filtered and the plasm id DN A  was precipitated by adding 0 .6 volum es o f  iso-propyl-alcohol, 
mixed and spun at 8 .5  K for 20  m inutes at 4°C . 10 ml o f  Solution IV contain ing  80  pg/ml
boiled  R N A ase  A w ere  added  to the pellet,  vortexed  briefly and incubated  at 6 5 ()C for 30  
minutes. After a phenol and a chloroform extraction, the aqueous phase was precipitated with a 
tenth volum e 3 M sodium  aceta te  (pH = 7) and two vo lum es o f  100% ethanol at -7 0 ()C for a
m inim um  o f  2 hours. Plasmid DNA was pelleted (12 K for 10 minutes), washed twice in 5  ml 
of 70%  ethanol, dried and dissolved in 1 ml o f T E  buffer.
2.4 Isolation o f  Inserts.
EcoR I - BamH I digestion o f  10 pg plasmid DNA was performed in a total reaction volume 
of 80  |d, contain ing 14 pi o f  B R L  “ React 3 ” buffer, 2 pi o f  0.1 M sperm idine (Sigma), 6  pi of
EcoR I (8 U/pl) and 8  pi o f  B am H  I (7U/pl), at 37°C overnight.
T he  digest was then loaded using 10 pi o f  loading  mix II on a 1% Sea Plaque agarose
(FM C) gel, 10 x 13 cm, prepared in 1 x electrophoresis buffer. Gels were subjected to constant 
current e lec trophoresis  at 100 mA, stained in a 5  pg/ml solution o f  e thidium  brom ide in 1 x 
electrophoresis buffer, and visualised over ultra-violet light.
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Inserts  w ere  exc ised  using  a s teri le  scapel b lade, t ransferred  to  a Sarsded t tube, 
weighed, and a volume of sterile distilled water equivalent to three times the weight o f  the insert
was added. Then  the tube was placed at 100()C for 10 minutes, and the inserts w ere either used 
directly for oligonucleotide labelling or stored at -20°C.
2 .5  P repa ra t ion  o f  R ad ioac tive ly  L abe lled  P robes by R andom  O lig o n u c leo tid e  P rim er 
Extension Labelling.
T h e  p rocedure  was carried  out essentially  as in Feinberg  & Vogelstein (1984) using a 
random primed DNA labelling kit (Boehringer M annheim). The insert to be labelled was boiled 
for 5  minutes and left at 3 7 ° C  for 10 minutes. A 4 0  fd reaction was set up with 20 fd o f insert, 
2 fd o f  each dATP, dGTP, dTTP, 4  |d o f  10 x reaction mixture, 4  [d o f double distilled water, 5
fd a -  P d C T P  (A m ersham  International,  spec if ic  ac tiv ity  3 0 0 0  C i/m m ol)  and 4  units of
Klenow en zy m e  labelling  grade. T h e  reaction  w as incubated  at 3 7 (,C for tw o hours, and 
stopped by the addition o f  2 fd o f  0 .5  M EDTA pH=8. Incorporated labell was resolved from 
unincorporated nucleotides on a pre-packed Nick Column (Pharmacia), containing Sephadcx G- 
50, and eluted in 40 0  fd 1 x SSC buffer.
2.6 Preparation o f  G enom ic DNA.
DNA was isolated from peripheral blood lym phocytes, and harvested lymphoblastoid cell 
lines based on the protocol described by Kunkel et al.(1977). Fresh blood samples were mixed 
with anticoagulant and stored at -2 0 ()C. A fter  thawing, 40  ml o f  lysis buffer were added to 10 
ml o f blood, and the conten ts  w ere  m ixed  thoroughly. T h is  w as incubated  on ice fo r  10 
m inutes ,  spun at 2 .8  K fo r  10 m inu tes  at 4 ()C in a IEC D P R -6 0 0 0  cen tr ifuge, and the
supernatant was discarded. A fter  this step the preparation from the blood was as for the cell 
lines. T h e  pellet w as recuspended  in 10 ml o f  0 .075  M NaCl, 0 .024  M EDTA pH =7.5  by 
vigorous pipetting and 500  fd o f  10% SDS and 200 fd o f  10 mg/ml proteinase K were added.
T he  tube was m ixed gently and incubated at 3 7 ()C overnight. A fter  the incubation, sam ples 
were extracted twice with phenol/ chloroform, followed by a chloroform extraction to remove 
any traces o f  phenol. D N A  w as precipita ted by adding  1/10 volum e of 3 M sodium  acetate 
pH=5.6  and two volumes o f  absolute ethanol. T he DNA fibres were spooled out using a sealed 
pasteur pipette, rinsed in 70%  ethanol, a ir  d ried  and dissolved in 0.3 - 0 .6  ml o f  T E  buffer, 
pH=7.5. Samples were left to disolve at 4^C  for a m inim um  o f  24 hours before being used.
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Alternatively, DNA was extracted From blood samples using the method described by Miller 
et al., (1988). A ccording to this protocol 5 ml of thawed blood were initially mixed with 40  ml
of lysis buffer, m ixed gently and centrifuged at 2.8 K for 10 minutes at 4 ()C. T he  pellet was 
resuspended in 3 ml o f  nuclei lysis buffer, 200  fd o f 10% SDS. 100 fd proteinase K (lOmg/ml) 
w ere added, and the sam ples were incubated  at 37°C  overnight. 1 ml o f  6  M NaCl was then 
added , and af te r  m ix ing  vigorously  for 15 seconds the sam ples were spun at 2.5 K for 15 
m inutes  at room tem perature . T h e  D N A  was precip ita ted  by adding 2 volum es o f  ethanol.
w ashed in 70%  ethanol, air dried and left to disolve in 500 fd o f T E  at 5 5 ° C  for about 30  
minutes. A phenol/ch loroform  extraction fo llow ed, and the DNA was precipita ted from the 
upper aqueous phase with two volum es o f ethanol. The DNA fibres were spooled out as before 
and resuspended into 500  fd o f TE.
T he  final DNA concentration was estimated by measuring the optical density at 260 nm in a 
Perk in  E lm er  6 0 0 0  sp ec tro p h o to m e te r .  For a 10 fd d ilu tion in 1 ml o f  T E , the DNA 
concentration in figr/ml was obtained by m ultip ly ing  the optical density by five thousand. To 
estimate the quality o f  the DNA preparation the O D 0fi()/OD was calculated.
2.7 DN A  Restriction Digests, Gel Electrophoresis o f D N A and Ethidium Bromide Staining of 
the Gel.
Digests o f  genomic DNA were carried out using 7 .5  fig o f  DNA at 3 7 °C  overnight. The 40 
fd final volum e reaction consisted o f DNA, 4  fd o f  Hind III (NBL, 12 U/fd) or Bgl II (NBL, 8 
U/fd) restr ic tion  enzym e , 4  fd o f  React 2 or React 3 (B R L ) respectively, 2 fd o f  0.1 M 
sperm idine  (S igm a), and an approriate vo lum e o f  sterile distilled water. The enzym es were 
added to the digest last and the solution spun briefly before incubation.
Gel elec trophoresis  o f  the d igested  DN A  w as carried  out in 0 .9%  gels SEA K EM  GTG 
agarose (FM C ), 20 x 20 cm in size. T he  gels were m ade and run usually overnight at 70  mA, 
in I x electrophoresis buffer using the gel electrophoresis Apparatus GN A  200 (Pharmacia).
Sam ples  w ere spun briefly and one-six th  vo lum e loading mix II was added. DNA was 
sized using the 1 kb  L adder  (B R L ) w hich  has  m olecu la r  w e igh ts  of 210, 298, 344 , 394, 
516/506 , 1018, 1635, 2036, 3054, 4072, 5090, 6108, 7126, 8144, 9162, 10180, 11 198 and 
12216 kb.
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A fter electrophoresis the gel was stained in a dilute ethidium bromide solution (5 ng/ml in 1 
x e lec trophores is  buffer) for 10 m inutes  and desta ined  in 1 x e lec trophoresis  buffer for 5 
m inutes. T h e  gel w as then v isualised  on a U.V. t ransil lum inator (316 nm, Fotodyne) and 
photographed with Polaroid type 667  (black and white) film in a Polaroid instant print camera 
fitted with a Kodak 22A Wratten filter.
2.8 Southern Transfer  and Hybridisation o f Southern Blots.
Southern transfer was perform ed according to the protocol developed by Southern (1975). 
G els w ere soaked in 0.2  M HC1 for 15 m inutes to dcpurinate the high m olecular weight DNA 
and facilita te  transfer. T h e  DNA was then denatured  in 0 .5  M N aO H, 1.5 M NaCI for 20 
m inutes  tw ice, and neutra lised by two 3 0  m inutes  w ashes in 0 .5  M Tris-H Cl pH=7.4, 3 M 
NaCI. All w ashes were carried out with constant agitation. T he  gel was then transferred to a 
p latform covered in a 3M M  paper (W hatm an) wick soaked in 10 x SSC buffer which dipped 
into a re se rv o ir  o f  this buffer  beneath  the p la tform . A piece o f  H ybond-N  m em brane  
(A m ersham  international pic.) labelled and cut to fit the gel exactly was laid gently on the gel. 
Two sheets  o f  3 M M  paper  soaked  in 2 x SSC  and cut to size were p laced on top o f  the 
m em brane. T he  rem ain ing  area o f  the wick was covered with plastic sheeting and a stack of 
paper hand towels (Bowater - Scott), a glass plate and a small weight placed on top o f the gel.
T he transfer was left to proceed for 18 to 24 hours. At the end of the transfer, the filter was 
rem oved from the gel and rinsed in 2 x SSC. It was then air-dried and baked at 8 0 ()C for 5 
hours to fix the DNA. T h e  transfer w as confirm ed by staining the gel and visualiing on a U.V. 
transilluminator.
F ilters  w ere  w e tted  in 1 x S SC  prio r  to p re -h y b r id isa t io n .  P rehybr id isa t ion  and 
hybridisation were perform ed in the sam e buffer. Filters were placed in plastic bags and three 
sides w ere sealed carefully . Sonicated salm on sperm DNA was boiled for 10 m inutes and 
ad d ed  to 5  to 6  ml o f  h y b rid isa t ion  so lu t ion ,  to a final co n cen tra t io n  o f  10 n l / m l .
Prehybrid isation w as perform ed at 6 5 °C  overnight.  T h e  labelled probe was boiled for 10 
minutes, cooled rapidly on ice and added directly to the prehybridised filter. Any bubbles w'ere 
removed before sealing the bag. Hybridisation was performed for 4 8  hours at 65°C.
After hybridisation the filters were washed in 2 x SSC, 0.1 % SDS for 20 minutes at room 
tem perature, followed by 20  minutes washes at either 1 x SSC, 0 .5 x SSC or 0.1 x SSC, 0.1%
SDS at room tem perature or at 6 5 ()C, depending  on the stringency required. T he  filters were 
then air-dried until slightly moist, placed between plastic sheets and autoradiographed at -70()C
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with “ Dupont lightning plus” in tensifying screens and Kodak A R -5  film for 24  hours to one 
w eek . F ilm s w ere  d eve loped  using K odak X A R  dev e lo p e r  and  fixative  in a Fuji RGII 
automatic film processor.
A fter autoradiography the radioactive probe was removed by gentle shaking the filter in 0.4 
M NaOFI for 45  minutes, followed by a 45  m inutes w ash in 0.5 M Tris-CI pH=7.4, 3 M NaCI 
and one rinse in 1 x SSC, 0 .1%  SDS. T h e  filter w as then ready for re -hybrid isation  with 
another probe as detailed above.
2.9 PCR A m plification Primers.
E ighteen separate  o ligonucleotide  primers, designed by C ham berla in  and his co-workers 
(1990), w ere  used in this study for the am plif ica tion  o f  DNA from  the D M D  region. The 
synthetic  o ligonuc leo tide  prim ers  w ere  prepared  by Oswel DNA Services, D epartm ent o f  
Chem istry  - University o f  Edinburgh , including an ion-exchange chrom atography step. The 
purification step proved to be necessary for a successful multiplex PCR amplification since their 
quality was very much improved. That was easily observed by running 500 ng o f each primer 
before and after the purification step, on a 20% polyacrylam ide gel, 1 6 x 1 6  cm at 2000 V for I 
hour, figure 2.1.
T heir  characteristics including: the sequence o f all nine primer sets, the exon num ber or the 
size o f the genom ic FFmd III fragm ent that the exon is located on, the size of each exon and the 
am plif ied  f ragm ent ob ta ined , are described  in T ab le  2.1. T h e  relative location o f  the nine 
am plified  regions, designated  by a letter, relative to a num ber o f com m only  used diagnostic 
probes is show n in figure 2 .2 . For the rem ainder  o f  this m anuscrip t,  these exons will be 
referred to as a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, and i.
All e igh teen  o ligonucleo tide  prim ers w ere betw een  23-28  bases long to permit a high 
stringent annealing and therefore greater specificity. T he G/C content varied from 40-50% . The 
priming sites were either overlapping  the exon-intron borders or situated in the introns. This 
ensured that alterations which disrupt RNA splicing leaving the exon intact, could be detectable. 
Also, use of intronic sequences as priming sites permitted greater flexibility in choosing the size 
o f the region to be amplified, facilitating resolution o f the PCR reaction products on an agarose 
gel. Acrylam ide gel electrophoresis would have been necessary if amplification was performed 
from within exons, as exon sizes were within a narrow range.
2.10 Multiplex Genomic DNA Amplification.
DNA isolated from either peripheral lym phocytes or from Epstein-Barr virus transform ed
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lym phob las to id  cell lines by (he m ethodo logy  described  in paragraph  2.6, was used as a 
template in the PCR reaction.
For the PC R reaction a 0.5 ml sterilised microfuge tube was used. T he reaction mix, which 
w as m ade up to a total vo lum e o f  50 fd with double distilled water , was set up using 5  pi o f  
G en eA m p  10 x PCR reaction buffer (Perkin E lm er Cetus), 16 fd o f  d N T P 's  mix contain ing 
1.25 m M  o f  each  n u c leo t id e ,  2%  d im e th y lsu l fo x id e  (D M S O ) and 3 0  pm ol o f  each  
o ligonucleo tide  primer. T h e  concen tra tion  of each o l igonucleo tide  p rim er was calculated
accord ing  to the m ethod described in A ppendix  11. All reagents were kept at -20°C, vortexcd
briefly after thaw ing  and spun down before pipetting with positive displacement pipettes (Lab 
systems). T he mix was irradiated for 15 minutes in an Am plirad  before the addition o f 0.5 - 1 
pg o f  tem plate  (Sarkar and S om m er,  1990). A m plirad  is a high intensity shortw ave cabinet 
with 4  x G 875  germicidal lamps, 1.8 watts each, 254  nm wavelength. T he samples were then
heated at 9 5 °C  for 5  minutes, and 3 units of AmpliTaq DNA Polymerase (Perkin Elmer Cetus 5
ll/fd) were added. Each PCR  reaction mix was overlayed with 50 - 100 fd o f light mineral oil 
(S igm a), and centr ifuged  for 5 seconds before it was placed in a T echne  PHC 1 au tom atic
thermocycler.
F or each  set o f  P C R  reac t io n s  a p o s i t iv e  and  a n eg a tiv e  con tro l  w as p repared  
simultaneously. In the pos it ive  control the tem pla te  added  was genom ic  D N A  from an 
individual with no abnorm ality  in the area o f  the D M D  gene. In the negative control no DNA 
was added.
T h e  PCR tem pera tu re  cyc ling  protocol w as as follows. Initial denaturation w as for 1.5 
m inutes  at 9 4 ()C. Subsequen t denatu ration  was for 0 .5  m inutes  at 94()C. A nnealing  and 
extension were carried out at 5 3 °C  fo r  0 .5  m inutes and 6 4 ()C for 4 .2 minutes respectively, with 
a final extension t im e o f  7  m inutes at 6 4 ()C. T he  num ber o f  cyc les  perform ed was 31. All 
samples were kept at 4()C until analysis.
2.11 Amplification o f  Single Exons by PCR.
For the am plification o f  single exons slight m odifications to the protocol described above 
were necessary to optimise the yield o f  the PCR reaction specifically for each different prim er 
set. T he  final concentration o f  the reagents in the PCR reaction mix, 50  pi total volume, were 
kept the sam e with the exception o f  dN TPs whose am ount was reduced by 50%. The reactions 
were also exposed to UV light (254 nm ) for 15 min before the addition o f  DNA (Sarkar, 1990).
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FIG U R E 2 . 1: Electrophoresis o f  synthetic oligonucleotide primer in a polyarylamide gel 
a) before and b) after the purification step using ion exchange 
chromatography. Flic primers shown are those flanking region b o f the dystrophin gene.
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EXON and SIZE PRIMER SEQUENCE SIZE OF 
AMPLIFIED 
PRODUCT (bp)
i. Exon 4 / 8 . 5  kb Hind III 196
78bp; (probe 1 -2a)
F-TT G T C G G T  CT C T C T G C T  G G T C A G T G 
R-CAAAG CCCTCA CTCA A ACA TGA A G C
a. Exon 8  / 7 .5  kb Hind III 360
182bp;(probe l-2a)
F -G T C C T T rA C A C A C IT T A C C T G T rG A G  
R -G G C C fC A T T C rC A T G T T C T A A IT A G
g. Exon 1 2 / 4  kb Hind III 331
151 bp; (probe 2b-3)
F- G ATA GTG G G C T IT A  CTTACATCCTFC 
R-G AA AGCCAACATAAGATACACCr
b. Exon 1 7 / 1 .7  kb Hind III 416
178bp;(probe 2b-3)
F - G A d T T C G A T G T T G A G A T T A C n T C C C  
R -A A G C IT G A G A T G C T C rC A C C lT lT C C
c. Exon 19 / 3 .5  kb Hind III 459
88bp; (probe 2b-3)
F-TTCiACCACArcccArn’c rrccA  
R G A T G G C A A A A G T G IT G A G A A A A A G T C
d. Exon 4 4 / 4 .1 K b  H indlll  268 
148bp; (probe 5b-7)
F-CTT G ATCCATAT GCTTTTACCT GC A 
R-TCCATCACCCTTCAGAACCTGATTCr
e.Exon 45  / 0 .5K b H indlll  547 
176bp; (probe 5b-7)
F-AA A CA TG G A A C A TC C TTG TG G G G A C  
R-CATTCCTATTAGATCTGTCGCCCTAC
f. Exon 48  / 1.2/3.8K b H indlll  506 
186bp; (probe 8)
F-TT GA ATACATTGGTFAAATCCCA ACAT G 
R CCTG AA TA A A G TC TTC CITA C CA CA C
h. Exon 51 / 3 .1 K b  H indlll  388  
233bp; (probe 8)
F -G A A A TTG G C TC T1TA G C TTG T G TTTC  
R -G GA G A GTA A A GTG A TTG G TG G A A AA TC
TAB LE 2.1: Features o f  the primer sets used for the amplification o f  regions o f the dystrophin 
gene (Cham berlain  et al., 1990). Letters a-h designate each amplified region o f  the dystrophin 
gene. For each region the num ber o f  the exon included is listed and the size o f  the genom ic 
Hind III fragm ent that the exon is located on af te r  hybridisation to a cD N A  probe. The 
sequence o f  the primers are shown in 5 ’-3 ’ orientation, where F: forward primer, hybridises 5 ' 
o f  the exon; and R: reverse primer, hybridises 3 ’ of the exon.
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PERT84 XJ1.1 PERT87 JBIR p20 J66
5* T T T T T
i a g b c
u i  I
l-2a 2b-3
11' TT
d e f h.u u
5b-7 8
3'
F IG U R E  2.2: Relative position o f  the D M D  amplified fragments. T he  arrows, a-i, indicate the 
position o f  the fragm ents am plified by the prim er sets described at table 2.1 relative to several 
genomic probes. T h e  cD N A  probes hybridise to the amplified exons are indicated underneath.
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2.5 units o f  A m pliT aq  polym erase  (Perkin E lm er Cetus) were used per reaction, which was 
ovcrlayed with 50 |<l of mineral oil (Sigma).
All samples were heated at 9 5 ()C for 5 m inutes before the addition o f the enzyme, and then 
with the enzyme at 9 4 °C  for 90  seconds before one o f the following reaction cycles was applied 
28 times using a Techne PHC 1 automatic thermocycler. With primer sets i and d: 9 4 ° C f o r 3 0  
seconds, 5 5 ° C  for 3 0  seconds and 7 3 ()C fo r  50  seconds. Final extension time 7  m inutes at 
73°C. With prim er sets a, b, g and h: 94()C for 60  seconds, 5 5 °C  for 60  seconds and 73°C  for 
120 seconds. Final extension time 7 minutes at 7 3 ()C. W ith primer set c: 94°C for 30 seconds, 
55()C for 30  seconds and 7 3 ()C for 55 seconds. Final extension time 7  minutes at 73()C. With 
p r im er set e: 94()C for 60  seconds, 5 5 ° C  for 8 0  seconds and 7 3 ()C for 180 seconds. Final 
extension time 8  minutes at 73°C . W ith prim er set f: 9 4 °C  for 30  seconds, 53°C for 30  seconds 
and 65°C  for 55 seconds. Final extension time 7  minutes at 65°C.
2.12 PCR Amplification of Degraded Genom ic DNA.
An increased am ount,  2 pg, of degraded  genom ic D N A  was added to a 0 .5  ml sterilised 
m icrofuge tube conta in ing  : 2% D M SO , 200  pM of each dNTP, 1 x G eneA m p PCR reaction 
buffer (Perkin Elm er Cetus), and 30  pmol o f each o f the four oligonucleotide primers necessary 
for the am plification  o f regions g and h. T he  sam ples were irradiated for 15 min with 254-nm 
ultraviolet bulbs in an Amplirad before the addition o f the template (Sarkar and Sommer, 1990),
and heated at 95°C for 5  minutes, before 2.5 units o f  AmpliTaq DNA Polymerase (Perkin Elmer 
Cetus 5U/ml) were added. For the amplification o f the degraded genomic DNA 45 cycles were 
performed on a Techne PHC 1 automatic thermocycler; each cycle 94 °C  for 1 minutes, 55°C for 
1 minutes,72()C for 2 minutes. T he final extension time was 7  minutes at 72°C.
2.13 PCR A m plification o f G enom ic DNA Extracted from H aem atoxylin and Eosin S ta ined 
Sections.
H aem atoxylin  and eosin (H & E ) stained sections, prepared from blocks o f  muscle tissue, 
and processed  fo r  histological exam ina tion  w ere kindly provided by Professor A. Em ery 
(University o f  Edinburgh). T he sections were 4  to 5 m m  thick, cut from the paraffin-embedded 
tissue block, dc-waxed, stained, and then mounted on a slide in a resin under a glass coverslip. 
The slides had been stored at room temperature and they were between 1 - 1 5  years old.
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T h e  slides were soaked in h is loclear solution (National Diagnostics) for a period o f four 
days to one week until the coverslip  could be rem oved gently. They were rinsed with 100% 
ethanol and left to dry before DNA was extracted using one of the following procedures. The 
tissue section was scraped from the glass slide using a sterilised razor blade and transfered to a
sterilised 0 .5  ml m icrofuge tube. 50 ;d o f nuclei lysis mix and 5 |d of proteinase K (10 mg/ml) 
were added, and the sam ples were incubated for 3 hours at 50°C. Alternatively the slides were 
treated  d irectly  with pro teinase K (10 m g/m l) in 40  pi o f  nuclei lysis mix, under a sterile
coverslip sealed with rubber cement, at 5 0 (1C for 3 hours (Jonveaux, 1991). T he  coverslip was
gently removed and the slide rinsed with 100 pi o f  nuclei lysis mix. The DNA was used as a 
tem plate  for a PCR reaction e ither w ithout any  purification, or after being purified using the 
G eneClean II kit (BIO 101 Inc., Stratech Scientific). According to (he protocol provided by the 
m anufacture, 150 pi o f  Nal and 5 pi o f  glass m ilk were added
mixed vigorously and left on ice for 10 minutes. T he pellet was washed three times with 400  pi 
o f  diluted ice-cold New solution, and resuspended in 20 pi o f  T.E. buffer. After incubation at
50°C  for 3 m inutes the glass m ilk was spun down, and 4  pi of the supernatant were used per 
PCR reaction. In the case of unpurified DNA the whole sample was boiled for 10 minutes, and
10 pi were transferred to the PCR reaction. Am plification o f  single exons was performed as it 
is described in paragraph 2.11.
2.14 Analysis o f  PCR A m plification Products.
On com pletion o f the reaction, the sam ples were spun down for 5 seconds and the mineral
011 was rem oved with a pipette. 8  pi o f  each  sam ple  w as elec trophoresed  on e ither a 1.4% 
S E A K E M  agarose  (FM C  Bioproducts)  or a 3%  N uSieve agarose gel (F M C  Bioproducts), 
containing 0.5 pg/ml ethidium bromide, at 4  mA/cm  in 1 x T B E  buffer.
The results were visualised by placing the gel on a 254-nm Fotodyne 1000 transilluminator, 
and photographed using a Polaroid instant print camera fitted with a Kodak 22A Wratten filter. 
The type o f film used was a Polaroid type 667 (black and white) film.
2.15 Phosphorylation o f  the 5' Ends o f the O ligonucleotide Primers with T ^  Polynucleotide 
Kinase.
T he synthetic oligonucleotides were prepared without a phosphate group at their 5' termini, 
and could therefore be labelled by transfer of the y_3“P from [y_3“P JA T P  using the enzyme T.j 
polynucleotide kinase (Maniatis, 1982)
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30  pmol o f each oligonucleo tide  p rim er were labelled with 2.5 pi (y32P |A T P  (50  pmol, 
3000  C i/m m ol, A m ersham ), using 1 pi o f  T 4 polynucleotide kinase (10 U/pl, NBL) in 10 pi of 
0 .05 M Tris  (pH 7.6), 0.01 M M gC l2, 5 m M  dith io thre ito l , 0.1 m M  spermidine (Sigma), 0.1
mM  ED TA  (pH 8.0). T h e  reaction mix was incubated for 45-60  minutes at 3 7°C. T he T 4 
polynucleotide kinase was inactivated by heating at 68°C for 10 minutes.
The efficiency o f transfer of y32P to the prim er was monitored by absorption to DE81 filter
paper (W h a tm a n ) . 0 .5  pi o f  the reaction mixture were applied to two separate filter paper discs
. after incubation at 3 7 ()C. T he oligonucleotide binds tightly to the positevely charged 
filters  w h e reas  un ico rp o ra ted  rad io labell  is rem oved  by repeated  w ash ings  with 0 .5  M 
N a2H P 0 4. T he  percentage o f radiolabell transferred from [y32P| A T P  to the oligonucleotide 
was calculated based on the results o f  a 1215 rackbet liquid scincillation counter (LKB Walla). 
Under the conditions described above, approxim ately  90%  of the radioactivity was transferred 
to the oligonucleotide.
2.16 P C R -S S C P  Analysis.
T he final concentration o f  the reagents in the PCR reaction mix, which was made up to a 
total volume o f  25 pi with double distilled w ater were 1 x PCR reaction buffer (Perkin Elm er
Cetus), 200  m M  o f  each dNTP, 15 pm oles o f  each o f  the labelled primers, and 0.5-1 pg of
genom ic DNA. Kination products were added w ithout purification. T he PCR amplification 
was performed according to the protocols described in paragraph 2.11.
T he  am plified product was diluted 1:25 with 0 .1%  SDS, 10 mM EDTA, followed by a 
1:2 dilution in 95%  form am ide, 20 m M  ED TA , 0.05%  brom ophenol blue and 0.05%  xylene
cyanol. T w o  sam ples were prepared for each individual. One sam ple was heated at 8 0 °C  for 
10 m inutes  to denaturate  the DNA. Both sam ples were loaded on to a 6 .5%  non-denaturing 
polyacry lam ide gel (20 cm x 4 0  cm x 0.4  cm) contain ing 10% glycerol. T he extent o f  cross- 
linking (% C) was 3.3. E lectrophoresis  was carried out at 25-30 W  for 6-9  hours, with a fan 
heater, set on cold, directed at the gel as a cooling device. T he gels were dried on a gel dryer, 
model 583 (Biorad). A fte r  drying they were placed on a sheet o f  Kodak X A R -5  film in an 
autoradiographic cassette with “ Dupont lightning plus” intensifying screens and exposed for 3-
16 hours at -70°C.
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2.17 Sam ple Preparation for A m plification M ism atch Detection Analysis.
The method used for the amplification mismatch detection analysis was a modification of the 
p ro toco ls  descr ibed  by C otton  et al. (1988), M on tandon  et al. (1989) and by Boyd and 
Glasgow (personal communications).
The region e of the dystrophin gene from the individuals to be examined and from a normal 
individual, were amplified  by PCR according to the method described in paragraph 2.11. The 
o ligonucleotide prim ers used in the PCR of the control samples were radioactive end-labelled 
accord ing  to the protocol provided in section 2.15, and the radioactive amplification product 
was the “probe" sequence necessary for the application o f the amplification mismatch detection 
analysis.
After PCR am plification a sam ple o f the unlabelled reaction products was run on a 1% 
S E A -K E M  G T G  agarose gel (FM C ) to ensure efficient amplification and the rem ainder was 
purified using Gcneclean (Bio 101) and eluted in a final volume of 20 fd. Detailed description 
o f the purification method is given in section 2.13.
For the rad ioactive  PCR product gel purification was perform ed in an apparatus for 
micro-electroelution developed by Sandhu and Kline (1989). This technique entailed i) cutting 
out a small block contain ing the band of DNA from an ethidium bromide stained agarose gel 
(1 .2%  S E A -K E M  G TG  agarose (FM C) in the currently  described case), ii) placing the gel 
piece in a 1.5 ml m icro fuge  tube transf ixed  on a 25-gauge  hypoderm ic  needle , and iii)
perform ed the m icroelution  as is shown in figure 2.3 for 2 hours, using 450  |d o f  1 x T B E  
buffer. T h e  gel block w as pulled  out and view ed under ultraviolet light to confirm  the 
completion o f electro-elution. DNA was extracted by adding 0.1 volume of 3 M sodium acetate
and two volumes o f  ethanol to the buffer. Precipitation was for 15 mill at -70°C , and DNA was
recovered by centrifigalion for 10 min at 12000 rev/min. DNA pellet was resuspended in T E  
buffer at 28000 cpm/fd.
2.18 Chemical Cleavage o f PCR Products.
A heteroduplex was formed by m ixing the labelled probe with a 5 to 10- fold m olar 
excess of amplified target DNA in 125 pi o f  2 x hybrid buffer , m ade up to 250 pi total volume 
with double distilled water. The mixture was heated 5  minutes at 100()C and annealed for 1 hour 
at 4 2 ()C. T h e  heteroduplex was precipitated with two volum es o f  5  M sodium acetate, 2.5 
volumes o f iced-cold ethanol and 4  pi of glycogen (Boehinger Manheim), at -70 ()C for 1 hour. 













MADE OF MODELLING CLAY
FIG U R E  2.3: D iagram m atic  representation o f  the microelution apparatus (Sandhu and Kline, 
1989), used fo r  the purification o f  the probe in the amplification m ism atch detection (A M D ) 
analysis.
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Hybrid DNA was treated with 20 |d o f  a 4  M solution o f hydroxylamine hydrochloride 
ph=6 (hydroxy lam ine  m odification) at 3 7 ° C  for 90  minutes. T he  reaction was stopped by 
transferring the mixture to ice and adding 200 |d o f  stop solution. DNA was precipitated with 
750  |d o f  ice-cold ethanol. T he  DNA pellet was resuspended in 200 pi o f  0.3 M sodium acetate 
pH=5.2. A fter a further ethanol precipitation, the DNA pellet was washed once with 70%  (v/v) 
ethanol and dried.
C hem ica l  c leav ag e  o f the C bases  reac ted  with hydroxy lam ine  w as ach ieved  by 
incubating the heteroduplexes with piperidine. 50  pi o f  freshly prepared 10% piperidine were
added to the dry DNA pellet and incubated at 9 0 ()C for 30  minutes. T he reaction was stopped 
by placing the sam ples  on ice for 2 minutes. D N A  was precipitated with 50 pi 0.6M sodium 
acetate  pH =5.2  and 300  pi o f  100% ethanol. T h e  pellet was washed once with 70%  ethanol, 
and dried.
2.19 Radioactive Labelling of 1 kb Ladder (BRL).
T h e  D N A  fragm ents  o f  the 1 kb. ladder (B R L ) were labelled by filling in o f  the 3* 
recessed ends with K lenow enzym e using the dATP, dG T P  and dT T P  nucleotides included in 
the R andom  Prim ed DNA labelling  Kit (B oehr inge r  M annheim ). 1 pg ° f  1 kb ladder was
m ixed with 1 pi o f  each dN TP, 2 pi React 3 buffer (BRL), 2 pi of a - 32P dC T P (Am ersham
international, specific activity 3000 Ci/mmol), 2 units of Klenow enzyme and made up to a final
volume o f  20 pi with double distilled water. After incubation at 37°C for 30  minutes the volume
o f  the reaction was increased to 100 fd and the labelled fragm ents were separated from other 
radioactive material on a pre-packed Nick C olum n (Pharmacia), containing Sephadex G-50,
and eluted in 400  |d 1 x SSC buffer. The radioactively labelled 1 kb ladder was combined with
loading mix II before being applied on a gel.
2 .20 Electrophoresis o f Chemical Cleavage Products.
S am ples were incubated in 7 fd o f 95%  form am ide, 20 mM  ED TA , 0.05% bromophenol 
blue and 0 .05%  xylene cyanol, at 100°C for 10 minutes before application to a 5% denaturing
polyacrylam ide gel. During electrophoresis the gel was maintained at 5 0 ()C. Electrophoresis
was perform ed until the xylene cyanol dye was at a distance o f  approxim ately  30  cm from the 
loading point. T he  gel was fixed by immersion for 15 minutes in a solution contain ing 10% 
glacial acetic acid and 10% methanol, dried and autoradiographed with “Dupont lighnting plus" 
inteflsifyiiig^scrcen using Kodak X A R -5 film at -70()C for 72  hours.
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2.21 Direct DNA Sequencing of an A sym m etric  PCR product.
T he  PCR technique provides a s im ple and fast way o f producing DNA tem plates for 
sequencing . Direct sequencing  of the PCR products  w ithout an additional cloning step in 
addition to the benefit o f  simplicity , reduces potential errors due to im perfect fidelity of Taq 
po lym erase  Any random  m isincorpora tions in an individual tem plate  m olecule will not be 
detectable against the much greater signal of the original sequence.
A double-stranded PCR amplified fragment used as a template in a sequencing reaction 
can cause m any problem s due to the rapid reassociation o f the short linear tem plate strands. 
Thus ,  a m odified  type o f  PCR, asym m etric  PCR, has been developed which utilizes unequal 
concentration  o f  the two am plifica tion  primers to produce single-stranded DNA of a chosen 
strand (Gyllensten, 1988). During the initial cycles most o f  the product is double-stranded, but 
as the low concen tra t ion  p r im er becom es  dep le ted  an excess o f  one o f the two strands, 
depending on which o f the primers is limited , is generated.
T h e  a sy m m etr ic  PCR reaction w as perfo rm ed  accord ing  to the protocol developed by 
M gone (1991). An unequal ratio of 100:1 was used for the generation o f single stranded DNA. 
5  pi o f  a 10 pM and a 0.1 pM dilution o f  each prim er were used in a PCR reaction in a total 
vo lum e o f  100 pi. T he  num ber o f cycles was increased to 41 without any further modification 
in the concentration  o f the reagents, or in the cycle-profile  used for the generation o f  double 
stranded DNA.
R eactions w ere  m onito red  for the production o f s ingle-stranded DNA on a 1.2% T B E  
agarose gel, and visualised by staining with ethidium bromide (10 pg/ml). An example is shown 
in figure 2.4. Single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) runs slower than the double strand (dsDNA), and 
fluoresence is much reduced relative to an equivalent amount of double-stranded DNA.
S in g le -s t ran d ed  D N A  was purif ied  from residual dN T P s and  prim ers  prior to the 
sequencing reaction. The mineral oil was removed and the DNA was precipitated by adding an 
equal volume o f 4  M am m onium  acetate and a double volume of isopropanol. After incubation 
at room tem perature  for 10 minutes, m ixing occasionally, sam ples  were centrifuged for 15 
minutes at high speed using a I EC centra-4X microfuge. The pellet was washed once with 70% 
ethanol, dried and resuspended in 5-10 pi of double distilled water.
T he  sequencing reaction was performed using a Sequenase 2.0 kit (USB), according to the 
protocol provided. T h e  prim er limited in the asym m etric  PCR was added to the annealing 
m ixture in a final concentration o f 0.1 pM. T he annealing mixture containing 5 pi o f  s ingle­
stranded DNA (about 50% of the total product generated by the asymmetric PCR), 2pl of 5  x
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1 2 - 3  4
F IG U R E  2.4: A garose gel analysis o f  single-stranded DNA generated by asymmetric 
PCR. 1 and 2) s ingle-stranded DNA using unequal ratio 100:1; 3) double stranded
DNA , product o f  a standard PCR; 4) 1 kb ladder (BRL).
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annealing  buffer  was heated at 6 5 °C  for 2 m inutes and then cooled below 35°C  within 30
minutes. T he labelling reaction consisting o f  1 fd o f 0.1 M Dithiothreitol (DTT), 2 pi labelling 
nucleo tide  mix (1.5  m M  each o f dG TP, dC T P  and  dTTP), diluted 1:5, 10(K) mCi/mM ol o f  a-
35S d A T P  and 3 units o f  Sequenase T 7  DNA Polymerase, was incubated at room temperature 
for 5  m inutes.  3 .5  pi o f  the labell ing  reaction  was transfered  to 2 .5  pi o f  each d ideoxy
termination mixture prewarm ed at 37°C. Each termination nucleotide mixture contains 80  pM
o f  each  dGTP, dA T P, d T T P  and dCTP, and 5 0  m M  NaCI. In addition, the “G ” mixture 
contains 8  pM dideoxy-dG TP; the “A ” mix, 8  pM ddATP; the “T ” , 8 pM ddTTP; and the “C* 8
pM ddCTP. A fter 3 min incubation at 37°C the termination reactions were stopped by adding 4 
fd o f  stop solution, and stored at -20()C until their analysis on a sequencing gel.
A sequencing gel can resolve DNA strands o f  n and n+1 nucleotides. Polyacrylamide gels 
5% acry lam ide (5% C), 7M  Urea, were prepared for the analysis o f  the products generated by 
the sequencing reaction. T he ir  size was 200 x 400  x 4  mm and the BRL model SI sequencing 
system was used for running the gels using 1 x T B E  buffer.
Sam ples were heated at 7 5 ()C fo r  3 m inutes before loading. Gels were run at 50()C+ 5 °C  
for 2 to 6  hours. A fter e lectrophoresis the gels were soaked in 10% methanol, 10% acetic acid 
fo r  15 m in u te s  and  d r ied  us ing  a gel d ry e r  m odel 583 (B io rad ) .  T h e  gels  were 
autoradiographed with “ Dupont lightning plus” intesinfying screen using Kodak X A R -5 f ilm  at 
-70()C overnight.
2.22 Preparation of Sam ples Used in the Denaturing Gradient Gel Electrophoresis.
T he samples analysed using the m ethod o f  denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis were 
the sam e as those used in the P C R -S S C P  analysis . T h e  p repara tion  o f  these sam ples  is 
described in section 2.16. In those cases w ere a further D G G E  assay was necessary, further 
amplification of genomic DNA for a particular area of the D M D /B M D  locus from the individual 
to be tested or from normal controls was perform ed according to the protocols described in 
2 . 11.
Either the am plification products o f  four different D M D /B M D  sam ples (20 pi each) were 
com bined with 40  pi o f  DNA amplified from the same region o f a control sample and run on a 
perpendicular gel or, in later stages 20  pi of a single D M D /BM D  sample were combined with 20 
pi o f  amplified DNA from a normal individual.
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2.23 E lectrophoresis o f G enom ic DNA on Perpendicular D enaturing G radient Gels.
P erpend icu lar  dena tu ring  gradient gels contain a fixed acrylam ide concentration and a 
linearly increasing  gradient o f  the dena tu ran ts  ( fo rm am ide  and urea) perpendicu lar  to the 
direction o f the electrophoresis. For the preparation o f perpendicular denaturing gradient gels 
spacers 0 .75  nun thick, lightly greased, were placed on the sides and along the top edge of the 
glass plates. A spacer slightly shorter than the spacer used as a com b was inserted in the fourth
side. T h e  glass plates were clam ped together with bulldog clamps. T he  frame was rotated 90° 
so that the side adjacent to the gap was now uppermost. T he gel was poured through the gap 
which was then sealed with modelling clay.
For the preparation o f the gradient a gradient former, model 230  (Biorad) was used. An 
equal vo lum e (6 ml) of the stock solutions o f denaturants  and acrylam ide (80%  denaturant - 
7 .5%  acrylam ide and 0%  denaturant - 7.5%  acrylam ide) with 1/200th volum e 20% ammonium 
persu lfa te  and 1 /2000th  volum e o f  T E M E D  (N '^ L N ^ N '- te t ra m e th y lm e th y le n e d ia m in c )  in 
each, whose total vo lum e w ould jus t  fill the plates, was used. Before the pouring o f  the gel 
som e o f the solution o f h igher denaturant concentration  was allowed to pass into the empty 
cham ber o f  the gradient m aker to ensure that no air bubbles block the passageway between the 
two chambers. Then the excess was transfered back to the other chamber with a pasteur pipette. 
T h e  gel was poured using a Varioperpex II peristaltic pum p (LKB), and at the same time the 
solution o f  h igher dena tu ran t concentra tion  w as stirred by a m agnetic stirrer so that no air 
bubbles would be in troduced into the m onom er solution. After polymerisation the top spacer, 
used as a com b, was removed to reveal one, large, flat well.
For the e lec trophoresis  of DNA a Protean II vertical e lectrophoresis apparetus (Bio-Rad) 
was used. A Varioperpex II peristaltic pum p (LK B) circulated the buffer, 1 x TAE, from the 
w ater  bath into the top (cathode) chamber. This was necessary to avoid significant increase in 
pH during  e lec trophoresis .  T h e  gels were prerun for about 30  m inutes  to ensure that the
tem perature  at the part o f  the gel contain ing no urea or form am ide, was raised to 6 0 ()C. A 
tem perature indicator (B io-Rad) was also applied to this region o f  the gel. The samples were 
loaded into a single large well at the top of a perpendicular denaturing gradient gel with 40  pi of 
loading mix II. 150V were applied for a sufficient time to allow the fragments to reach the edge 
o f  the gel were no denaturants were present. T he gels were analysed as described in section 2.7.
2 .24  A C o m p u te r-D e r iv ed  S im ulation  o f  M elting  B ehav ior o f  Know n S equence  DNA 
Fragments.
T h e  theoretical pattern of thermal stability of DNA molecules and the expected changes in
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the electrophoretic  m obility  in a denaturing gradient gel were calculated using the com puter 
programmes MHLT 87 and MIJTRAV respectively developed by Lerman and Silverstein (1987).
The melting program me M ELT 87 calculates the theoretical melting map (the temperature at 
w hich  each  base will be at equ ilib rium  with equal probability  o f  helix or random chain 
configuration), o f  a known sequence o f DNA using the Fixman-Friere (1977) modification of 
P o land ’s algorithm  (1974) for DNA melting (PFF) (Lerm an, 1984). T he  theory assumes that : 
a) the sta tus  o f  every  base is descr ibed  e i the r  helical or m elted , b) the strength o f  the 
cooperativ ity  is independent o f the sequence, and c) the probability o f  melting of a sequence 
bounded by helix at both ends is suppressed according to the inverse 1.5-2 power dependence 
o f the entropy of the loop on its strength. The PFF scheme of calculation depends on recursion 
relations between adjacent base pairs or base pair doublets as it proceeds along the sequence; 
partition functions and statistical weights are implicit in the probability relations. There are no a 
priori assum ptions as to where the d isordering will begin, nor are any assumptions made with 
respect to the limits of regions that melt at different temperatures; these are all consequences of 
the calculation. T he  intrinsic stability o f  each base pair is influenced by its nearest neighbours 
but not by in teractions over  a longer d istance. Each base pair or each local group can be 
characterised  by an enthalpy and entropy of melting  near the tem perature of 1:1 equilibrium. 
T h e  en tropy  ch an g e  is a ssum ed  to be uniform  for all pairs. A lso  the gel matrix has no 
significant effect on the m elting equilibrium. T he values used for the intrinsic stabilities of the 
ten types o f nearest neighbour base pair doublets, are those calculated by Gotoh and Tagashira 
(1981) for an aqueous env irom enl contain ing  about 0 .02  M of sodium ion which is slightly 
different from the gel m edium  that contains in addition Tris ion as well as urea and formamide. 
Cooperativ ity  and the improbability  o f form ing m elted  loops, link the base pairs into regions, 
termed domains, of closely similar melting probability.
T h e  length o f the entire sequence, the first and the last bases in a selected fragment, the 
starting temperature of the calculation and the temperature increment between iterations are the 
data required  by M E L T  87 (L erm an , 1987). Five o f  the output files contain  tem perature  
contours base by base, at which there is a particular, fixed equilibrium ratio between the melted 
and helical state. T he probability levels are 5, 25, 50, 75  and 95%. In addition the programme 
returns files containing an estimate o f the num ber of nonhelical bases at each temperature (pbr), 
the change in the fraction o f nonhelical bases between temperature iterations (dtht), the log of 
the dissociation constant for complete separation o f the strands at each temperature (dsklg), and 
the coherence (coop) which estim ates the extent along the sequence of close coupling in the 
melting transition (in base pairs).
In the mobility programme MUTRAV melted strands are assumed to behave as independent 
branches jo in ed  at the boundary o f the helical portion (Lerm an and Silverstein, 1987). The 
mobility declines exponentially with the length of the melted portion o f  the molecule. The ratio
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of (he e lec trophoretic  mobility of each partially melted m olecule relative to that o f  the intact 
double helix is calculated by the relation m /m () = exp (-Lm/Lr), where Lm is the total number of 
non-helical base pairs inferred from the melting algorithms, and Lr is the length of the flexible 
unit in the melted strand. T he length o f this unit appears in the programme as R ETL and a value 
o f  75  bases has been suggested appropriate for a num ber o f m edium-length molecules (Myers, 
1987). A plot o f  M U TR A V  versus T  corresponds  fairly closely to the curve given by a 
perpend icu lar  gradient gel. It shows the tem perature  required for each drop in mobility, the 
s teepness  o f  the velocity  transition, the nu m b er  o f  dom ains  that can be resolved, and an 
indication o f the size of the domains.
2.25 Com paring  Gels and Calculations.
A n ap p ro x im a te  rela tion betw een  dena tu ran t  concen tra tion  and ca lcu la ted  equivalent 
tem perature is D E N C O N C  = 3 .2 X (E Q T E M P  -57) where D E N C O N C  is the concentration of 
the standard stock solution o f  urea and form am ide in percent (v/v), E Q T E M P  is a temperature
derived from the m elting calculation assum ing  that the bath tem perature  is 60°C  (Lerman, 
1987). O hm ic hea ting  raises the average tem perature  o f the gel about 1.4°C above the bath
under typical conditions: 150 V applied , 0 .0 4 4  M total cation, 1.5 mm gel, (Lerm an et al., 
1984). T he relative electrophoretic mobility as a function of equivalent temperature calculated 
by the com puter program m e M UTRAV neglects certain experimental aspects as the gradient of 
solvent v iscocity  that accom panies  the gradient o f  denaturant concentration and the possible 
effec ts  o f  dena tu ran t on D N A  charge density  and porosity  o f  the gel. Since the viscocity 
increm ent is effectively  linear in urea-form am ide concentration, the calculated curve by the 
MUTRAV com pute r  p rogram m e can be corrected by dividing the calculated mobility at each 
point in the gradient by the relative viscocity, which has been found to be :
V R E L  = 1 + (4.3 X D E N C O N C  X 1(T3 ), w here D E N C O N C  is the concentration o f stock 






3.1 Deletion Screening o f D M D /B M D  Patients Using cDNA Probe 5b-7.
Seventeen D M D /B M D  patients were studied with cD NA  probe 5b-7 using Bgl Il-digested 
D N A , and an exam ple  o f  hybrid isation patterns is presented in figure 3.1. One individual, 
G M G  4180, w as dele ted  for the 3.1, 3.4, 6.1 and 10.8 kb fragm ents  norm ally  detected  by 
cD N A  probe 5b-7. Southern analysis of Hind Ill-digested DNA from the same individual, had 
previously shown a deletion of the fo llow ing fragments: 18.0. 1 1.0, 6.2, 6.0, 4.2, 4.1, 1.8 and
1.5 kb (C ooke, personal com m unica tion).  In the rest o f  the D M D /B M D  cases screened by 
cD N A  5b-7, no deletion was observed in the region covered by this probe.
A co r resp o n d en ce  o f  the Bgl II and Hind III fragm ents  detec ted  by cD NA 5b-7 was 
established based on the described deletion o f individual G M G  4180. Since the 4.1, 0.5, 1.5 
and 10 kb Hind HI fragm ents were precisely m apped respectively to 3.4, 2.8, 3.3 and 3.5  kb 
Bgl II fragm ents (Darras et al., 1988) and Bgl II fragm ents in this region can be related to the 
Hind III exon containing fragments as shown in figure 3.2.
3 .2 Deletion Analysis of D M D /B M D  Patients at the 3 ’ end of the dystrophin gene.
The panel used for deletion screening at the telomeric end of the DM D/BM D locus consisted 
o f those individuals  show ing no deletion or duplication after DNA analysis with the cDNA 
probes l-2a ,  2b-3, 4-5a , 5b-7  and 8 (Koenig  et al., 1987). Two individuals, GM G 7589 and 
G M G 7641, were also included since their deletion extended to the most distal exon-containing 
Hind III fragment detected by cDNA 8.
Hind III and / or Bgl II digests were prepared and screened with the cD NA  probes 9, 10 
and 1 1-14, w hose relative position is shown in figure 1.2. T he num ber o f patients tested with 
each probe and the num ber of deletions detected are shown in table 3.1.
Probe cD N A 9 reveals six Hind III fragments : 8.8, 8.3, 7.8. 6.0, 2.3 and 1.0 kb, with the 
last 1.0 kb band being a doublet. The same probe hybridises to five Bgl II fragments : 16.0, 
9.5, 8.0, 6.1 and 4.1 kb in size (Darras el al., 1988). For the deletion screening using this 
probe both Bgl II and Hind III restriction enzym e digests were used. Seven deletions were 
detected varied in size from  a single fragm ent, G M G  2790, G M G  4629  (figure 3.3), G M G  
7589, G M G  8396 and G M G  9011 to the whole length of the DM D gene detected by this probe, 
G M G 7641 (figure 3.4). D M D  patient GM G 7643 was deleted for the Hind III fragments 8.3.
7.8 and 2.3 kb, (figure 3.5). The analytical results o f  the thirty-six individuals tested with
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4180 5286 3054 4287 4620
531 I 4907 2768 3552 4586 4698
FIG U R E  3.1: Panel o f  Bgl 11-digested DNA from D M D /B M D  patients hybridised with cDNA 
probe 5b-7. The size o f the fragments is shown in kb.
HIND III BGL II
5b-7
10
Figure 3.2: M app ing  o f  Bgl II genom ic fragm ents.  C orresponding  Hind III and Bgl II 
fragments, according to the results obtained in the present study and from Darras et al. (1988) 
are connected by lines. T h e  orientation o f  the Hind III fragments is according to Koenig el a!., 
1989.
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10 3 6 1
11-14 28 0
TA B L E  3.1: Southern analysis o f  D M D /B M D  patients using cD NA subclones 9, 10 and 11-14 
(K oenig  e ta l . ,  1988).
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HIND III BGL II
1 2  3 4  5
FIG U R E  3.3: A utoradiographs o f Southern blot analysis performed on Hind III and Bgl II 
digested D NA  from individual G M G  4629 using cDNA probe 9. The cD NA fragment sizes 






























































































































































































































































































FIG U R E 3.5: Hind III digested DNA from individuals GM G 7643 and G M G  7589 blotted and 
probed with cD NA  9. T he fragments deleted for each individual are marked with an asterisk. 
The cD NA fragment sizes are indicated in kb. Lanes I and 3 are shown the complete pattern of 
hybridisation.
6 0
c-DN A  9 are presented in appendix III. T h e  7 .8  kb Hind III fragment was deleted in three of 
the seven patients deleted with probe cDNA 9 (deletion frequency o f 43%).
Probe cD N A  10 detects seven fragments in both Hind III- and Bgl II-digested DNA. Their 
sizes are : 12.0, 6.6, 6.0, 3.5, 2.8, 2 .55 and 2.4 kb, and I 1.0, 6.5, 4.6, 3.3, 2.6. 1.4 and 1.2 
kb respectively. cD N A  11-14 hybridises to the following Hind III fragments : 10.0, 7.8, 6.8.
6.0, 5.9, 2.1, 1.9, 1.8, 1.5 and 1.45 kb (Darras et a!., 1988). A m ong the group of thirty-six 
D M D /B M D  patients screened with cD N A  10 only one, GM G 7641, was deleted for part o f  this 
probe, figure 3.4. Phis individual had a deletion which began at the 7.0 kb Hind III fragment 
detected by cD NA 8, spanned the whole region covered by cDNA 9 and extended in the area of 
cD N A  10.
No deletions were detected in any patients with the use of cDNA probe 1 1-14. Analytical 
hybridisation results with cD N A  probes 10 and 11-14 are presented in appendix III.
faking advantage o f the different size deletions detected with cDNA probes 9 and 10, some 
o f  the Bgl II gen o m ic  fragm en ts  were related to Hind III genom ic fragm ents o f  known 
orientation (Koenig  et al., 1989). T he  corresponding Hind III and Bgl II fragments are shown 
in figure 3.2. T h e  Bgl II fragm ents 16.0 and 6.1 kb seen by cDNA 9 were related to 7.8 and
8.8  kb Hind III fragm ents respectively, as a result of the deletions detected in patients GMG 
4629  and G M G  2790 (appendix  III). Similarly, the endpoint of patient’s GM G  7641 deletion 
was used to establish a correspondence o f the Hind III and Bgl II fragment groups in this area 
o f  the dystrophin  gene. T hus  the 6.6, 2.55 and 2 .4 kb Hind III fragments were related as a 
group to the 1 1.0 and 1.4 kb Bgl II fragm ents,  and orientated at the distal end o f the area 
covered by probe cDNA 10.
3.3 Deletion Screening of the Dystrophin Locus in DM D /B M D  Males by PCR Amplification.
T h e  cha rac te r is t ic s  o f  the o l igonuc leo tide  prim ers  used in this project including the 
sequence, the corresponding exons and the size o f the amplification products are shown in table
2.1. Both single exon PCR am plification  and a combination o f multiple primer sets in one 
reaction, depending  on availability, were em ployed to detect deletions in the dystrophin gene. 
A ddition o f  each extra set frequently required modification o f prim er annealing temperatures, 
t ime o f  annealing, p rim er extension time and temperature. T he conditions for the multiplex 
amplification o f all nine primers and for individual exon amplification using a single primer set 
are described in m aterials and methods, in sections 2.10 and 2 .1 1. In all cases the primer sets 
used were H PL C  purified as attem pts  at am plification with unpurified primers early in the 
project w ere  not successfu l.  O ccas ionally  d iff icu lties  presenting them selves  during the 
application of multiplex PCR on genomic DNA samples extracted by the addition of 6M NaCI.
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were easily overcomcd by a simple ethanol precipitation in 3 M sodium acetate.
G en o m ic  DNA from  118 boys with  B M D /D M D  were screened with all nine sets of 
o ligonucleotide primers and the results are presented in appendix IV. Exam ples of multiplex 
PCR  amplification o f  D M D  sam ples are shown in figure 3.6. Deletions were detected in fifty- 
seven o f  the 118 sam ples  tested, thus identifying the mutation in 48.3%  of the patients. The 
deletions varied in size from a single region to as many as six. None of the patients was deleted 
fo r all nine regions. Prim er sets f, e and h detected thirty-nine o f  the fifty-seven mutations 
delected , (68.5%).
3 .4  Evaluation of the Oligonucleotide Primers Used in the Multiplex PCR A ssay .
T he deletion frequency for the product o f each primer set is given in figure 3.7. Primer set f 
revealed deletions in twenty-two individuals tested while primer set d identified deletions in five 
cases. T he  initial PCR based assay published by Cham berla in  et al., (1988) which screens for 
dele tions  in six regions o f  the dystrophin  gene am plified  by p rim er sets a, b, c, d, e and f 
w ould  have detec ted  the forty-five of the f if ty-seven m utations found. T h e  other twelve 
m utations were detected by the multiplex assay including the additional primer sets g, h and i. 
T he  oligonucleotide primer set g did not find any deletion among the individuals screened which 
could not be detected by the other primer sets.
3 .5  C om parative  A nalysis  o f  Deletions D etected in the D M D  Gene with PCR and Southern 
Analysis.
T he  cD N A  probes as they w ere deve loped  by Koenig  et aL, (1987) were used for the 
charac te r isa tion  o f  the m o lecu la r  pa thology  o f  boys with D uchenne  or Becker m uscular 
dystrophy, even before the beginning o f this project. Screening o f the 116 samples used in the 
PCR assay with most of the cD N A probes revealed sixty-four deletions. The multiplex PCR 
assay which scans for deletions at nine separate regions o f  the dystrophin gene enabled the 
direct detection o f approximately 86%  of all D M D /B M D  mutations (fifty-five of the sixty four 
deletions).
T h e  PCR m ethod initially used for screening o f  deletions in the D M D  gene, showed 
inconsistencies were com pared with Southern analysis. The frequency o f  false positives was 
higher than that o f  false negatives. In seventeen cases of inconsistencies fourteen showed false 
positive results w hile  in three cases false negative results were obtained. A repeat assay 
em ploying the set o f  primers flanking the disputed region yielded results which confirmed those 
predicted by conventional analysis. The num ber o f  false positives dropped to zero when certain
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(+) 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
i
F IG U R E  3.6: Products o f  amplification from the multiplex PCR assay. Example o f normal 
control (+) and several deleted samples analysed by agarose gel elctrophoresis and stained with 
elhidium bromide. The corresponding regions of the dystrophin gene are shown on the right. The 
amplification patterns o f  G M G  1596, deleted for exon 4 5  (primer set e), and o f  GM G 5099, 
deleted for exons 4, 8, 12, 17, 19 and 44, are presented in lanes 3 and 6 respectively. Lane 12
is a negative control.
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F IG U R E  3.7: Deletion detection frequency o f  each individual prim er set based on a deletion 
detection screening o f  118 D M D /B M D  cases. T h e  features o f  the nine different primer set are 
described on Table 2.1.
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m easures were taken to reduce the risk of carry-over of amplified DNA from sample to sample 
or from sample to reagent stock; e.g: r 1' , g of the reagents to minimise repeated sampling: 
use o f  positive displacem ent pipettes; m inim um  sample handling. A major contribution to the 
preparation o f false-positive free PCR amplification was the ultraviolet light treatment o f  the 
sam ples before the addition o f  tem plate  DNA (Sarkar, 1990). The false negative cases most 
probably were due to lack o f  experience o f the method as they were also eliminated at the later 
stages o f  this project. T hus  the results from the sam ples tested with the PCR reaction were in 
agreement with the deletions determined by Southern cDNA analysis.
In tw o cases, G M G  51 13 and G M G  5165, w here  a shift o f  the 8 .5  Hind III fragm ent 
conta in ing  exon 4  was detected  by Southern analysis, a positive signal was observed in the 
multiplex PCR.
3.6 Refining the Results from the Southern cD NA Analysis.
In 122 D M D /B M D  cases screened for deletions with cDNA probe 5b-7 using Southern blot 
analysis  the 0 .5  kb Hind III fragm ent detec ted  by cD N A  7 weakly hybridised in forty-one 
cases. T h is  problem  was c ircum vented  using the oligonucleotide p rim er set e in thirty-five 
cases, appendix IV (in italic), allowing the accurate mapping of the deletion end-points in two of 
them , G M G  5099  and G M G  5534. G M G  5099 deletion extends from the first exon o f  the 
dystrophin gene up to the 10 kb Hind III f ragm ent with cD NA 7, exon 44 (figure 3.6), while 
for the individual G M G  5534  the deletion starts from the 0.5 kb Hind III fragment, exon 45. 
A lso  in the case o f  individual G M G  4089  w ho was scored positive for the region amplified by 
prim er f, his 3 '  deletion end point was defined to exon 47.
Also a new deletion was detected via the multiplex PCR amplification assay for individual 
G M G  1596 in the region flanked by p rim er set e, figure 3.6. This  sam ple was not screened 
with cD NA 5b-7 through lack of genomic DNA for a Southern analysis.
3 .7  Postnatal-detection Screening.
Since the PCR based assay traced successfully most o f  the deletions in the D M D  gene of 
male patients, two DNA samples G M G 8602 and G M G  6272, which had not been previously 
characterised by Southern analysis,were analysed. In each case a deletion was detected within 
48  hours including the extraction o f  DNA. Individual G M G  6272 was deleted for exon 4  while 
individual G M G  8602  w as deleted  for exons eight and twelve figure 3.8. Southern analysis 
confirmed both results.
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FIGURE 3.8: PCR amplification for postnatal diagnosis o f  DM D /B M D  on samples GMG 6272 
(lane 3) and G M G  8602 (lane 5). Lane 2 is a positive control (amplification o f DNA from a 
normal individual). Lane 4  is a negative control (no DNA). The amplified exons are pointed on 
the left. T he  corresponding prim er sets used for the amplification o f  each exon are shown in 
brackets. T he  m arker lane 1 contains DNA from I kb Ladder (BRL).
3.8  A m plification o f a D egraded DNA Sam ple.
A degraded DNA sample from individual GM G 4027, for whom no other DNA sample was 
available, was screened for deletions in the area o f  the D M D  locus af te rs l igh t  modification of 
the PCR  reaction (section 2.12). This  DNA sample failed to produce a signal on a Southern 
blot with radioactive cD N A  probes. T he size o f the genomic DNA is presented in figure 3.9a.
This DNA permitted the amplification of products defined by the primer sets a, b, c, g and i, 
f igure  3 .9b , but no am plif ica tion  was observed using prim er set h when single exon PCR 
assays were performed. In order to confirm a deletion o f exon 51 (primer set h) the same DNA 
was used simultaneously as the target sequence for the two primer sets g and h. It can be seen 
in figure 3.9c that the sam ple permitted the amplification of the 331 bp product (primer set g). 
but not the 3 8 8  bp one (p r im er set h). T hus  a deletion was revealed in the region o f the 
dystrophin gene normally amplified by the primer set h.
PCR assay for deletion screening was also em ployed in two o ther cases, G M G  2758 and 
G M G  3766, where the patients had died and the available DNA had failed to produce detectable 
signals by Southern analysis. The size o f their DNA is shown in figure 3.10. No amplification 
was detec ted  in these two sam ples  a lthough the average m olecular w eight o f  the templates 
appeared to be adequate, and despite the fact that 5 '-end  labelled primers were used to increase 
the sensitivity o f  the PCR reaction (figure 3.11).
3 .9 Amplification of DNA Extracted from Haematoxylin and Eosin Stained Sections.
DNA was extracted from haematoxylin and eosin stained sections, prepared from blocks of 
m uscle tissue, one to fifteen years old, and used as a template in a PCR amplification reaction 
using the oligonucleotide prim er sets i and f. Specific amplification was obtained in both cases 
a lthough the PCR  product yield for the larger fragm ent 506 bp, p rim er set f, was somewhat 
sm aller  af te r  35  cycles  o f  am plification, figure 3.12. Reduced PCR product yield w as also 
observed when the template DNA was extracted from sections not directly treated on the slides 
but scraped from them and transferred to a microfuge tube, figure 3.13.
3.10 Application o f  PCR -SSCP Analysis on Regions of the Dystrophin Gene.
Nine regions o f  the dystrophin gene were screened for sequence changes with PCR-SSCP 
analysis. T hese  cover 3471 bp of the D M D  locus, and are the areas defined by the primer sets i, 
a, g, b, c, d, f  and h which correspond to sequences flanking exons 4, 8, 12, 17, 19, 44, 48 
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FIG U RE 3.10 : Size range of genomic DNA from individuals GM G 2758 and GMG 3766. flic 
size range o f  their DNAs, lanes 2 and 4  respectively, is shown in comparison to the genomic 
DNA of individual G M G  4027 (lane 3) which revealed a deletion o f exon 51 and to a non­
degraded sample (lane 5). The 1 kb ladder was used as a marker, (lane I).
6 0
FIG U R E 3 .1 1: PCR assays on genomic DNA of DMD patients G M G  2758 (a) and 
G M G  3766  (b). Absence o f specific amplification was observed with both DNA 
sam ples and prim er sets i, g, a, h, b. c, f or e.
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I 2 3
FIG U R E 3.12: Amplification o f DNA isolated from haematoxylin 
and eosin stained sections using primer sets f  and i, lane 1. Lane 2 is a 
negative control. Lane 3 contains DNA from a 1 kb ladder (BRL).
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FIGURE 3.13: Effect of (lie protocol used for (lie extraction of genomic DNA from hacmatoxvlin 
and eosin stained sections on its amplification. PCR amplification o f  DNA using primer set i 
( I96bp). Dane 2: the template (unpurified DNA) was boiled for 10 minutes before added in (lie 
PCR mix. I aIiic 3: positive control (DNA from a normal individual extracted by ' 1 g 6M Na( I 
as described in section 2.6 ). Lane 4: purified DNA extracted from sections not directly treated 
on (lie slides. Lane 5: purified DNA extracted by proteinase K treatment on (lie slides. I ,anc 6: 
negative control (no DNA added). T he DNA marker used is the I kb ladder (lane I ).
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A system atic  screen ing  w as perfo rm ed  using genom ic DNA as tem plate  for the PCR 
reaction from thirty-nine D M D /B M D  boys with no deletion or duplication previously detected 
by either Southern analysis or PCR based multiplex assay. Only one patient, individual GMG 
8396, was found later on to be deleted for a part o f  the cDNA probe 9. Table 3.2 presents the 
num ber of cases tested for each primer and com m ents on the electrophoretic mobility of single 
s tranded DN A w hose shift under non-denaturing conditions, would be an indication for the 
presence o f a sequence variation. Analytical results are presented in appendix V.
T he migration pattern of the D M D /B M D  patients examined was the same as that of a normal 
individual for the areas amplified by prim er sets i, a, g, b, c, d, h and f. By contrast, primer set 
e (exon 45) produced  two very easily d istinguished patterns, figure 3.14. T he  less frequent 
(pattern a) was present in eight o f  the th irty-tw o D M D /B M D  boys exam ined  for this area, 
including the individual whose molecular pathology had already been defined as a deletion in the 
area o f  cD N A  probe 9. T he eight patients were: G M G 3997, GM G 4026, G M G  4191, GMG 
4252 , G M G  5105, G M G  8337. G M G  8359 and G M G 8396.
3.11 Sequencing o f the DNA Fragment Presented a Shift in the Electrophoretic Mobility.
A sy m m etr ic  PCR and  direct sequencing  o f the fragm ent show ing an altered mobility 
(pattern a) in the PCR-SSCP analysis were performed in all eight cases. The sequence obtained 
was com pared  to the sequence o f a normal male control (pattern b) and to the published one, 
(Cham berlain  et al„  1988).
T h e  sequence ladder revealed a single nucleotide substitution G to A at position 203 from 
the 5 ’end  o f  the sense  p r im er (f igure  3 .15). T h is  substitu tion  was also confirm ed by 
sequencing o f the complementary strand.
T he  shifted fragm ent was present in patient GM G 8396 whose m olecular pathology had 
already been defined as a deletion in the area o f cDNA 9. The substitution is located in the large 
intron between exons 44  and 45  o f the D M D gene without any affect on the intron-exon border. 
Therefore, it was predicted to be a harmless polymorphism.
3.12 Mendelian Inheritance of the Polymorphism Detected by PCR-SSCP Analysis.
To confirm  that the observed SSC P in the region o f intron 4 4  o f  the dystrophin gene was 
due to alle lic  variants  o f  true M endelian  traits ,segregation analysis was perform ed on the 
m em bers  o f  six o f  the D M D /B M D  families from which a DNA sample was available. In all 
cases the genotype o f  the progenies were consistent with the parental genotypes. 1 he pedigrees
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TA B LE 3.2: Results of PCR-SSCP analysis in 
4, 8, 12, 17, 19, 44 , 45, 4 8  and 51.
37 N ON E
35 N ON E
34 NONE
32 N O N E
34 N ON E
32 8
37 N ON E
34 N O N E
36 N O N E




FIG U R E 3.14: SSCP analysis of region e o f  (he dystrophin gene on a 6.5% non-denaturing 
polyacrylam ide gel. DNA loaded with no heat denaturation (lanes I and 3), or after heat 
denaturation (lanes 2 and 4). Pattern b is shown in lane 4  while the variant pattern (pattern 
a) is present in G M G  4252 (lane 2).
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F IG U R E  3.15: Direct sequencing  o f  PCR am plif ied  fragm ents  from  the region e o f  Ihc 
dystrophin gene presenting pattern a (a) and pattern b (b) in PCR-SSCP analysis. The nucleotide 
sequence is shown on the left. T he G to A transition is m arked by an arrow.
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of the fam ilies ,  hap lo type  analysis using in tragen ic  probes and SCK  levels  w here  available ,  
togc ' •»*. with llie SSC P analysis  are  show n  in  f ig u re s  3 .16 ,  3.. 17, 3 .1 8 ,  3 .19 ,  and 3 .2 0  
respec tive ly  for the fo llow ing  fam ilies  G M G  3997, G M G  4026, G M G  4252, G M G 5105, and 
G M G  8359. For fam ilies G M G  8337 and G M G  8396 there  w ere  no  D N A  sam ples ava ilab le  
from  all the  necessary  m em bers  u> p rove  a M ende lian  m ode of inheritance. In fam ily  G M G  
3997 w here  all the th ree  sisteis of the affected m a le  had  low SCK levels  PC R -SSC P analysis  
reduced the risk of i n d r  Xluuls 112 and 113 of being carriers from 0 .09  to 0.01 w hile  the second 
of the twins, individual J14 still appears to have  a  high risk of being a  carrier (0.79). T he PC R - 
SSCP analysis was in agreem ent with the haplo types established using the in tragen ic  genom ic  
probe X J 1 .1. In fam ily  G M G  4026 the risk o f ind iv idua l represented b y  n u m b er  9 in  figure  
3 .17 , o f  being a e a r n e r  was reduced to 0.1 from  0 .09  by  SSCP analysis. In G M G  4252  the  
segregation of hap lo type  in the tw o  sisters o f  the affected m ale ,  ind ividuals  112 and 113, w ith  
respect to genom ic  r  toes X II. 1, 8 /. 15 and 87.8 was in  agreem ent with the results obtained by  
P C R -S S C p ana 1 sirs, an r, he h of the m had a  95%  probability  of being carriers. T he calculation 
o f risk', for the uirierer^ nun vi duals is show n  in  append ix  VI. In fam ily  G M G  4191 both  the 
affected and the unaffected son presented the sam e pattern in PCR-SSCP analysis and therefore 
no  info, '-ation co« .a  ue pro video » egarding the carrier status of e ither the m o th e r  or the sisters 
of the afGcied individual (figure 3 .? I ).
T h e  frequency  o f the alleles was de term ined  using the H ardy-W einberg  law: a=0.25 and 
b=0.75  based on the PC R -S S C P  results o f  forty-four unrelated individuals. A sam ple from the 
group  o f  ind iv idua ls  dem o n s tra t in g  the a ltered  pattern  was also  sequenced  to confirm  (he 
aetiology o f  the mobility shift.
Investigation o f  the region o f  the dystrophin gene am plified  by prim er set e fo r  restriction 
enzym e sites, showed that an extra T S p E l  site (recognition sequence A A TT) was formed when 
the G to A substitu tion  w as present figure 3.22. U nfor tunate ly ,  at the present t im e, the 
restriction enzym e , TspE I, is not commercially  available.
3 .13 Detection o f  the P o lym orphic  Site in Intron 4 4  o f  the D ystrophin  G ene by M eans of 
AM D.
S am p les  G M G  3997 , G M G  4026 , G M G  4191 , G M G  425 2 ,  G M G  5105 , G M G  8337, 
G M G  83 5 9  and G M G  8396 , show ed  pattern  a w hen they w ere  ana lysed  by P C R -S S C P  
ana lys is ,  w ere  tes ted  w ith  the m eth o d  o f  am p lif ica t io n  and m ism a tc h  d e tec t io n  using 
hydroxylam ine for the DNA modification. Since the substitution revealed by direct sequencing 
w as a G to A substitution and a C to T  change  was present in the com plem en ta ry  strand, a 
m ismatch with a normal control should be detected by hydroxylamine and piperidine cleavage.
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y j  l .i/Tfri i
S S C P  A N A L Y S I S
12 II
113 112 114 III
F IG U R E  3.16: S tudy o f  D M D  family G M G  3997. Pedigree and haplotype analysis o f  D M D  
family G M G  3997  using the intragenic genom ic probe XJ 1.1. T he S SC P  alleles presented at 
the bottom panel arc segregating in a sim ilar way.
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a) Partial Pedigree. 
G M G  4026
SCK: 47 IU S'
10 12 11 SCK: 5 9 1U 6  «
b) S SC P  A N A L Y S IS
1 0  1 I 12
F IG U R E  3.17: P C R -S S C P  analysis o f  D M D  family G M G  4026.
a) Partial pedigree, b) Pattern o f S SC P alleles segregating in a mendelian fashion.
T he  lanes correspond to the individuals representated by the sym bols in (a).
:’K: 06!IJ
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S SC P  A N A L Y S IS
II 12
III 114 113 112
FIG IJRR 3 . 18: Study o f  D M D  family G M G  4252.
Pedigree and segragation haplotype in respect to genomic probes XJ1. 1, 87.15 and 87.8 (a). 
The pattern obtained by SSC P analysis is presented in (b). The S SC P alleles demonstrate 
the sam e segregation.o  c?
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G M G  5105




F IG U R E  3.19: PC R -SSC P study o f family G M G  5105. A partial pedigree o f  the family 
G M G  5105  is presented at the top and die results o f  the S SC P analysis at the bottom.
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S SC P A N A L Y S IS
H I  2 3 4  5 C
F IG U R E  3.20: P C R -SSC P analysis in family G M G  8359. Pedigree and haplotype 
analysis using the intragenic probe 87.15 (a). The family is uninformative by PCR -SSCP 
analysis. H : heterozygous female; C rcontrol sam ple presenting pattern b.
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113 114 III 112 115
b) S SC P  A N A L Y SIS
F IG U R E 3 . 2 1: Study o f  D M D  family G M G  4191. a) Pedigree and haplotype analysis o f  H M D  


















A C A G A T G C C A G T A T T C T A C A G G A A A A A T T G G G A A G C C T G A A T C T G C G G T G G C A G G A  
G G T C T G C A A A C A G C T G T C A G A C A G A A A A A A G A G glagggcgacagatctaataggaatg 3 ’
F IG U R E  3.22: Sequence of  the region ampl if ied by pr imer  set e. Exon sequences  are in capital 
letters and intron sequences  are in lower case letters. T h e  sequences o f  the primers  used for the 
ampl i fica tion are underlined.  T h e  ar rows point  the T s p E  1 restr ict ion sites. T h e  extra Ts pE  1 
si te,formed when the G to A substitution is p r e s e n t s  shown in bold.
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Figure 3.23 shows the products o f  the chemical  cleavage using hydroxylamine - piperidine, 
in a heteroduplex formed between an unlabelled DNA sample containing the sequence change.  
( G M G  3997),  and a probe labelled at both ends.  In the control sample the hybrid was between 
label led  and unlabel led  PCR product of  a normal  individual.  T h e  two bands present,  were of 
(he expected size. The 550  bp band,  according to the 1 kb ladder,  represents the uncleaved 
s trand label led at the 5 ’end where a G nucleot ide  is present  in the target  position. T h e  band 
present at the size of  approx ima te ly  345  bp is the product  of  chemical  cleavage.  Th us ,  the 
cleavage was at the base predicted by sequence analysis,  344  bp from the 3 ’ end of the antisense 
primer. W h e n  A M I )  ana lys is  was  per fo rm ed  in anothe r  seven DNA samples  s how ing  a 
mobi li ty shift (pattern a) by P C R -S S C P  analysis,  the two bands  of  550 and 345  bp were  also 
show n  in the autorads .  In all cases  the control s am ples  pre sented ju s t  the 550  bp band 
corresponding to the uncleaved labelled strand. Thus ,  nei ther false negatives  nor  false posit ives 
were observed from the application of  A M D  analysis.
3 .14  Appl ica t ion of  Denaturing Gradient  Gel Electrophoresis  in Regions  of  the Dyst rophin 
Gene.
T h e  nine  regions  ampl i f ied  by the primers  listed on table 1 we re  analysed for sequence 
variations by means  of  denatur ing gradient gel elect rophoresis (DGGE).  Th e perpendicular  gel 
approach where the gradient of  DNA denaturants increase l inear from left to right across the gel 
was  adopted.  For the perpendicular  denatur ing gradient gel electrophoresis a single type o f  gel, 
0  to 80 %  gradient o f  DNA denaturants,  and s tandardised elect rophoresis condi tions were used. 
A s imi lar  nu m b er  o f  samples  (30 for pr imer  set a, 3 4  for pr imer  set b, 32 for primer sets c and 
f, 31 for  p r im er  sets d, e and h and 29 for pr im er  set g) we re  tested using the approach of 
perpendicular  gradient  gel elect rophoresis.  T o  accelerate and economise  the screening o f  the 
ava i lable  D N A  sam ples  a pool ing st rategy initial ly in t roduced by Gi lle et al., (1991)  for
heterozygote  screening of  the Af  5 0 8  cyst ic fibrosis muta t ion was  appl ied.  Initially,  the 
ampl if icat ion products of  a certain region of  the dystrophin gene from a group of  four unrelated 
D M D / B M D  pat ients and a normal control  were  mixed and exposed  to the whole  range of  
denaturant  concentrat ions.  In the presence of  a sequence variation in any o f  the samples  a split 
o f  the single curve  was expected to appear.  A repeat  assay where  each sample  was mixed 
separately wi th a normal  control was performed in such case to provide ident ificat ion o f  the 
mutant  fragment.  A sequence variation was  detected in eight cases in the region ampl i fied  by 
pr imer  set e. Th e eight individuals where  the same wi th those detected by PCR-S SCP analysis 
to present  pattern a due to the polymorph ic  site at posit ion 203 from the 5 ’end o f  the sense 
primer flanking the area e of the dystrophin gene. An example of  the observed split o f  the curve 
at the area of  the transition indicating the presence o f  a sequence variation in region e is shown 
in f igure 3.24.  Ana lyt ica l  results o f  the appl ica t ion of  D G G E  in the regions  of  the 
dyst rophin gene f lanking exons 4, 8, 12, 17, 19, 44,  45 ,  48  and 51 o f  the dyst rophin gene are 
presented in appendix VII.
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F I G U R E  3.23: Autoradiograph of  ampl if icat ion mismatch detection analysis of  the polymor ­
phic site in intron 4 4  of  the dyst rophin gene.  Dane I: normal  control (homoduplex).  Lanes 2 
4: hetcroduplcx (G M G  3997).  The  probe used was end labeled and the mismatch was detected 
by hydroxylaminc modification. The band at 550 bp represents (he uncleaved strand. The arrow 




F I G U R E  3.24: Identification of  a DNA polymorphism by the perpendicular  D G G E  
approach.  A mixture of DNA from a control sample and from individual G M G  3997 was 
elec trophoresed in a 6 .5% gel in which (he denaturant  concentrat ion was constant along 
the path of electrophoretic movement  but increased linearly in the perpendicular direction. 
The sample was  applied along the top of  the gel. The  ar row indicates a split of  the curve.
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3.15  M el t ing  C a lcu la t io n s  for  Reg ions  o f  the  Dys t ro ph in  G e n e  Using the  C o m p u te r  
Programmes MELT 87 and MUTRAV. (Lcrman and Silverstein,  1987).
The mel ting maps  of the regions of (he dyst rophin gene ampl if ied by pr imer  sets e, b, d and 
f were  plotted using the data der ived from the co m p u te r  program me M E E T  87 (Lcrmnn and 
Silverstein,  1987), listed in appendix V 111 and are presented in figure 3.25a.  3.26a.  3.27a  and 
3.28a respectively. The  nucleot ide sequence data used in the ca lculat ions were  those reported 
by Cham ber la in  et al. (1988).  Only the sequence of  exon 17 (pr imer  b) was correc ted using 
exper imental  data and data reported by Koenig  et al. (1988).  The  nucleotide sequence for the 
regions  of  the dyst rophin gene ampl if ied by primer sets e, b, d and f a r e  listed in appendix  IX. 
The t |T) was  plot ted as a function of the nucleot ide  posit ion of  the DN A fragment.  The  line 
shows the temperatures  at which each base pair is in 50:50 equi librium between the helical and 
mel t ed  conf igurat ions .  At  temperatures  above  this line, a base pai r will be helical,  and at 
temperatures  below the line, it will be melted.  T o  show that the DNA to the right of the melting 
transit ion in the perpendicular  gradient gel is in fact complete ly  mel ted  a mixture,  of  two OCR 
ampl if icat ion products,  using primer set b, each one having one of  the two strands labelled with
* ~P was c lectrophoresed.  Each PCR amplification product  was also elect rophoresed separately. 
As  shown in the autoradiogram of  figure 3.29,  both label led DNA st rands are moving together 
indicat ing a helical DN A molecule at the right hal f o f  the gel. On the contrary,  the position of 
one  label led DN A strand does  not coincide with that o f  the o ther  at the left side of  the gel 
indicating a completely melted DNA molecule.
A plot o f  the data resulting f rom M U T R A V  versus T  that is expected to correspond to the 
curve  given by a perpendicular  gradient gel is given in figures 3 .25b,  3 .26b,  3 .27b and 3 .28b 
respect ively  for the regions  e, b, d and f. The curve  has  been cor rec ted  for  the viscosi ty 
g radient  present  in the gel. T h e  numerica l  data der ived f rom the co m p u te r  p ro g ram m e 
MUTRAV are listed in appendix X.
R E G IO N  E . 'Die mel t ing m ap  of  the 547 bp region e of  the dystrophin  gene,  shown in 
figure 3.25a indicates that there is a relative homogene i ty  in the mel t ing  behaviour  with the 
except ion of  the region between 46 0  bp and 530 bp mel t near  the 3 ’ end which melts at an
intermediate temperature tm of  75()C. On the basis of  mel ting predictions,  dyst rophin fragments 
carrying mutations  in this domain should not separate by DGGE.  The ca lculated contour  falls 
0.9()C between bases 490 and 515. giving the appearance of  a steep wall.
F igure 3 .25b is a plot o f  the relative elec t rophoretic mobi li ty as a function o f  equivalent  
temperature  which corresponds to the experimental  curve 3 .25 c obtained in perpendicular  gels 
for  the cor responding areas o f  the dyst rophin gene. As ant icipated from the mel t ing map the
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F I G U R E  3.25: Mel ting behavior  o f  sequence flanking exon 45  (region c) of  (he 
dystn , 1 ’ gene.  Melting map  o f  the region as calculated by M E L T  87 (a). The 
relative elect rophoret ic mobili ty versus the ef fective temperature is presented in
(b). The  experimental  pattern obtaining from a perpendicular  gel is presented in










F IG U R E  3.26: Mel ting behavior  of  sequence flanking exon 17 (region b) of  the dystro­
phin gene.  Calculated  mel t ing m ap  for a fully pai red helix containing exon 17 of  the 
dystrophin gene (a). The  calculated and experimental mobilities gel of  the same fragment 
in a perpendicular denaturing gradient are presented in (b) and (c) respectively. Th e area 
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F I G U R E  3.27: Mel t ing behavio r  of  sequence f lanking exon 44  ( region d) o f  the 
dystrophin gene. Expected progression of  melting of  the fragment designated as region 
D (a). The  distribution of  each pase pair be tween the helical and mel ted states was 
determined by the M E L T  87 computer  program.  Th e calculated (b) and experimental  
pattern (e) o f  the molecule run perpendicular to a 0-80% denaturanl gradient in a 6 .5% 
polyacrylamide gel at 60  °C. T h e  area corresponding to the calculated mobil i ty is 
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F I G U R E 3.28: Melting behavior of sequence flanking exon 48 (region 0  of  the dystrophin gene, 
a) Mel t ing map  o f  region f o f  the dyst rophin gene. The plot shows the calculated temperature 
at which each base pair is distriduted with 50%  probability between either the helical or melted 
states, b) Simulat ion of  perpendicular  denatur ing gradient  gel pattern o f  the molecule  as it 
derived using the M U T R A V  computer  program,  c) Experimental  pattern of  electrophoresis of  
the same fragment  in a perpendicular  denaturing gradient gel (0-80%) at 60° C .
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F IG U R E  3.29: Denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis o f  a mixture o f  two PCR ampl ificat ion 
products,  using pr imer  set b, each one having one of  the two strands labelled with 3iP. Each 
labelled DNA strand moves separately at the left side of the gel, pointed by the arrows, indicating 
a completely melted DN A molecule.
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between the experimental  and simulated gel mobi li ty patterns as the temperature  at which the 
DN A  ceases to move through the gel as a branched molecule and begins to migrate as denatured 
single stranded DNA is the same in the two cases.
RE G IO N  B . T h e  two panels in figure 3 .26 calculated for the f ragment  ampl i fied  by primer  
set b, i l lustrate the mel t ing  m ap  (a), and the s imula ted perpendicular  denatur ing gradient  gel 
pa t tern (b). A feature der ived from the mel t ing  m ap  is the absence  o f  a d is t inguished high 
t emperatu re  mel t ing  domain and thus mel t ing  and st rand dissociat ion in a large part of  the 
m olecu le  would  occ ur  s imul t aneously  prevent ing the detec t ion o f  base  substi tu t ions in the 
corresponding area. The  mobili ty transition at 6 6 °C due to the lower mel ting domain consisting 
of  the bases up to 160 as predicted by the mel t ing map, can be observed in the exper imental  
peq^endicular  gel ( f igure 3 .26c)  providing fur ther  support  to the val idi ty o f  the theoret ical  
melting calculations.
R E G I O N  D. T h e  mel t ing  ca lcula t ions  for the 268 bp f ract ion o f  the dyst rophin  gene 
ampl i f ied  by pr imer  set d are presented in f igure 3.27a.  Th e highest  mel t ing domain  includes
base pairs 70 to 120 wi th a t m of  71 °C. It can be seen that all of  the bases from about  120 to
33 5  are expected to have a 50% probability o f  helicity at 6 5 ()C, while the region between 10 and
55  bp shows a slightly lower  tm of  62°C.  Th e mobili ty behaviour o f  the fragment predicted by 
ca lcula t ion (f igure 3 .27b)  is consistent  wi th the observed gel pattern (f igure 3 .27c ) since the 
two t ransi t ions at equivalent  temperatures  corresponding  to the two dom ains  can be easily 
dist inguished in the region of 15 to 30% denaturants.
REGIO N F. The expected melting progression along the molecule designated as region f is 
shown in f igure 3 .28a.  The  first domain  to melt  includes the bases up to 130. The  uniformity 
of the ordinate value shows that all bases of  this region melt  as a block. A second domain easily
distinguished includes the bases up to 175 with a plateau at 62.5°C.  Additional correspondence
between mel t ing  theory  and the behav iour  of the f ragment  was  obta ined by co m par ing  the 
computer-genera ted  gel pattern, figure 3.28b with the experimental  data 3.28c.  The calculated 
pattern in perpendicular  gradient gel of  the molecule shows two inflections corresponding to the 
two predic ted domains .  Th e exper imental  pattern also shows the two t ransit ions at equivalent  
temperatures  while a third less sharp transition can be observed at a concentration between 30 to 
4 0 %  denaturants.  A cco rd ing to the mel t ing map the bases between 310 to 3 8 0  have 50% 
probabili ty of  helicity. For the rest of  the molecule there is no temperature at which a partially 
mel ted molecule  is favoured by the equi l ibrium,  and therefore sensitivity to base subst itut ions 
should not be expected.
R E G IO N S  A,  C, G, I and H. The  observed perpendicular denaturing gradient gel patterns 
for the regions o f  the dystrophin gene ampli fied by pr imer  sets a, c, g. h and i are presented in
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figure 3.30.  Fragments  a, g and i exhibit  an abrupt  drop in the elect rophoret ic mobili ty without 
showing any sharp t ransit ion at a characterist ic posi tion a long the gradient.  An inflection at 
30% DNA dcnaturant  concentration can be observed in the perpendicular denaturing gradient gel 
pattern of  region h reveal ing the exis tence of  a low-mel t ing domain.  Domains  in the rest of  the 
molecule  are indistinguishable.  T h e  presence  of  three domains  can be predic ted in fragment  c 
based on the pattern of  the perpendicular  e lec trophores is  gel. T h e  transit ions corresponding to
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DISC U SSIO N .
4.1 Deletion Screening in the D M D /B M D  Gene Using cD NA Probes 5b-7.  9, 10 and 11-14.
In 1989, 254 Scottish pedigrees were known with at least one m em ber  af fected by X-l inked 
m uscu la r  dyst rophy.  O n e  hundred and th i r ty-two o f  these,  110 af fec ted  by D M D  and 22 
af lec ted  by B M D ,  were screened for delet ions wi th the cD N A  probes  l -2a,  2b-3,  4-5a ,  5b  7 
and 8  (Koenig et al., 1987), using Hind III digested DNA. Eighty-five were also studied with 
cD N A  probe 9. Th e total num ber  of  abnormali t ies  detected was e ighty-nine delet ions and two 
dupl icat ions ,  69 %  (Cooke et al., 1990). T h e  delet ions , which ranged f rom one to thi rty-two 
Hind III fragments in size, where particularly concentrated in the area of probe cDNA 8, whi le a 
second smal ler  concentrat ion was found with probe cD N A  l-2a.  cD N A  probe 5b-7  detec ted 
thirty-seven deletions in a panel of  120 patients tested.
T h e  pattern obtained from the hybridisation of Hind III digested DNA with cDNA probe 5b 
7  often  presented the problem of  weakly  hybr id is ing f ragments .  In orde r  to conf i rm  the 
presence  or absence  of  such f ragments,  Bgl II digests were carried out and examined  with the 
cDNA subclone 5b-7 in seventeen patients as described in chapter  II. A deletion was conf irmed 
in individual G M G  4190  with the distal endpoint de termined to be in intron 44. The proximal  
endpoint  was found to lie in intron 20 (cDNA probe 4-5a).  In intron 44  the proximal  endpoint  
o f  twenty-one cases was found (Cooke et al., 1990). In the rest of the cases conf irmation of  the
presence o f  the whole range of  Hind III fragments was provided.
Cases  o f  D M D /B M D  patients showing no deletion or dupl icat ion after D N A  analysis with 
the cD N A  probes 1 -2a. 2b-3,  4-5a,  5b 7 and 8  were further studied using the f ragments  9. 10 
and 11-14 of  the cDNA  to detect deletions at the 3 '  end o f  the gene. Five cD NA deletions were 
observed,  having both end-points in the distal part of  the dystrophin gene,  in a sample o f  thirty 
six D M D / B M D  affected males  showing no deletion or dupl icat ion with the rest of  the cDNA 
probes. One deletion (G M G  7589) started from exon 51 had the 3* end-point  at the 8.3 kb Hind 
III fragment,  while the one detected by cDNA 10 extended from exon 52 (cDNA 8).
Thre e  of  the D M D  patients reported here, G M G  8396, G M G  46 2 9  and G M G  7589,  have 
an oul-of- f ramc delet ion in the regions  of  cD N A  8 and 9, figure 4.1. Thus ,  the correlat ion 
between deletion and phenotype fit the reading-frame model introduced by Monaco et al.( 1988). 
to provide a molecu lar  explanat ion for the phenotypic  d i fferences  between D M D  and B M D  
pat ients w h o  bear  partial delet ions o f  the Xp21 locus. The  suggest ion that pat ients having 
delet ions  beg inning with exons  54,  55, or  58  could deve lop  a D M D  phenotype,  due to the 
synthesis o f  a dystrophin protein predicted to lack the cysteine-rich and C-terminal domains
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F IG U R E  4.1: Extent of  six D M D  deletions relative to the dyst rophin Hind III exon containing 
map (e). Each deletion is indicated with a l ine marked by the patient 's pedigree number.  Bars 
indicate the beginning and the end o f  the deletion,  a) cD N A  probes  used for  the detec tion of  
the  delet ions;  b) dist ribution of  the repeat  units (Koenig  et al., 1988) rela tive to exons;  d) 
exo n- con ta in ing Hind III f ragmen ts  in kb. The  n u m b er  at the end-po int s  o f  the dele t ions  
represents the exon border type (Koenig et al., 1989).
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resulting in an either nonfunctional or unstable molecule (Koenig et al, 1989) could be extended 
to include exon 53.
I he overall  f requency of delet ions  wi th cD N A  9 was increased to 18.8% in a total of  8 3  
D M D / B M D  boys (combination of  the results presented here and (hose reported by Cooke et al., 
1990). No  delet ions  were found with cD N A  1 1-14. ' finis,  the total num ber  of  abnormal i t ies  
det ec ted  wi th the co m p le t e  panel o f  cD N A  probes  was  n inety- fo ur  de le t ions  and two 
dupl icat ions in 132 Scottish D M D /B M D  boys (73%).
These  findings are consistent  with those in previous deletion studies on D M D  patients.  9%
frequency ol delet ions  in the area of  cD NA 9-10 is reported by Lindldf  et al. (1989),  and in an 
analysis of  forty-two Japanese patients Sugino et al. (1989) describes four delet ions extended to 
the cD N A  9, with only one within that region. No deletions have been conf ined to the segment 
covered by probe 1 1-14 (Koenig  et al., 1987; Liechti-  Gallati et al., 1989; Lindldf  et al., 1989; 
Sugino  et a l . . l 989) .  Dele t ions  involving the 3 '  port ion of  the gene have been descr ibed in 
pat ients with X-linkcd glycerol kinase def ic iency associa ted with deve lopmenta l  delay and 
myopathy (Darras and Francke,  1988c). Also,  Tow bin et al. (1989) reported five patients with 
glycerol kinase deficiency, adrenal insufficiency and dystrophic myopathy of  either Duchenne or 
B ecke r  type,  having large delet ions  that inc lude the 3" end o f  the D M D  gene.  Most of  the 
delet ions  detec ted  at the distal end of the dyst rophin gene are because of  the involvement  of 
addit ional portions of the Xp21 region. Deletions at this part may exist but not produce severe 
prcgr^s. pyo r athy P  a s s of a  different patient populat ion using complementary  to 
the 3 ’ end c i j NA probes, could provide further evidence supporting this hypothesis.
flic delet ion in patient G M G  7641 in the region of  cD N A  10 rearranges the order o f  the 
Hind III f ragments  suggested by ei ther Koenig et al. (1987) or den Dunnen et al. (1989) to (lie 
fo l lowing : 6 . 0 /3 .5 / (2 .8 ,12)/(6.6,2.4,2.5): which is in ag reement  wi th the one presented b\ 
Liecht i-  Gallati  et a 1.(1989). T h e  5 .9 kb Hind III f ragment  in the region o f  probe I I 14 
included in the normal  Hind III restriction pattern described by Darras  and Francke ( 1988b). 
could not be dist inguished in the experimental  work reported here. This  fragment is a result of 
the hybridisat ion of  the subfragment  12b-14 corresponding to (he 3" untranslated sequences  of  
the transcript  Appl ica t ion of  the cD N A
probe 1 1-14 required the use of  more-str ingent washing condi tions to reduce lane background, 
result ing from the low-repeti t ive sequences  present and weak bands  that do not show X dosage 
and are presumably of autosomal origin (Darras and Francke,  1988b).
The  pat terns  result ing from the appl ica tion of  different f ragments  of  the cD N A  on the 
D M D / B M D  locus, contained in a region of  about 2 Mb,  are often quite complex and therefore 
small  delet ions  in .affected individuals  can be missed because  of  faintly hybr id is ing bands, 
unresolvablc  comigra tion fragments,  or clustered fragments ,  which do not resolve well with
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standard elect rophoret ic conditions.  These  pitfalls can be avoided by running longer or higher 
percentage gels or by using two restriction enzymes,  such as Hind III and Bgl II. Th e small 0.5 
kb Hind III ( r agment  ( c D N A  5b-7) ,  cor responding  to f requent ly  deleted exon 45,  could  be 
easily missed on s tandard  blots while the equivalent  2.8 kb Bgl II f ragment  can be easily 
identi fied  o t t er ing  help in the interpre tat ion of  equivocal  pat terns.  Also  a m o n g  the exon-  
conta ining Hind III f ragments  detected by cD N A  9, the 7.8 kb, present in general  as a fainter 
band,  and the two co -mig ra t in g  1.0 kb f r agm en ts  can be  referred as  ex am ple s .  Th us ,  
availabil i ty of  both Hind III and Bgl II exon-conta in ing fragment  maps  facil itate the search of 
deletions in the D M D /B M D  patients and at the same time contributes to the understanding of the 
genomic  organisation of the dystrophin gene. Definition of  most deletions detected in this study 
on both Hind 111 and Bgl II digested DNA provided more informat ion for the development  of  a 
Bgl II exon-containing map.
Fhe inves t igat ion of  the m olecu lar  pathology of  the d i sease  wi th the Southern  blot 
technique,  in spite of  its advantages  over  l inkage analysis,  has its own l imi tat ions as exons  of 
this gene are located on at least 65  genomic Hind III restriction f ragments  (Koenig  et al. ,1987),  
wh ich  in several cases necessi tates hybridisat ion of  Southern blots with eight separate cDNA 
fragments for diagnosis of  genomic  alterations. Also use of  Southern blot analysis for deletion 
screening of  D M D /B M D  patients, especially with the panel of  cD NA probes that produce rather 
c o m p lex  hy br id i sa t ion pat terns,  consist  of  weak ly  hybr id is ing  ban ds  and c lus tered  or 
unresolvable fragments,  requires a lot of  experience for (he accurate interpretation of the results. 
In those cases where a second restriction enzyme has to be used further t ime (about two weeks) 
is required to obtain the results. The necessity o f  radioactive labell ing o f  the probe used in the 
hybr id isa t ion analys is ,  is anot he r  d ra w b ack  o f  the Sou the rn  approach.  Th us ,  a l though 
Southern blot analysis a l lows a highly reliable prenatal d iagnosis in most o f  the cases,  other 
t echno logies  which are less expens ive ,  tedious  and t im e -c o n su m in g  but  as ac cu ra te  are 
d em an d e d  for both prenatal  d iagnosis  and carrier  detec tion of  the D u e h en n e  and Becker  
muscular  dystrophies.
4.2 Polymerase Chain Reaction : An Alternative Deletion Detection System.
Th e  mul tiplex PCR assay developed by Chamber la in  et al. (1990) ,  was  used to perform 
deletion screening in 118 D M D /B M D  samples.  An evaluat ion of  s ixty-four separate deletions 
previously  found using the cD N A  probes , suggests  that  the mul t ip lex  react ion will detect  
approximately 86%  o f  deletions. The initial F’CR assay developed by Chamberla in  et al. (1988).  
would detect 70% of  these deletions. Th e detection of  the extra 16% was  the result of  additional 
ampl i f ica t ions  o f  exons  4  and 51, pr imer  sets i and h respectively,  since ampl if icat ion with 
pr imer  set g (exon 12) did not reveal any delet ion which could not be detec ted by the other
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primer sets. Discrepancies were not found between the results obtained by the two methods  of  
analysis.
T h e  ability to perform accura te deletion screening by PCR has advantages  over  traditional 
Southern blot techniques.  Mutations in unrelated families are likely to be of  independent  origin 
and a third ol all cases arise from new mutations,  hence detection of  deletions often requires the 
application of up to seven different subcloned cD N A  probes on two different restriction digests 
of  genom ic  DNA. El iminat ing therefore 86% of  the cases  from the necessi ty  for Southern  
analysis,  clearly illustrates the savings of time and effort which can be achieved with a multiplex 
ampl if icat ion protocol.  Also the ability of  PCR to ampli fy DNA segments  from small amounts  
of  D NA , permit ted the development  o f  rapid DNA isolation protocols f rom different sources 
inc luding C V S  sam ples  making PCR ideal for  prenatal  d iagnosis  where  t ime and sample  
quanti ty may be at a premium.  Addi tional  features of  PCR contribute fur ther to their utility. 
Whereas  Southern analysis requires good quality high molecular  weight  DNA. PCR procedures 
can use crude and partially degraded samples  and therefore allow studies to be done on fixed 
and em bedde d  spec imens  such as might  be available for deceased pat ients who have l iving 
relatives at-risk for DMD/BMD.
As more sequence data for the D M D /B M D  locus are becoming available addit ional primer 
sets have been des igned to increase the frequency o f  deletion detection.  Simi lar  assays  have 
more  recently been developed (Beggs et al. ,1990; Abbs  et al., 1991) improving the detect ion of  
deletions in the dystrophin gene to 98%,  tending to make PCR deletion screening the method of 
choice .  Ampli f ica t ion o f  more coding sequences  o f  the dystrophin  gene will wi thdraw the 
drawback of  the PCR multiplex assay to determine accurately the extent of  the deletions which 
is necessary  for  the d i fferent ia t ion  be tween  D u chenne  and B eck e r  m u sc u la r  dys t rophy.  
Recen t ly  d irec t  d iagnosi s  of  carr iers  o f  D uchenne  and B eck e r  m u s cu la r  dy s t ro phy  by 
ampli ficat ion of  lymphocyte  RNA has been reported (Rober ts  et al, 1990). The entire coding 
region of  the dyst rophin m R N A  was ampl i fied  in ten sections  by reverse t ranscr ip tion and 
nested polymerase  chain reaction, and the products were directly visualised on polyacrylamide 
minigels with ethidium bromide staining. Major structural gene mutations were identified by the 
appearance of bands different in size of  those of  the wild type.
4.3 Problems Associated with the Application of  PCR.
During the first stages o f  this project  when  the ampl i f ica t ion condi t ions  for individual  
pr im ers  were  being det ermined some cases  gave no detec table  ampl i f ica t ion .  Since  the 
ol igonucleotide primers used in this study had already been tested elsewhere,  failure o f  the IX R 
reaction as a result of  their complementar i ty  was excluded.  T h e  pr imer  sets used w'ere HPI.C
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purified as a ttempts at amplification with unpurifiecl primers proved unsuccessful.  Brief mixing 
of  the AmpliTaq polymerase before its addition to the reaction, and complete DNA hybridisation 
in each cycle by al lowing sufficient t ime at the denaturat ion plateau temperature,  were some of
the steps taken to over co m e the problem.  Also  pre- incubat ion at 9 5 ()C for 5  minutes  in the 
absence o f  enzyme was applied. Pre-ampli ficat ion heating may inactivate harmful proteases or 
nucleases  present in the sample  and enhance  the denaturat ion of  the complex genom ic  DNA. 
D ’Aqui la  et al. (1991) ,  speculated that preampl if icat ion heating may promote  st ringent  primer  
anneal ing and subsequent extension,  and minimise  the formation of  both “ p r im er-dime r” and 
pr imer  self-annealing.  Use of a lower anneal ing temperature was also helpful as well.
Opt imisa tion of  the anneal ing temperature where priming of  a non-target DNA is rare, was 
important  especial ly since total -genomic DN A which is very complex was  used as substrate for 
the PCR. At sub- and super-optimal anneal ing temperature values non-specific products can be 
formed reducing the yield of  the ampl i ficat ion product.  Occas ional ly  small  am ou nt s  of  n o n ­
specific amplification w ere observed in samples even under optima anneal ing conditions. These 
cases  were  expla ined by pr iming o f  a 11011-target  sequ ence dur ing  the first  few' cyc les  of 
ampl i f ica t ion,  giving the oppor tuni ty  for an e lec t rophoret ic visible band to accum ulate .  A 
variabili ty of  the intensities of  a specific signal was somet imes  observed during the mul tiplex 
ampl if icat ion assay.  Thi s  was presumed to be the result of  the failure o f  the polymerase  to 
locate and extend all template st rands during the first few cycles  of  the reaction.  Th e presence 
of  fainter than usual bands  did not obscure the interpretation of  the PCR based mul tiplex assay 
results as the “ missing exons” did not often form a contiguous deletion.  The experiment  was 
repeated if there was any doubt about the result.
Severa l  inves t igators  have obser ved  that  inc lus ion o f  up to 10% of  the coso lvent  
d imethylsul fox idc  (D M S O )  facil itates certain PCR assays.  In all cases  in the present  s tudv 
where  a mul tiplex PCR amplification.w as performed,  2% of  D M S O  was added per reaction. Il 
is not clear which parameters of the reaction the presence of  D M S O  affects.  It may affect the 
T of  the primers,  the thermal  activity profile of  Taq DN A polymerase ,  and/o r  the degree  of  
product strand separat ion achieved at a par ticular “dena tura t ion” temperatu re  (Gelfand and 
White,  1990). Low concentration of DM SO  <1 % have no effect on the incorporation activity of 
Taq polymerase (Gelfand et al., 1989); whereas  the presence of  10% D M S O  used previously in
Klenow-media ted  PCR inhibits DNA synthesis by -50% at 7 ( P c  (Scharf et al., 1986).
All PCR react ions performed during this study were over laid with mineral  oil. Perkin 
E lm er  Cctus  r ecommends  adding of  an oil over lay to the reaction mixture if the s tandard 0.5 
microfuge tubes  arc to be used, to reduce both cool ing and liquid loss due to the evaporation 
par ticularly al the denaturat ion step. Drop o f  the liquid level in a PCR react ion wi thout  oil 
would  change the concentrat ion o f  the reaction components  possibly effecting (he yield o f  the
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ampl if icat ion product,  since it is known that PCR is very sensitive to pH and salt concentrat ion 
present.  Presence  o f  more  DN A rather than less seemed to be  a reason for failure of  a PCR 
reaction. This  could be due to the presence of impurities affecting the activity of  the enzyme.
T h e  most  pernie ious  problem is co n tam ina t ion  of  reagent s  f rom minute  am oun t  of  
exogeno us  DNA. Phis method can ampl i fy  sequences  which are present  only  once  in 10^ to
1()A cells (Saiki et al . ,1988),  and this necess i ta tes  great  care to avoid false posit ives.  False 
positives can result from cither sample-to-sample contamination,  or from the carry over  of  DNA 
from a previous ampl if icat ion of  the same target. Therefore some precautions  should be taken 
during the preparation of  the PCR reactions. Positive displacement  pipettes, where the units are 
sel f-contained,  were used to prevent contamination of  the samples  due  to the contaminat ion of  
the barrels of pipett ing devices as a result of  aerosolisalion.  Also al iquot ing of  the reagents to 
m in imise  the nu m b er  o f  repeated  sampl ings  was  found to be helpful ,  faci li tat ing both the 
appl ica tion of PCR on new samples  and tracing batches of reagents found to be contaminated.  
Othe r  precaut ions  included frequent  changes  of  gloves,  m in im um  sample  handl ing and rapid 
spinning of  tubes before opening them.  All consumables  and solut ions were  auloclaved and in 
all cases  the DNA template was added last. A major  contribut ion to the prepara tion o f  false- 
positive free PCR amplification was the treatment of the PCR reaction mix with ultraviolet light 
di rec tly before adding the template  (Sarkar  and Somm er,  1990). Fif teen minu tes  o f  U.V. 
t rea tment  found to be adequate  to sufficiently nick and crosslink any con taminat ing sequences  
render ing them unampl i fiable wi thout  reducing the yield of  the PCR reaction.  In every set of
reactions negative and positive controls were included.
4 .4  Amplif icat ion of  Degraded DNA or DNA Extracted from Haematoxyl in  and Eosin Sta ined 
Sections.
The two cases of degraded samples  which failed to amplify, al though the average molecular  
weight  appeared to be adequate,  could be due ei ther to the presence  o f  con tam inant s  in the 
samples  inhibiting the activity of  the Taq polymerase,  or to damage to the template DNA. Since 
d imers  o f  pr imers  were  observed indicating that the enzymat ic  act iv ity o f  the T aq  DNA 
polymerase was not inhibited, the first possibility was excluded.  “ Pr imer-dimers” are produced 
for two reasons: first, primer complementar i ty ,  and second,  because Taq polymerase  tends to 
add on a num ber  of  non-speci fic nucleot ides  to the ends  of  unused pr imers which may then 
over lap and anneal.  Th e two primers are extended a long each other by the enzyme to produce a 
double  st randed fragment o f  DNA, which will appear  on the PCR gel. Al though increas ing 
amounts  of  template DNA were added no ampl ificat ion was detec ted  even when ampl if icat ion 
was performed using 5* end labelled primers.
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DNA depurinat ion caused by acid fixation does  not seem to prevent the ampl if icat ion of  
specific DNA sequences.  Th e yield of  large fragments during PCR ampl if icat ion of  such DNA 
appeared to be somewhat  smaller. One interpretation is that because of  the fragmented nature of 
the DNA removed from the slides, there are fewer  molecules  of  the appropriate size usable as a 
template in the PCR reaction. The  same interpretation could apply to the reduced PCR product 
yield observed when the template DN A was ext racted from sections not directly t reated 011 the 
slides but scraped and transferred to a microfuge tube. T h e  use of DN A extracted from sections 
in PCR ampl if icat ion has improved our  capability to analyse mutat ions in D M D / B M D  families 
offering accurate genetic counsell ing in many families where key family members  are deceased.  
Cau t ion  should  be taken though i f the pro du ct  o f  such PCR react ion is to be used for 
s e q u e n c i n g ' s  DNA damage result ing from fixation may cause replicat ion errors dur ing PCR
(Paabo, 1990).
4.5 Possible Mechanisms of  the Mutat ions Causing DM D/B M D.
The mutation rate in D M D  has been estimated to range around 80 to 100 x 10"6 mutation per 
gene per  gene ra t ion  , wh ich  is considerabl} h igher than any ot her  X -l ink ed  disorder .  For 
haemophi l ia  A and B these values are 32-57  and 2-3 x 10~6 respect ively (Emery,  1988). Th e 
new mutat ions  appear  to be equally l ikely to occur  in the formation o f  a sperm as in an ov um  
and one third of  the cases  are considered to be new mutat ions . Mutat ions  in the formation of  
ova result in isolated af fected males  whose  mothers are not carriers whilst  muta t ions  in sperm 
result in carrier females w ho can then have affected sons.
Intragenic deletions appear to be the most common  gene defect leading to D M D /  BMD.  
To a certain extent, the high proportion of  deletions detected at the D M D  locus is a consequence 
of  its considerable size, al though certain regions of the D M D  gene appeared to be more deletion 
prone than others. The high deletion breakpoint concentration in these regions compared to that 
of  other areas of the dystrophin gene can be attributed to either increased deletion detection level 
in these regions  or to the presence  o f  a s t ructure  p ro ne  to ins tabil i ty .  S o m e  very mi ld 
myopath ies  have been reported to be associa ted wi th delet ions in the area of  the dyst rophin 
gene.  Eng land et al., (1990)  reported  a case  where  very mi ld  m u scu la r  dys t roph y was 
associated with the deletion of  almost half the coding sequence.  Clustering of  breakpoints could 
be due to e i the r  s t ructure-specif ic  (n on-hom ologous )  or  seque nce - speci f i c  (h om o lo g o u s )
recombinat ion hot spots.
Dele tions  might occur  as a consequence o f  n on-hom ologous  recombinat ion between
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widely separa ted sequences  that  are physical ly close as a result o f  anchorage to the nuclear 
matr ix .  O n e  model ,  involv ing loss o f  a com p le t e  ch romat in  loop,  predic ts  del e t i ons  of  
approximate ly equal size with different end-points.  Anand et al. (1988),  proposed that deletions 
might occur by deletion of newly replicated DNA loops, the size of the deletion being dependent 
on the length of  DN A replicated.  One-end point of  such a delet ion is def ined by the region 
immedia te ly  adjacent  to the nuclcar-matr ix  a t t achment  site, whilst  the second is potent ial ly 
def ined by a D N A -p o lym era se  arrest  site. K rawcz ak  and C o o p e r  (1991),  noted  s imilar it ies  
between a consensus  sequence that appears  to be co m m o n  to hot spots of  delet ions  found in 
several different human genes and to the arrest sites for human DNA polymerase u.
Win ter  and Pembrey (1982) proposed a model to explain the generat ion of  delet ions by 
unequal  crossing ove r  between the two X -ch ro m o so m es  in female  meios i s  as the result of 
m isa l ig nm en t  of  two nonsis ter  chromat ids ,  faci l i ta ted  possib ly by seq uence  h o m ologous  
elements .  Unequal  crossing over,  leading to gene deletion or dupl icat ion is known  to occur  in 
the (t-globin gene (Gossens  et al., 1980). Som e  int rons  of  the D M D  gene could  conta in  
in terspersed repeti t ive  D N A  such as the Alu family,  which have been found capab le  of  
mediat ing unequal chromat id exchange.  When 113 breakpoints were mapped to the distal 80  kb 
of  intron 4 4  which is a recombinat ion hot spot in the dyst rophin gene the breakpoints  were 
found to distribute over the entire region, with no significant local variation in frequency which 
argues  against  a pr edominan t  role o f  one  or a few specif ic sequences  in caus ing frequent  
rearrangements  (Blonden et al., 1991) In fact, many delet ions  found in o ther  genetic diseases 
appear  not to result from unequal chromatid exchange but rather to be genera ted from a single 
chromat id  (Vanin.  1983). This  type of int rachromat id deletion would  not be expected to be a 
mechanism for generating duplication. Second duplications may not always  be stably inherited, 
in that the dupl icated  area may undergo spontaneous deletion.  Yang et al. (1988),  reported a 
case where the Epstein-Barr-virus-transformcd lymphoblasts from a Lcsch-Nyhan patient with a 
partial /  , ' 'cat ion of  the HPRT gene were found to have undergone spontaneous  deletion o f  (he 
dupl icated region. It also remains a possibility that some duplications and deletions in the D M D  
gene may not cause d isease phenotype (Nordenskjold  et a!.. 1990). If  so. the true ratio of
deletion versus duplication could be different from that observed in patients.
4 .6 Screening for Sequence Alterations in Regions of the Dyst rophin Gene.
Al though that Southern analysis,  using cD N A  represent ing exons  o f  the D M D / B M D  gene 
(Cooke  et al., 1990) and an assay involving the polymerase  chain reaction were employed the 
molecular  pathology of  the disease remained unknown in 28% of  the patients.  The  phenotype 
in the rest o f  (he patients was considered to be the result of  point mutations,  splicing alterations, 
or  small  f ramcsh if t ing  dele t ions  and dupl ica t ions  a long the dyst rophin  gene.  T her efo re  a 
sys temat ic  screening of  nine regions o f  the dyst rophin  gene f rom D M D / B M D  pat ients with
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u n k n o w n  m o l e c u l a r  p a th o lo g y  w a s  ca rr i ed  out  by the  s ingle  s t rand co n f o r m a t io n a l  
polymorphism method.
Using this approach,  a polymorphi sm was  detec ted  in the distal part o f  intron 44. This  
intron has a size of 170 kb and is already known to be a hot spot for recombinat ion.  Blonden et 
al. (1991),  m apped  the breakpoints in 1 13 cases  of  D M D / B M D  pat ients in the distal 8 0  kb 
f ragment  of  intron 44. T h e  apparent  high mutat ion rate in this region where  the p20 genomic  
probe has also been mapped,  is considered to reflect a diffused chromosomal  instabili ty since 
the breakpoints  were distributed over  the entire region.  In families  with unknown molecular  
pathology the use of restriction f ragment  length p o lym orp h i sms  is the only method  for 
prenatal  d iagno s is  and f em a le  carr ier  risk det er mina t ion co m b in ed  wi th  serum creat ine  
ph osphok inase  m eas ur em en ts  and this new po lymorph ism is a useful addit ional  mark e r  for 
analysis in such families.
Screening for sequence varia tions  by P C R -S S C P  analys is  is a s imple ,  fast and ef ficient 
approach.  All steps including amplification, mutation detection, and sequencing of  the fragment 
con ta in ing  the a l tera tion were  pe rform ed us ing the sam e pai r o f  p r im ers  wi th s t andard  
equ ipm en t .  T h e  target  sequence  was ampl i f ied  and label led  s imul tan eously  by the  PCR 
obvia t ing the need for  ei ther restriction enzyme digest ion or a hybridisat ion step. Since in a 
typical PCR,  up to 10% of  the substrates (pr imers and deoxynucleot ides)  are incorporated into 
the ampl if ied product,  the efficiency of labell ing target sequences  during the ampl if icat ion step 
using label led primers ,  was  ext remely  high compared  to the ef ficiency in Southern blot ting 
exper iments in which much smal ler  portions of  the label I was a ttached to the target sequences.  
Consequent ly  the t ime of  exposure  to X ray film was  much  shorter  than in the conventional  
analysis and the entire procedure including exposure time, could be completed  within twenty 
four hours.  The minimum amount  of  sample needed due to its high radioactivity,  permitted the 
use of  a thin polyacrylamide gel where a steep voltage gradient could be applied without serious 
Ohmic heating. This reduced the amount of  time required for electrophoresis,  and increased the 
resolution.
Currently the effect of sequence change on electrophoretic mobility is unpredictable and it is 
not known whe ther  nucleot ide substitution at any posit ion in a f ragment  can be detec ted  by 
SvSCP analysis.  Th e PCR-SSCP technique has so far been applied on segments o f  radiolabelled 
DNA 100 to 400 bp (Dean,  1990; Labrune,  1991). Thus,  the PCR products  of  pr imer  sets a. b, 
c, d, g and h of  the dyst rophin  gene were wi thin this limit for analys is  by the PCR-SSCP 
technique.  Study of  thirty different mutat ions  gave a 97% mutat ion detect ion f requency when 
the method was applied on fragments 100 to 300 base long while this value dropped to 67% for 
s trands  o f  350-450 bases  long (M urakam i  et al., ci ted in Hayashi,  1991). Therefore ,  the 
possibil i ty of detec ting at least one strand shift was high in all fragments with the except ion of
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those ampl i f ied  by pr imer  sets e and f. Also,  it cannot  be exc luded that muta t ions  localised 
close to one end of  a f ragment would not sufficiently influence the conformat ion of  the s ingle­
s t randed DN A  and would  not be therefore,  de t ec ted  by P C R -S S C P  analysis.  Cases  where  
sequence variations very near the primers used, were detected via PCR -S SCP analysis have not 
been so far reported. Hence false negatives may occur  with the S SC P  technique.
No fa lse-posi tive  results were  observed.  All pat ients  whose  pat terns o f  DNA migration 
were abnormal  were consistently found to carry the base substitution in the corresponding area, 
whi le  in pat ients whose  migra t ion prof i les  were  s imi lar  to that o f  the controls ,  no  base 
substitutions were present.
P C R - S S C P  analys is  requires  prior informat ion on the representa t ive  s eque nce  for the 
design o f  the primers,  and es tablishment o f  amplification conditions where  specificity would  be 
the main characteristic.  Within  this limitation, this method can be appl ied to a large nu m ber  of 
samples  wi thout  any further compl icat ions  on the interpretation of  the results. The m inor  faint 
bands somet imes  present in the lanes where denatured samples  were loaded but not in the lanes 
whe re  the samples  were  e lec t rophoresed wi thout  denaturat ion,  we re  ass umed  to be different 
conformers  of the same sequence.  Usually,  intensity o f  these conformer bands  can be different,  
but the ratio of  the intensity between them is constant from sample to sample.  Therefore ,  such 
sequence-different conformation situations can be easily recognised.
N o  di f ference w'as observed  in the e lec t rophoret ic  pat tern o f  sam ples  e lec t rophoresed 
immedia te ly  or  within a week after ampli ficat ion by the polymerase  chain reaction.  Labelled
PCR samples were kept at 4°C immediately after PCR amplification.
4 . 7  Id e n t i fy in g  Point  M u ta t io n s  U s ing  the M e th o d  o f  D e n a t u r i n g  G r a d ie n t  Gel 
Electrophoresis.
Generally, perpendicular  denatur ing gradient gels have been used to determine the op t imum 
con d i t i o n s  for  the analys i s  o f  sam p le s  for paral lel  D G G E  (M yers .  1987).  H o w e v e r ,  
perpendicular  denatur ing gradient gels can also be used to identify sequence variations in DNA 
fragments.  Simi lar  to parallel DGGE,  perpendicular  D G G E  can identify more  than 50 %  of  all 
base changes  wi thin a DNA fragment  (Sheffield et al., 1990). Perpendicular  D G G E  can be 
efficient and simple,  because it utilises single s tandardised gel and elec trophores is  condi tions,  
and the entire DNA sample is exposed to a very broad range of  denaturant  concentrat ions.  The 
approach includes ampl ificat ion of  specific DNA fragments  by PCR, and elec t rophoresis  on a 
perpendicular  denaturing gradient gel. If an individual is heterozygous  for a single base change 
within the region o f  the ampl if ied fragment  a split in the curve is expected to be seen w hen the
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sample from (his individual is e lec trophoresed on a 0 to 80 %  perpendicular  denatur ing gradient 
gel. Sam ples  ampl i fied  from a noi l-polymorphic individual appear  as single DN A  curves  that 
do not split into two.  In the case of  Duchenne muscu lar  dys t rophy which shows an X-linked 
pattern of  transmission,  a normal chromosome is not present in the DNA of  the males  to he 
examined for sequence alterations. T o  overcome this problem the DNA sample to be examined 
was  combined  with DNA from a control sample.  A pool ing s trategy initially int roduced by 
Gil le (1991) for ident ifying heterozygosity of the AF508 mutat ion causing cystic fibrosis,  was 
applied to substant ial ly economise  and speed up the screening procedure  as only the pool of 
samples  showing a split in the curve would  be necessary to be examined individually.  T his 
ap p r oach  was  feas ib le  in the case  o f  D u c h en n e  m u sc u la r  dy s t ro phy  as there is a high 
heterogenei ty in the molecular  pathology of the disease.  All samples  were  tested for posi tive 
amplification by PCR before they were combined and applied on a perpendicular  gel for D G G E  
analys is  to prevent  false negatives.  A sequence variat ion was detec ted  in eight  cases  in the 
region ampl i fied  by primer  set e. Th e eight  individuals  were the sam e as  those detec ted by 
P C R - S S C P  analys is to bear the polymorphic  site at posit ion 203 f rom the 5 'e n d  o f  the sense 
pr imer  f lanking the area e o f  the dyst rophin  gene.  T herefore ,  the results o f  point  muta t ion 
analys is  in the regions of  the dystrophin gene f lanking exons  4, 8, 12, 17, 19, 44,  45,  48  and 
51 obtained by both the single-strand conformat ion polymorphism approach and (he method of 
denatur ing gradient gel electrophoresis did not present any inconsistencies.
The method of  denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis for the identification of  mutation sites 
or polymorphisms can be used to screen up to several hundred base pairs in a single test and as 
the  resul ts  can be exa mined di rect ly by e th idium bro mide s ta ining o f  the gel the use o f  
radioactivity is unnecessary.
T h e  genera t ion o f  the tem perature  gradient in the gel requires  special  equipment .  One 
limitation of  D G G E  is that aberrant migration will only occur  if the point mutat ion is in certain 
points  o f  the molecule .  Thi s  is a co nsequen ce  of the mel t ing  proper t ies  of  D N A  and the 
re la tionship  between DNA mel t ing and the e lec trophoret ic  behaviour  o f  a f r agm en t  in the 
denatur ing gradient .  As DNA fragments  move through polyac ry lamide gels con ta in ing an 
ascending gradient of  denaturant ,  small regions  (the mel t ing dom ains )  unde rgo coopera t ive  
strand dissociation to produce partially denatured molecules which display a marked decrease in 
electrophoretic mobility.  However,  when the most stable domain melts the fragment  undergoes  
complete  strand dissociat ion and the resolving power  of  the gel is lost. This problem can be 
c i rcumvented by incorporation of  a “GC-c lamp"  of up to 40  bp on at least one direction during 
the ampl i f ica t ion step (M yers  et al., 1985 b,c). DN A  mel t ing ca lcu la t ions  based on the 
nucleot ide sequence of  the fragment  to be analysed using the compu te r  p rogrammes  available 
can predict  the existence and the location o f  the low mel t ing domain or domains ,  providing an 
indication of  the regions within the sequence where  base changes  are likely to be d e t e c t e d /D ie  
reported detection frequency of  single nucleotide changes is 50-70% in DNA fragments  up to 1
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kb in length (M yers  et al.,1987). DN A fragm ents larger than 1 kb are difficult to exam ine  by 
D G G E  because they m igrate very slowly in the po lyacry lam ide gel and because the degree of 
separation  betw een  m utant and wild type decreases  due to the m elting  o f  m ultip le  m elting  
dom ains in the larger fragments. Short DNA sequences can undergo a thermal subtransition at a 
lower temperature if they lie near the end of the molecule, rather than separated from the end by 
a hundred base pairs or more o f a higher melting sequence (Lerman et al., 1984). This could be 
an explanation tor a discontinuous ju m p  in the band observed in some cases.
The interpretation of band patterns o f  PCR amplified labelled DNA separated by D G G E  in a 
perpendicular configuration was sometimes impeded by the appearance of a false positive split 
o f  the sigmoid curve. As the sam ples used initially for the detection o f sequence variations by 
D G G E  were the sam e as those screened by PC R -SSC P analysis, incom plete  kinase labelling
reac tions  y ie ld ing  m ix tu res  o f  5 ’( ^~P)-phosphate  and  5 '  hydroxy l p r im ers ,  w hose  PCR
products contain 5'(~*“P)-phosphorylated and 5 ' hydroxyl low melting dom ains  considered to be 
the reason. T h is  hypo thesis  w as suggested  and tested  by P fe iffe r  and T h il ly  (1991) w ho 
conc lude  that the presence o f a 5 ’ phosphate  destab ilised  the low -m elting  dom ain  by about
0 .0 1 3 °C .
4.8 Comparison Between Experimental and Theoretical Patterns Obtained by DGGE.
C alcu la tion  o f the theoretical pattern o f  thermal stability  o f  D N A  m olecu les  o f  known 
sequence, together w ith calculation of the expected  changes in electrophoretic  m obility  in gels 
under denaturing conditions, is an advantage when searching for sequence variations by m eans 
o f  dena tu r ing  gradient gel e lec trophoresis .  T h e  ca lcu la t ions  are easy to execu te  for any 
sequence on a digital com puter  and they can provide an indication o f  the regions within the 
sequence, where base changes are likely to be detected. Since the separation o f DNA fragments 
differing by a single base substitution is possible only under conditions that generate  partially 
d ena tu red  m olecu les ,  single base subst itu t ions  will not be d iscerned  in DN A  frag m en ts  
containing a single domain.
Nucleotide sequence data were available for the four out of the nine different regions o f the 
dystroph in  gene ana lysed  in the present study. T hus ,  the m elting  m aps  and  the re la tive  
e lec trophore tic  m obility  were ca lcu la ted  for the regions e, b, d and  f  , using the co m p u te r  
p ro g ram m es  M E L T  87 and M U T R A V  respectively, deve loped  by L erm an  and S ilvers te in  
(1987). T he  melting  behaviour o f  DNA m olecules predicted by calculation w as in agreem ent 
with the pattern o f electrophoresis on denaturing gradient polyacrylamide gels. The correlation 
between theory and experimental observations consisted o f  the effect of sequence context on the
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distribution of m elting dom ains, the location and t o f  m elting  dom ains  and the behav iour of 
partially denatured molecules during electrophoresis through denaturing gradient gels.
DNA m elting ca lculations using the sequence of the region e predicted the existence o f a 
high m elting  dom ain  ( t m = 7 5 ° C )  betw een 4 6 0  and 5 3 0  bp near the 3 ’ end a l low ing  the 
detection o f sequence variation in the rest o f  the fragment. As exon 45, which is flanked by the 
p r im er set e, is located between bases 3 4 5  and 521 bp sequence changes  at the 3 ’ end o f  the 
exon were not expected  to lead to changes in the electrophoretic behaviour of DNA fragments. 
T h e  polymorphic site detected by PCR-SSCP analysis could be detected by D G G E  analysis as it 
is located within the low melting domain.
In the region b only po lym orph ic  sites in the 3 '  end of intron 16 could  affect the final 
gradient penetration of the DNA fragment. According to the calculated melting map only a short 
region at the 5" end consisting o f the bases up to 160 could be considered as a low er m elting 
dom ain. Due to the absence of a d istinguished high tem perature m elting  dom ain  detection  o f 
mutations in a large part of the molecule is not possible.
P olym orphic  sites at the intronic sequences flanking  exon 48  can also be detec ted  in (he 
DNA fragment amplified  by p rim er f. M utations in the area o f the exon should  give final gel 
positions indistinguishable from wild type as they lie within a h igher melting  dom ain  and the 
strands would disassociate when the domain is melted.
Two low m elting dom ains  with tem perature  plateaus at 62°  and 6 5 ()C respectively allow 
identification o f  sequence variations in the whole o f region d with the exception o f bases 70  to 
120 which arc part of the included exon 44.
The relation between electrophoretic mobility and denaturant concentration for the regions of 
the dystrophin  gene am plif ied  by prim ers  a, c, g and h were exam ined  on a p e rpend icu la r  
gradient gel. Although in all cases at least one lower melting domain was present permitting the 
detection of sequence variations in a part of the molecule the exact position cannot be determined 
as the m elting  m ap o f the corresponding  DNA fragm ent could not be plotted due to lack of 
sequence data.
4 .9  Amplification Mismatch Detection System for the Identification o f Point Mutations.
T he  sequence  a lteration  G to A present in intron 4 4  o f  eight D M D  patients  w as  also 
identified  by the approach  o f  PCR and chem ical c leavage  o f  the m ism atch  (am plif ica tion  
m ism atch detection system). W hile the control samples presented a single band corresponding
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to the unclcaved labelled strand individuals show ing the migration pattern a by S SC P  analysis 
presented  an extra band product o f  the chem ical c leavage. Thus, neither false negatives nor 
false positives were observed from the application o f A M D  analysis.
Since the m ethod is based on the chemical reactivity, in a heteroduplex form ed from wild- 
type and mutant DNA , of m ism atched  T  and C bases respectively with osm ium  tetroxidc and 
hydroxylam ine, the type o f  substitution o f one or more mutations in a particular region can be 
identified. A nother advantage o f the technique is the ability to provide information regarding the 
position o f the alteration. Dianzani et al., 1991, developed an approach for the discrimination of 
heterozygotes and homozygotes o f  a certain point mutation based on the ability o f A M D  analysis 
to localise  the m utation . W hen  both norm al D N A  and D N A  from a h o m o zy g o te  for the 
mutation were successively used for the formation of a heteroduplex the pattern o f the chemical 
c leav ag e  ob tained  perm itted  the d iffe ren tia tion  o f  the status betw een  a hom o zy g o te  and a 
heterozygote for two mutations causing p-thalassaemia. The main disadvantage o f the method is 
the highly toxic reagents, which are dangerous to handle and difficult to dispose of.
4.10 Detection o f Point Mutations by Direct Sequencing o f PCR Amplified  G enom ic DNA.
Sequencing of the fragment showing altered electrophoretic pattern was performed in order 
to detect the sequence alteration causing the mobility shift. T he asym m etric  PCR approach was 
chosen, as direct sequencing of double-stranded PCR products is usually more difficult because 
the short l inear  tem pla te  has a s trong tendency  to reannea l.  S ince  the e ff ic iency  o f  the 
asym m etr ic  PCR was som ew hat low er than the equivalent s tandard PCR a larger n u m b er  of 
cyc les  was perform ed. T he  hom ogeneity  o f  the asym m etric  PCR product w as increased by 
reamplification of a small amount of the product of a standard PCR. T he  m ethodology followed 
has two potential drawbacks. The first is due to the two separated steps involved in making the 
PCR reaction more succcptable to contam ination, and the second is due to the large num ber of 
cyc les  w hich  is a potential source o f incorpora ting  errors. Several inves t iga to rs  though 
estim ated that the T herm us aquaticus (Taq) DNA polym erase despite lacking a 3 '  to 5' p roof 
reading exonuclease activity can catalyse highly accurate DNA synthesis in vitro, especially if 
the num ber of starting tem plates is large, and that the probability of false diagnosis due to such 
errors  can be less than in one in twenty-f ive  m illion (Eckert,  1990; K raw czak , 1989). As 
m isincorporated bases cannot be proof-read and m ism atched  bases are inefficiently  ex tended , 
misincorporation errors that do occur during PCR promote chain termination which restricts the 
am plification  o f  defective m olecules and helps to m aintain fidelity. For the Drosophila  DNA 
polymerase u  it was shown that enzymatic discrimination against elongating mismatched termini 
is based m ainly  on Km differences. A m atched  A -T  term inus w as found to be ex tended  200 
tim es fas te r  than a G -T  m ism atch  was and 1400 and 2500  t im es faste r  than C -T  and T -T
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m ism atch es ,  respectively . A s  the sam e is likely to be true fo r T aq  D N A  p o lym erase  the 
concentration  o f dN T Ps in the reaction should have a substantial effect on the fidelity o f  PCR. 
T here fo re ,  high annealing  tem perature  (> 5 5 °C )  and low d N T P  co n cen tra t ions  im prove  the 
fidelity in the final PCR reaction (Innis and Gelfand, 1990).
No particular technical difficulties were experienced regarding the direct sequence o f a PCR 
am plified single-strand fragment. As long as in both the standard PCR and the asym m etric  one 
a re la tively  d istinct band w as observed, the sequencing  reaction w ould  norm ally  work. T h e
isotope used for the sequencing reactions was oc^S  ATP as it was less expensive, had a longer
half-life and the bands obtained were uniform  through out the gel. On average  tw o-hundred  
bases were readable per lane in each gel.
4.11 Other Strategies for the Identification of Point Mutations in the D M D /B M D  Gene.
A pplication  o f both SSC P and D G G E  point mutation detection strategies in nine different 
regions o f the dystrophin  gene and partial application  o f A M D  analysis , did not reveal any 
p a thogen ic  sequence  varia tions  in a panel o f  th ir ty -n ine  D uchenne  and B eck e r  m uscu la r  
dys trophy patien ts  w ith  no deletion  or duplication  prev iously  de tec ted  by e ither S outhern  
analysis  o r  PCR based multiplex assay. This  is possibly due to the limited size o f the region 
exam ined  (approxim ately  3 .5 kb of genom ic sequence, 1500 base pairs o f  exonic sequence), 
com pared  to the genom ic size o f the locus (2 Mb) which encodes a transcript o f  about 14 kb. 
To circum vent this problem  the m ethods o f  e ither SSCP, D G G E  or A M D  can be applied  on 
cD N A  corresponding  to the entire coding sequence o f the dystrophin gene generated  by PCR 
using total RNA from peripheral blood lym phocytes  as tem plate  for the reverse transcription 
(R ober ts  et al., 1991). In this case consideration should be given to a possib le  transcript 
p ro cess in g  d if fe ren ces  be tw een  m uscle  and periphera l  b lood  ly m p h o cy te s .  C u rren tly  
amplification of small amount of m RNA from peripheral blood lym phocytes can be used for the 
detection  o f m ajor structural aberra tions of the D M D /B M D  gene. Deletion and duplication 
mutations causing D M D /B M D  were identified as bands o f different size after electrophoresis of 
the amplification products on acrylamide minigcls (Roberts et al., 1990).
A point m utation , G to T  transversion, in the D M D /B M D  gene was lately reported  by 
B ulm an et al. (1991), at position 3714  that changes a g lu tam ic acid codon to an am b er  stop 
codon. T h e  point mutation  was identified through W estern  blot ana lysis  w hich  detec ted  a 
truncated protein in a Duchenne muscular dystrophy patient. The estimated m olecular weight of 
the protein predicted the approxim ate  location o f the m utation in the m R N A  and in the gene, 
facilitating further sequencing o f a specific region. This approach o f using the estimated protein 
size to pinpoint the site o f  mutation could be generally  applicable to o ther patients w here  the
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protein product o f  the dystrophin gene can be detected to identify additional point m utations, 
splicing alterations, and small frameshifting deletions and duplications.
4 .12 Pursuing the M olecular Pathology o f Inherited Diseases.
Genetic disease and congenital malformations occur in approximately two to five per cent of 
all live births and are the cause o f about forty to fifty per cent o f  deaths occuring  under the age 
o f  fifteen years. A s there is little help ava ilab le  in the w ay o f  therapy, rapid and efficient 
s trategies to de term ine  the m olecu lar  basis o f  inherited diseases, and  to provide carrier  and 
prenatal diagnosis for genetic counselling are necessary.
By utilising the advances in recombinant DNA technology a significant num ber o f  genes o f 
m edical interest have been isolated. Currently  the human gene map consists o f  m ore than 6000 
loci o f  w hich  approx im ate ly  one third are genes o f  known function (H um an G ene M apping  
W orkshop). Using the m ethods o f SSCP, D GG E, and A M D  analysis the m olecu lar  pathology 
o f  several inherited disorders have been clarified. Im proving  the prospectives  o f  carrier and 
prenatal diagnosis, disease causing mutations in the cystic fibrosis transm em brane conductance 
re g u la to r  ( C F I ’R) gene , in the area  o f  the n e u ro f ib ro m a to s is  type  1 locus  and  in the 
phenylalan ine  hydroxylase  locus have been identified by S S C P  analysis  (Dean et al., 1990; 
Iannuzzi et al., 1991; Cawthon et al.. 1990; Labrune et al., 1991). M utations identified also by 
the approach  o f  D G G E  in the cod ing  sequence o f rhodopsin  gene w ere associated with an 
autosomal form of retinitis pigmentosa, A D R P  (Sheffield et al., 1991). T he A M D  analysis has 
a lso  been em p lo y ed  for the d irect ana lys is  o f  point m uta t ions  on the fac to r  IX gene  o f 
haemophilia B patients (M ontandon et al.. 1989).
Identif ication  o f  the m o lecu la r  pa thology  o f  genetic  d iseases  e l im in a tes  the need for 
in fo rm ative  segregation  o f  po lym orph ic  m arkers  perm it t ing  accu ra te  ca rr ie r  and prenatal 
diagnosis. Therefore  rapid and efficient strategies such as those provided by S SC P  and D G G E  
are im portant tools in the study o f the m olecular pathology o f  inherited diseases, especially  in 
those cases where the m olecular pathology is unknown or highly heterogenic and the size o f  the 
gene does not facilitate its entire sequencing.
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All solutions used were prepared with distilled water. They  are listed in alphabetical order.
A crv lam id e  stock solution (40%  ) 37.5:1 ac ry lam ide  : b isacrv lam ide) : F or 5 0 0  ml, 20 0  g 
e lec trophoresis-g rade  ac ry lam ide  (B D H ) and 5 .35  g b isacry lam ide w ere d isso lved  in 500  ml 
double distilled water. T he  stock solution was kept in a dark bottle at 4°C.
5  x A nnealing  buffer (Sequenase 2.0 kit, U SB) : 200  m M  Tris-HCI pH 7.5, 100 m M  M g C U . 
250  m M  NaCl. Kept a t -2 0 °C .
D enatu ran t stock solution (0% ) - 7 .5%  acrv lam ide in 1 x T A E  buffer : For 2 0 0  ml : 37 .5  ml 
ac ry lam ide  stock solution, 10 ml 20 x T A E  and 152.5 ml double  d istil led  water. T h e  stock
solution was kept in a dark bottle at 4°C.
Denaturant stock solution (80% ) - 7.5% acrvlamide, 5 .6M  urea and 32%  form am ide  in 1 x T A E  
buffer : For 200 ml : 37.5 ml acrylamide stock solution, 10 ml 20  x T A E , 67 .2  g electrophoresis 
grade urea (B R L), 6 4  ml deionised fo rm am ide  and doub le  distilled w a te r  up to 200  ml. T he
stock solution was kept in a dark bottle at 4{)C.
To deionise fo rm am ide 5 g ion exchange  resin (B io-R ad A g  5 01-X 8  20-50  m esh) w as  added 
per 50  ml, stirred with a m agnetic  stirrer at room  tem perature  fo r  one hour, and filtered twice 
through W hatm an N um ber one filter paper.
d N T P s  m ix : A stock  solution  o f  d N T P s  w as  m ad e  up by m ix in g  25^1 o f  each  o f  the 
nucleotides dATP, dCTP, dG T P, dA T P ( lO m M , Perkin E lm er  C etus)  and lOOfd o f  double
distilled water. Kept at -20()C.
50  x Electrophoresis buffer (per l i t r e ) : 242  gr Tris  base, 57.1 ml G lacial A cetic  A cid , 100ml 
0.5M  EDTA pH=8.
10 x Hybrid buffer : 3 M NaCl, 1 M  Tris-H CI pH =8. T h e  solution w as sterilised in a D enley 
autoclave equipment.
Hybridisation solution : 4 .5  x SSC, 0 .1%  SD S, 2  x D enhard ts ,  6%  w/v po lyethylene glycol. 
Kept at 4 (,C.
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L (Luria - Bertani) - Broth (per l i t r e ) : 10 g Bacto-tryptone , 5  g Bacto-yeast e x t r a c t , 10 g NaCl. 
The solution was sterilised immediately in a Denley autoclave equipment.
Loading  mix I : 0 .25%  brom ophenol blue, 0 .25%  xylene cyanol FF, 4 0 %  (w /v) sucrose  in 
water. Kept at 4 nC.
Loading mix 11 : 0 .25%  brom ophenol blue, 40%  (w/v) sucrose in water. Kept at 4 ()C.
Lysis buffer : 0 .32  M Sucrose, 10 m M  Tris-CI pH =7.4 , 5  m M  M g C L ,  1% Triton  X-100. T he  
solution was autoclaved in a Denley autoclave equipment.
N E W  solution : 0 .5  ml concentrated New in 10 ml d d H o0  and 11.1 ml 100% ethanol. Kept at 
-20°C .
Nuclei lysis buffer : 10 m M  Tris-CI, 0 .44  M NaCl, 2 m M  EDTA pH =8.2 . T h e  solution  w as  
autoclaved in a Denley autoclave equipment.
10 x P C R  reac t io n  bu ffe r  (P e rk in  E lm e r  C e tu s)  : 100 m M  T ris-C I (H C l-n e u tra l ised  
T ris |hydroxym ethy llam inom ethane)  pH=8.3 (at 2 5 °C ) ,  5 0 0  m M  KC1, 15 m M  M g C l2, 0 .1%  
(w/v) gelatin. Kept at -20()C.
Phenol/ chloroform : 50%  Phenol, 50%  chloroform , 0 .1%  8 -hydroxyquino line  equilib rated  to 
pH =7.5  with T E  buffer. Kept in a dark bottle.
10% piperidine : 20 ;d 99% piperidine in 180 pi o f  double distilled water.
Solution 1 : 50  mM glucose, 10 m M  ED TA , 25 m M  Tris-CI pH=8. T h e  solution was sterilised 
in a Denley autoclave e q u ip m e n t , and kept at 4°C.
Solution 11 : 0 .2  M N aO H , 1 % SDS.
/
Solution 111 : 3 M K O A c pH =4.8  with glacial acetic  acid. T h e  solution  w as  sterilised in a 
Denley autoclave equipment.
Solution IV : 5  m M  m ercaptoethanol, 10 m M  Tris-CI pH=7.4.
20 x SSC : 3 M NaCl, 300  niM Na Citrate pH=7.
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Stop solution (Sequenase 2.0 kit. U S B ) : 95%  form am ide ,  20 m M  ED TA , 0 .05%  brom ophenol 
blue and 0.05%  xylene cyanol FF. Kept at -20()C.
Stop solution : 0.3 M sodium  acetate, 0.1 m M  Na^EDTA containing tRN A  (25 ug/ml (b ak er’s 
yeast, Boehring M annheim).
20 x T A E  electrophoresis buffer : 0 .8  M T ris  base, 0 .4  M sodium  acetate ,  and  0 .02  M EDTA 
pH =7.4  . pH was adjusted to 7 .4  with glacial acetic acid.
10 x T B E  buffer (for 2 l i t r e s ) : 5 4  g Tris  base, 22 .5  g Boric acid, 20  ml 0 .5 M EDTA (pH 8).
T.E. B uffe r : 10 m M  Tris-CI (pH 7.4), 1 m M  EDTA. T h e  solution was sterilised in a Denley 
autoclave equipment.
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A P P E N D IX  II
CALCULATION OF OLIGONUCLEOTIDE PRIMER CONCENTRATION.
(Invitrogen Corpration, 1991)
T h e  concen tra tion  o f an o ligonucleo tide  o f know n sequence can  be ca lcu la ted  w hen  the 
m olecular weight o f  the oligonucleotide and the am ount synthesised are known.
T h e  exact m o lecu la r  w eigh t (M .W .) o f  an o l ig o n u c leo tid e  o f  know n seq u en ce  can be 
calculated using the formula:
M.W. = |(A  x 312.2) + (G x 328.2) + ( C x  288.2) + (T x 303.2) - 6 1 .0 |  
w h e re  the le t te rs  A , G, C and T d en o te  the n u m b e r  o f  re sp ec t iv e  n u c le o t id e s  in the 
oligonucleotide.
T h e  am o u n t o f  o ligonucleo tide  syn thes ised  is usually  desc ribed  in O D  units. O ne  O D  
corresponds to the am ount o f  oligonucleotide in a 1-ml volum e that results in an optical density 
o f  1 in a 1-cm path-length cuvette. This  corresponds to approximately 3 7  Mg/rcil oligonucleotide.
If  M.W. is the m olecular weight o f  an oligonucleotide whose am ount is described by N O D  
units  then the concen tra tion  (C) in m M  o f  this o l igonucleo tide  can  be ca lcu la ted  using  the 
fo rm u la :
C = ( N x 0.037 / M.W.) x 106
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tCALCULATIONS OF CARRIER RISKS
FAMILY G M G  3 9 9 7 .
Individual II 2.
P robability C arrier N ot a carrier
P rio r risk  0 .5  0 .5
Conditional
SCK  47  0 .2  1
DNA 0 .0 5  0 .9 5
Join t 0 .0 0 5  0 .4 7 5
being a c a r r ie r ) : 0 .0 05 /0 .005+ 0 .475  =  0.01.
C arrier N ot a carrier
0 .5  0 .5
0.2 1
0 .0 5  0 .9 5
0 .0 0 5  0 .4 7 5
P osterio r (o f being  a c a r r ie r ) : 0 .0 0 5  / 0 .00 5 + 0 .4 7 5  =  0 .0 ! . 
Individual II 4
Probability C arrier Not a carrier
P rio r risk 0 .5  0 .5
Conditional
SC K  53 0 .2  1
DNA 0 .9 5  0 .0 5
Join t 0 .0 9 5  0 .0 2 5
}
P osterio r (o f  being  a c a r r ie r ) : 0 .0 9 5  / 0 .0 9 5  + 0 .0 2 5  =  0 .79
P osterio r (o f
Individual II 3 .
Probability 
P rio r risk 
Conditional 




rFAMILY G M G  4026.
In d iv id u a l^
Probability C arrier Not a  carrier
P rior risk 0 .5 0 .5
C onditional
SC K  47 0 .2 1
DNA 0 .0 5 0 .9 5
Joint 0 .0 0 5 0 .4 7 5
P osterio r (o f being  a c a r r ie r ) : 0 .0 0 5  / 0 .0 0 5  + 0 .4 7 5  =  0.01 
FAMILY G M G  4252  
Individual 112 and  113.
C arrier N ot a  carrier
0 .5  0 .5
0 .9 5  0 .0 5
0 .4 7 5  0 .0 2 5
P osterio r (o f  being  a c a r r ie r ) : 0 .4 7 5  / 0 .4 7 5  + 0 .0 2 5  =  0 .95
Probability 
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APPENDIX VIII: Numerical data derived from the computer program MELT 87 (Lerman. 




R EG IO N  B
S’tgaelttcgatgllgagaUaettlcccttgctalttcagtgaaccaaacttaagtcagataaaacaattttatttggcttcaatatggtgctattttgatc 
tgaaggtcaatctaccaacaagcaagaacagtltctcattattttcctttgccactccaagcagtctttactgaagtctttcgagcaatgtctgacctct 
g lttcaatacttctcacagA llT C A C A G G C rG T C A C C A C C A C T C A G C C A T C A C T A A C A C A G A C A A C  
TG TA A TG G A A A C A G TA A CTA CG G TG A C C A C A A G G G A A C A G A TC C TG G TA A A G C A TG C  
T C A A G A G G A A C T T C C A C C A C C A C C T C C C C A A A A G A A G A G G C A G A IT A C T G T G G A rrr 




gata accaaaaaatatacgct atatctctataatctgt tttacataatccatct atttltcttgatccatatgcttttacctgcagGC G A TTTG A C 
AGA TCTG TTG A G A A A TG G CG G CG TTTTCA TTA TG A TA TA A A G A TA TTTA A TCA G TG G Cr 
A A C A G A A G C TG A A C A G TTTC TCA G A A A G A C A C A A A TTC C TG A G A A TTG G G A A C A TG C  
TAAATACAAATGGTATCI “ I AAG gtaagtct ttgatttgtUtttcgaaattgtalttatcttcagcacatctggactcUtaacUcttaa 







AATCCTCAAAA ACA G A TG CC ACiTAITCTA CA AGGA A A A ATTGGG A AG CCTG A ATCT G 
C G G T  G G C A G G  A G G T C T G C C  A A A C A G CTG rrC A G A  CAGAAAA A AG AGgta gggcgacagalcl 
aataggaatgaaaacattUagcagactttttaagctt 3 ’
158
R EG IO N  F
S ’tttlgtagacggttaalgnataaltgaatacattggttaaatcccaaealgtaatatalglaaataalcaataltatgctgctaaaataacacaaatca 
gtaagattctgtaatatttcatgataaataacUttgaaaatatattttaaacattttgcttatgccttgagaattatttacctttttaaaatgtattttcctttcng 
G T T T C C A G A G O T T A C C T G A G A A A C A A G G A G A A A T T G A A G C T C A A A T A A A A G A C C T r 
G G G C A G C T T G A A A A A  A A G C TTG  A A G A C C FTG A A G A  G CAGTTA A A TC A TC TG C TG ( I 
G T G  GTTATCTCCTATTA GG A A TC A G TTG G  A AATITATA ACCA A CCA A ACCA AG A AGG A 
C CA TTTG A CG TfA A G gtaggggaactttttgclttaatatltU gtcttttttaa gaaaaatggcaatalcactgaaltttctcatttgglatc 
attattaaagacaaaatattacttgttaaa gtgtggtaaggaagactUattcaggataaccacaataggcacagggaccactgcaatggagtatta 
caggaggttggatagagagagattgggclcaactctaaatacagcacagtggaagtaggaatttatagc 3 ’
A P P E N D IX  IX: S equences f l anking:  exon 17 (reg ion  b), exon  4 4  (reg io n  d), exon  4 5  
(region e) and exon 4 8  (region f) o f  the dystrophin  gene. T he  sequences o f  the o ligonucleo tide 
p rim ers used fo r DN A am plification  are underlined . Exon sequences are in capital le tters and 
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